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Thesis Summary 
Introduction 
In recent years, there has been a large growth in the application of ‘data mining’ 
approaches to analyse sports data. This has occurred, in part due to developments in 
technology that have increased the collection of data. Consequently, there are 
improved opportunities to analyse these large datasets to uncover patterns and gain 
novel insights about performance. This Thesis has analysed, through four 
experimental Studies, the largest dataset of Australian Football League (AFL) match 
statistics (by the number of seasons and performance indicators) within the current 
literature. In doing so, the technical and tactical characteristics of successful and 
less successful teams have been established. This Thesis was motivated by a need 
and an opportunity to comprehensively explore and identify the optimal technical 
and tactical characteristics of Australian Football (AF) through the application of 
appropriate data analysis methods. Through achieving this, coaches are able to 
inform their decisions by an evidence-base, reducing the burden placed on key 
decision-makers. 
 
Methods  
Ninety-one team match aggregate performance indicators (PIs), from 3,145 AFL 
matches (16 seasons- 2001 to 2016) were analysed in Studies one and two. The 
dataset analysed in Study three was in the form of an event log with every match 
event timestamped. This included 1,516 AFL matches (8 seasons) and 932,808 player 
interactions. A combination of the datasets used in Studies one and two, and the 
derived Social Network Analysis (SNA) measures from Study three were analysed in 
Study four. Segmented regression analysis and a Change-point analysis were used in 
Study one to identify eras across the 16 AFL seasons; and applied an ensemble 
feature selection method to rank PIs by their importance to match outcomes (Win-
Loss and Score margin). The top 45 ranked PIs identified for each era in Study one 
were used to develop decision tree and Generalised Linear Models (GLMs) in Study 
two. Social Network Analysis was used to identify the relationship between measures 
of teamwork (i.e. the interactions between players) and match outcome in Study 
three. Study four incorporated the methods implemented in Studies one, two (feature 
selection and identified eras) and three (SNA measures), creating combined models, 
including technical and tactical datasets. 
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Results  
Eras exist in the 16 years (2001–2016) of AF data, but establishing their location is 
difficult. In general, the relative form of PIs are more important than their absolute 
form. The use of a wider range of technical PIs in modelling revealed new PIs that 
are more important than other more established PIs. The use of a longer duration 
database allows for the creation of models with the highest published classification 
accuracies for match outcome. It is possible to characterise the tactical performance 
of AF teams by analysing their passing network in a match. Tactical PIs identified as 
important in relation to match outcome in AF include: Transitivity, Average path 
length and Edge count. Tactical PIs derived from SNA have not been used in this 
way previously. The combination of technical and tactical PIs did not substantially 
improve model performance and there are several reasons for this (e.g. large PI 
database already has very high model accuracy, Bayes error-rate/ceiling effect).  
  
Conclusions 
When analysing a longitudinal dataset, several methods of detecting eras should be 
used to improve the likelihood of identifying the true underlying reality. An ensemble 
method of feature selection provides stable and reliable results and should be 
utilised in future research. The most valuable PIs included several that have not been 
previously identified as important. Further, feature selection identified that the 
relative form of PIs were more valuable than the absolute form. The decision tree 
models provide key PIs (KPIs) and the values of these KPIs can be benchmarked and 
targeted by coaches. The accuracy of these models is as high and higher than in 
previous reports, which underscores the value of conducting an analysis using a 
larger database with a wider range of PIs. Australian Football teams have relatively 
stable but different teamwork characteristics and there are differences in measures 
of teamwork between teams that win and lose AF matches. These findings 
demonstrate that SNA can be used to assess teamwork in AF. The combination of 
technical and tactical PIs in models that explain match outcome did not perform 
significantly better than previous technical PI models. The optimal technical and 
tactical characteristics of AF teams have been identified from the findings in this 
Thesis. 
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
The competitive nature of sport means that athletes and coaches seek to improve 
performance with the aim of increasing their chances of winning. There are many 
ways performance enhancements are sought and to some degree, the options depend 
upon the nature of the sport. Players and coaches seek to enhance performance by 
improving their understanding of how player actions lead to successful outcomes. 
This can be achieved by analysing performance. Performance analysis is primarily 
used as a method for collecting information, interpreting, understanding and 
enhancing sports performance (Hughes and Franks 2007). This may include analyses 
from several perspectives, including the physical, technical or tactical performance, 
an evaluation of player movement patterns, psychology or biomechanics (Hughes 
and Franks 2007). Performance can be analysed from a player, group or team 
perspective, the primary focus of this Thesis is on team performance. In field team 
sports, the actions of individual players and the interactions between players 
contribute to the performance of a team collectively, and to the outcome of a 
competition (Hughes and Bartlett 2002). The actions of players and teams 
collectively can be measured using performance indicators (PIs). Performance 
indicators (also commonly referred to as match statistics), are defined as actions or 
events that represent specific aspects of performance. These may include measures of 
technical (e.g. player actions or events) and tactical (e.g. measures of 
teamwork/player interaction) performance (Hughes and Bartlett 2002). Performance 
indicators can be collected and analysed to assess performance, to provide insight, 
and offer feedback to an athlete or team. An analysis of PIs can be used to inform 
decisions pertaining to coaching strategies and tactics, both during a match or in a 
pre- or post-match meeting (Robertson et al. 2016a). Furthermore, understanding the 
importance of different PIs and their benchmark match values can be used to 
structure training exercises, targeting key skills or sequences of play, improving 
players’ readiness for competition. Identifying benchmarks is a useful method of 
setting quantifiable goals for a team. For example, if a model based on more than 
3000 Australian Football League (AFL) matches is created, spanning 16 years, it is 
found that teams who achieved 18 more Kicks than their opponent won in 90% of 
cases. This example provides a benchmark value that a team could then target in a 
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match. This is an over simplistic example and it is acknowledged that performance is 
dependent on numerous quantities. However, if we build a model which incorporates 
many PIs, rank them by their importance to the outcome measure, and identify their 
benchmark value, this process will provide insight, and importantly coachable 
information. A model of this type may also lead to a greater understanding of the 
complexities and dependencies of performance. The analysis of the collected PIs can 
lead to valued insights about a sport. 
 
Australian Football (AF) is the most popular winter sport in Australia (Gray et al. 
2010, Jelinek et al. 2014) from the perspective of match attendance (Australian 
Bureau of Statistics 2010) and its financial contribution to the Australian economy 
(Stewart et al. 2007). Due to this popularity, substantial investments in the quantity 
of information (i.e. performance measures) collected during AFL matches are made. 
The technological developments in recent years, for example, wearable sensors and 
video analysis software have created an exponential growth in performance related 
data. Another form of player and team performance data collected includes match 
event data, referred to as PIs. Examples of PIs in AF include player actions related to 
possession, passing and scoring (Kicks, Marks, Handballs, Inside 50s- please refer to 
Appendix A for a full list of PIs and their definition). It is in professional sport where 
the resources and technology are primarily available, that large databases of PIs have 
been collected. The data is often summarised to provide an opportunity to objectively 
analyse the performance of individuals and teams (Gray et al. 2010, Jelinek et al. 
2014). However, summary statistics from a single player, team or season, do not 
identify how player actions lead to successful outcomes. A more sophisticated 
analysis of these large datasets is required to identify the relationships between 
measures of performance and match outcome.  
 
There is an array of approaches available for analysing data. These can be broadly 
broken into traditional and data mining approaches. Traditional methods have been 
applied to explain competition outcomes and events in sport for many years, with 
varying levels of success. Traditional approaches have been used to identify 
relationships between player actions and outcomes, including linear techniques such 
as: linear regression (Castellano et al. 2012), generalised linear modelling (Higham et 
al. 2014) and multiple regression (Stewart et al. 2007). Although linear methods have 
provided valuable insights previously, they can result in a poorly fit model, due to 
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non-linear relationships between performance characteristics. The discipline of 
statistics has developed substantially in recent decades, ranging from basic statistical 
analyses, through to advanced machine learning methods (Witten et al. 2016). Given 
the proposed benefit of using non-linear, machine learning approaches, it would be 
prudent to incorporate these approaches into large-scale analyses.  
 
In the past twenty years, data mining techniques, many of which were developed for 
disciplines in data science, information technology and business settings have been 
used to inform business decisions. Witten et al., (2016) cited several authors 
(Adriaans and Zantinge 1996, Berry and Linoff 1997, Dhar and Stein 1997) as early 
adopters, implementing data mining and exploratory approaches to analysis within 
business settings. Many of these data mining approaches have been applied in sport, 
for example: Clustering (Gaudreau and Blondin 2004, Ball and Best 2007, Chen et 
al. 2007, Woolf et al. 2007, Lamb et al. 2010, Ofoghi et al. 2010), Classification 
(Watson 1988, Smith and Spinks 1995, Jaitner et al. 2001, Ofoghi et al. 2010, 
Robertson et al. 2016a, Woods et al. 2017b, Young et al. 2019b), Relationship 
Modelling (Wilson et al. 2001, Edelmann-Nusser et al. 2002, Kahn 2003, Stewart et 
al. 2007, Johnson 2009, Shao 2009) and Rule Mining (Bhandari et al. 1997, 
Haghighat et al. 2013, Robertson et al. 2016b). Data mining is defined as the process 
of discovering patterns by learning from data in an automated or semi-automated 
manner (Witten et al. 2016). These analytical approaches are not in widespread use 
within sport and despite the recent growth in their application, within the Australian 
context; these approaches to analysis are novel. 
 
The hierarchy of data processing, known as the ‘wisdom hierarchy’ (Rowley 2007) 
consists of converting raw data to information, information into knowledge, and 
knowledge into wisdom. Data mining is primarily concerned with the first part of 
this hierarchy, converting data into information (Ofoghi et al. 2013b). The 
application of data mining in sport may provide a new opportunity to convert data 
into valuable information, giving more in-depth information than many traditional 
methods, such as an analysis of variance (ANOVA). Data mining is a problem-
solving methodology that finds mathematical patterns in a dataset. It is comprised of 
a collection of methods capable of extracting useful and previously unknown 
information, that would not be detected by traditional approaches (Ofoghi et al. 
2013b). In elite sport, data mining methods have been used to model the inter-
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relationships between measures of performance (Ofoghi et al. 2013b) and also to 
identify performance patterns from competitions (Edelmann-Nusser et al. 2002, Chen 
et al. 2007, Ofoghi et al. 2010, Ofoghi et al. 2013b). The application of data mining 
has the potential to provide new insights to inform decision-making and coaching 
strategies to optimise performance. A decision-support system utilises computer-
based information to provide objective evidence to key decision-makers (Robertson 
et al. 2017). Given the benefits of providing an objective decision-support system, it 
has been suggested future research should incorporate data mining approaches into 
their analyses (Robertson et al. 2017). 
 
A large proportion of previous match performance research in AF has focused on the 
physiological match demands (Coutts et al. 2010, Gray and Jenkins 2010, Sullivan et 
al. 2014). Therefore, the physiological match demands have been well established. 
Recent work by Robertson et al., (2016a) completed an analysis of technical PIs. In 
their work, it was suggested that future research should aim to expand existing 
models of technical performance. This could be achieved by creating new models to 
investigate the key performance indicators (KPIs) contributing to match outcomes, 
using a set of more sophisticated PIs. The use of additional PIs may improve model 
performance and provide novel insights, by capturing match events overlooked or 
unavailable previously. Further, it has been suggested that research should compare 
Win-Loss with Score margin based models, as a gap currently exists within the 
literature. It has been suggested that Score margin based models may provide an 
alternative insight into performance (Stewart et al. 2007, Sargent and Bedford 2013, 
Robertson et al. 2016a). Furthermore, analyses to determine what events contribute 
to match outcome would provide valuable information regarding technical and 
tactical decision-making within a match (Sampaio et al. 2010, Gómez et al. 2013, 
Robertson et al. 2016a). Currently, there are a limited number of studies to apply data 
mining methodology to analyse performance in AF. For further developments to 
occur, performance analysis of large datasets should focus on applying these 
methods. 
 
This Thesis was motivated by a need and an opportunity to complete a 
comprehensive analysis on the large amount of AFL data now available. Given the 
scarcity of AF literature to date, there is valuable knowledge to be gained by 
conducting this research. Analysing this data-rich sport is as an important and 
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relatively untapped area of research. By analysing this data, we can expand the 
current knowledge of the sport, inform coaching strategies, and provide novel 
insights that may revolutionise the practices of AFL teams. By expanding the depth 
and breadth of our understanding of AF, we can establish a clear explanation of the 
relationships between measures of performance and match outcomes and identify the 
characteristics of successful teams. Further, clear benchmarks are yet to be well 
established for those KPIs. In order to expand our knowledge of AF, data mining, an 
exploratory approach to analysis was chosen. This process is best described as a 
broad analytical approach designed to discover structure or patterns in data without 
the need for a confirmatory process (Tukey 1980, Haig 2005, Jebb et al. 2017).  
 
Some important foundation work has been undertaken recently (Robertson et al. 
2016a), using a limited number of seasons and PIs to analyse technical performance, 
and this work can be advanced by analysing a larger dataset. Further, analyses of 
tactical team performance (Sargent and Bedford 2013) are scarce and therefore there 
is an opportunity to discover patterns and further our understanding of AF. 
 
1.2 Overall Thesis Aims  
The overall aim of this Thesis was to gain a better understanding of the performance 
requirements in AF from a technical and tactical perspective through implementing 
appropriate data analysis methods on the large amounts of collected data. The nature 
of these projects is exploratory and as such, they are not driven by hypotheses. 
However, the broad hypothesis of the Thesis is that there are quantifiable 
relationships between the performance of players/teams and the outcomes of 
competition. Therefore, a common feature of the design of each Study was to 
identify the relationships between characteristics of technical and tactical 
performance with the outcomes of AFL matches. A primary focus of this work is to 
create models of match outcome in AF. This has been done using a basic set of PIs 
(Robertson et al. 2016a), but no work has made use of the extensive suite of PIs that 
are collected by the official supplier of AFL match statistics.  
 
Our current understanding of the relationship between team performance in AF and 
match outcomes can be improved. Champion Data has continued to increase the 
number of PIs captured each season. A recent thesis by Karl Jackson (2016) provided 
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detail on the degree and rate of this increase; in 1999 just 53 statistical events (i.e. 
PIs) were captured, this has more than doubled to 124 for the 2015 season. Given 
there are an ever-growing number of collected match statistics the opportunity exists 
to investigate the relationships between these collected statistics and match outcomes 
using the largest database of AF match statistics, both in terms of the number of PIs 
and number of seasons, to answer a series of specific research questions. For an 
overview of the research conducted in this Thesis, please refer to Figure 1.1  
 
Figure 1.1 PhD Thesis framework identifying the key processes of each Study. 
 
1.3 Study Aims and Research Questions  
1.3.1 Study one 
Aims: The intent of this Study is to identify the pre-requisites to modelling large 
datasets: partitioning data, identifying key features and the usefulness of a dataset for 
modelling which will inform future work in the area of performance modelling in AF 
and other related sports. 
  
Research Questions:  
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1. Does an increase in the amount of data (i.e. number of seasons) and the range of 
PIs, provide an improved opportunity to develop and validate models?  
2. Should large longitudinal databases be interrogated to identify periods of stability 
and change in the typical values of PIs?  
3. What are the most important PIs in relation to match outcome? 
 
1.3.2 Study two 
Aims:  
To develop interpretable models using AF PIs for both Win-Loss and Score margin. 
To inform coaches, analysts, and players about the characteristics of performance 
that increase the likelihood of successful match outcomes. 
 
Research Questions: 
1. Do interpretable AF prediction models perform well for Win-Loss and Score 
margin?  
2. How do interpretable prediction models differ through feature selection and 
partitioned datasets? 
3. Is the absolute or relative form of a PI more important to measure match 
outcome? 
 
1.3.3 Study three 
Aims:  
To identify if measures of teamwork can be used to compare and assess team 
performance in AF between teams and between seasons using both traditional and 
data mining approaches. 
 
Research Questions: 
1. Do network measures of teamwork vary between teams? 
2. Do network measures of teamwork vary between seasons? 
3. Do network measures of teamwork vary between teams that win and lose? 
4. Is there a relationship between measures of teamwork and Score margin? 
5. Can measures of teamwork be used to model match performance?  
6. Are the absolute or relative form of network measures more useful in modelling 
teamwork? 
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1.3.4 Study four 
Aims:  
To identify whether measures of teamwork can be used to model team performance 
and to investigate whether the combination of network measures and technical PIs is 
useful in modelling match outcome. 
 
Research Questions:  
1. Can tactical and technical PIs be used in combination to predict match outcomes? 
2. Which tactical PIs are most important to match outcome? 
3. Does a combined approach to modelling match outcome using tactical and 
technical PIs provide improved classification accuracy? 
 
1.4 Thesis Overview and Link Between Studies 
This Thesis consists of seven Chapters. Chapter one has established the rationale for 
this work and introduced the key research questions and approaches that are used 
throughout the experimental Studies. Chapter two reviews the most relevant 
literature to sports performance analysis, starting in a broad sense, before narrowing 
the focus to the application of data mining to understand performance in AF. There is 
deliberate, but necessary repetition within Chapter two, relating to the progression of 
methods that predict match outcomes and the application of data mining in sport.  
 
The experimental Studies (Chapters three to six) of this Thesis link together in the 
larger overall project, demonstrated in the developed PhD framework (Figure 1.1). 
These Studies investigate key aspects of performance analysis in AF and in doing so, 
answering key research questions provided in Chapter 1.3. There is a clear link and 
continuum, where the methods and findings of one Study, guide the following Study. 
Study one established the methodological processes for the subsequent Studies, by 
defining eras and determining the most important features of team performance. 
Study two then modelled performance in the identified eras and revealed the optimal 
technical performance characteristics in AF. Study three then established the tactical 
characteristics by applying Social Network Analysis (SNA) in the most recent era. 
Study four then implemented the feature selection method from Study one on a 
combined technical and tactical PI dataset, assessing the benefit of a combined 
approach on modelling accuracy. Each Study has an emphasis on the application of 
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data mining approaches to increase the current understanding of performance 
outcomes in AF from first a technical, then tactical perspective, before conducting a 
combined approach to analysis.  
 
Chapter seven discusses the link between each experimental Study, the broad 
findings, practical implications and significance of this work. Final conclusions and 
summaries consolidate these findings and provide a statement of the contributions 
made to the literature by this body of work, whilst providing a roadmap for future 
research. Each of the experimental Studies are published (Studies one, two- 
published, three- accepted), or are currently under review (Study four). Therefore, 
the experimental Studies (Chapters three to six) have had minimal editing beyond the 
peer review process. I chose to expand the methods, results and discussion sections 
of Study three from the peer-reviewed article as several additional analyses were 
conducted. These additions have been given a sub-heading to inform the reader that 
the content was not included in the peer-reviewed published manuscript.  
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CHAPTER TWO: Review of the Literature 
2.1 Chapter Overview and Introduction  
This Chapter consists of four main sections. Firstly, it introduces the history and 
rules of AF, which is the sport focused on throughout this Thesis. The second section 
reviews the literature related to the application of performance analysis in sport. This 
part is aimed at reviewing the different forms of quantitative and qualitative 
performance analysis and the importance of feedback. The performance analysis 
literature in AF is then summarised. This section is broken into several sub-sections 
which provides an indication of the current state of the literature in regard to analyses 
of physical, technical and tactical requirements in AF. This is followed by an outline 
of the progression of AF match outcome prediction in recent decades. The next 
section focuses on the contrast between traditional and data mining approaches to 
analysis. This section provides a detailed review of the benefits and constraints with 
each approach, with examples from the literature. The advantages of a data mining 
approach to performance analysis in sport are then detailed, before concluding 
remarks and the general significance of this research is stated.  
 
2.2 History and Rules of Australian Football 
Australian Football has a long and rich history in Australia. The year 1858 is 
considered the inaugural year of AF, but it is acknowledged that football existed in 
various forms long before this date. Records indicate that the first official game of 
AF took place in 1858 between Scotch College and Melbourne Grammar (Hess 
2008). In 1896, the Victorian Football League (VFL) was established and seven 
teams competed in the inaugural season of 1897, with several additional teams 
joining the league over the years. In 1987, the game became a national sport with the 
inclusion of a team from Western Australia and Queensland. By 1997, every state in 
Australia, with the exception of Tasmania, had a team. The most recent additions to 
the AFL occurred in 2011 with a second team from Queensland: The Gold Coast 
Suns, and the following year Great Western Sydney Giants joined the competition. 
The AFL competition as it currently stands has 18 teams.  
 
Australian Football League matches are played on oval-shaped fields ranging from 
135 to 185 metres in length and 110 to 155 metres wide. Australian Football is a 
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field-based, team invasion sport played between two teams, each team has 18 players 
on the field at one time and four players available for interchange at any time. In AF, 
the ball can be kicked, handballed, punched or tapped, but not thrown. There are 
many additional rules of the game, which are updated yearly. For a complete manual 
of the rules of the AFL, refer to the current version of The Laws of the Game (2019). 
An AFL match consists of four 20-minute quarters, plus additional time for when the 
ball is out of play. This often results in quarters running for 30 minutes each. The 
aim of a match is to score more points than the opposing team, by kicking the ball 
through two large upright posts, at the opposition’s end of the field. A goal and a 
behind are the two types of scoring, worth six and one points respectively. A goal 
occurs when the ball passes through the two large, middle posts unimpeded, and a 
behind occurs when the ball hits the post or passes through either side of the large 
posts (for an overview of the rules and how AF is played, please view 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XMZYZcoAcU0). Similar to other invasion 
sports, scoring is the result of a series of events performed between players (Nevill et 
al. 2002). These match events are captured by observers manually or using 
technology. These captured events are often termed PIs (Hughes and Bartlett 2002). 
Analyses of collected PIs can provide insight into the performance of a player or 
team collectively.  
 
In the AFL, each team plays 22 matches in the regular season, followed by a finals 
series. The ladder system (i.e. competition table) in the AFL ranks teams by the 
number of wins, losses and draws. This is done by giving a team four premiership 
points for a win, two for a draw and zero for a loss. Scoring percentage is calculated 
by dividing the points scored by a team in each match, by the oppositions score. 
Teams are ranked by their percentage, differentiating those on the ladder (i.e. 
competition table) with the same number of premiership points. In recent years, the 
top eight teams at the conclusion of the home and away season have competed in the 
finals series (i.e. the playoffs). The structure of the finals has changed many times 
over the years. Currently, the finals are played over four weeks, with the top four 
teams playing in a qualifying final and teams finishing in ladder positions five to 
eight playing an elimination final in week one. The losing teams from positions one 
to four play the winners of positions five to eight in week two. Week three consists 
of the winner from ladder positions one to four in week one, playing the winners 
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from week two, who then play in week four, in the grand final. The winning side is 
declared the premiers for that season.  
 
2.3  The Importance of Feedback and Performance 
Analysis 
Feedback is regarded as an important step in the learning and subsequent 
performance of a skill (Hein and Koka 2007). Feedback can be defined as providing 
information relating to behaviours and performance of an individual or group. This is 
so the feedback can be compared with the intended behaviour or performance 
(Cusella 1987, Hein and Koka 2007). Feedback can occur intrinsically, via an 
individual’s own sensory channels such as sight, touch and feel (Hein and Koka 
2007). The ability of an individual to provide intrinsic feedback is based upon the 
persons experience of the given task (Hughes and Franks 2007). Feedback can also 
be extrinsic, when it is provided by an external source such as a coach, which can 
also complement initial intrinsic feedback (Hein and Koka 2007). Feedback is 
considered to be one of the most important components of a coach’s job, as it 
directly expresses information concerning an athlete’s competence and ability to 
complete a given task efficiently (Horn et al. 1993). If feedback can be provided at 
the right time and in the right way, being positive and encouraging, the rate of 
learning and development is enhanced (Hughes and Franks 2007). By gathering, 
analysing and interpreting relevant information (e.g. PIs), it is possible to provide an 
accurate record of performance. A coach is then positioned to provide accurate and 
timely feedback to an individual or group of athletes (Cusella 1987). Providing 
feedback is an important process to make practical use of any relevant knowledge 
acquired by the collection of performance indicator (PI) information and to bring 
about an enhanced level of performance.  
  
Performance analysis is a sub-discipline of sport science, involving an evaluation of 
an athletes performance in training or competition (O'Donoghue 2009). Performance 
analysis is comprised of basic qualitative analyses; where opinions or motivations 
drive the analysis, through to technical, quantitative and biomechanical analyses. 
Quantitative methods are comprised of data that is used in an objective form, often 
using collection technologies that rely upon specific hardware and software, which 
removes human error and subjectivity (O'Donoghue 2009). The application of 
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performance analysis using qualitative or quantitative methods can assist in the 
provision of accurate feedback to an athlete (O'Donoghue 2009). This can occur 
through combining the knowledge of a coach (subjective), with video analysis 
(objective), to provide evidence-based feedback to support any key cues, providing 
an excellent opportunity to improve performance. There are several perspectives that 
can be taken when completing analyses of sports performance during training or 
competition, including technical, tactical or physical performances. Further, analyses 
could also focus on the biomechanics or psychology of performance (O'Donoghue 
2009).  
 
A popular approach to performance analysis is the analysis of technique. There are a 
number of terms used to describe analyses of technique, for example, ‘analysis of 
technique’, ‘biomechanical analysis of technique’ and ‘analysis of sports skills’ 
(Lees 2002). These terms all refer to the same general definition, of an analytical 
method which aims to measure and evaluate the way a sporting skill is performed 
and forms the basis in which performance can be improved (Lees 2002). Prior to the 
development of computer technologies, analyses were qualitative. Technique 
analysis has benefited from developments in mathematical modelling and computer 
based programs, enabling the efficient collection and analysis of data. Consequently, 
large amounts of quantitative data are collected, improving the opportunity to 
analyse technique (e.g. joint angles and movement efficiencies) (Lees 2002).  
 
The characteristics of technique can be analysed to assess joint angles, movement 
efficiencies and the actions of athletes. Alternatively, the frequency of technical 
actions and the outcome of these actions and their link with performance outcomes 
(i.e. Win-Loss) can be analysed. There are several methods of collecting technical 
performance data. It may be through technology or sensors that record large amounts 
of information, although a common method of collecting data is through notational 
analysis. Notational analysis involves the recording of actions or events that occur 
during a specified time period and can be categorised as qualitative, particularly in its 
early application, and quantitative, using technology more recently (O'Donoghue 
2009). Notational analysis involves the recording of player/s activities and 
movements as a way of measuring their performance (O'Donoghue 2009). This 
method was first applied by researchers in Japan to track soccer player movements 
(Ohta et al. 1969). Early methods were qualitative, requiring an observer to record 
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the dynamic and complex activities of players, using pen and paper (Barris and 
Button 2008, O'Donoghue 2009). A number of shorthand symbols and tallies 
allowed efficient recoding of movement and actions (O'Donoghue 2009). The benefit 
of qualitative analyses of performance are that it allows the data recorded to stay free 
from the restrictions of a list of pre-defined events (O'Donoghue 2009). However, 
without these restrictions the precision of the data recorded cannot be guaranteed. 
These methods rely on the subjective opinion of an observer and the inherent errors 
of human recollection of events (Roberts et al. 2006, Barris and Button 2008, Scott et 
al. 2013). Recently, notational analysis has advanced, using automated tracking 
systems that are able to quantify the movements and actions of players (Ohta et al. 
1969, Reilly 2003, O'Donoghue 2009). This form of data collection generates large 
amounts of information that can be leveraged to improve our understanding of how 
player and team performance in competition relates to competition outcomes.  
 
How teams are assembled and its members collaborate, and how this links to 
performance has been an area of interest for some time. Beyond the field of sports 
research, seminal work by Guimera et al. (2005) has established the ideal 
composition of a team, its ideal number of members over time in various fields of 
research including social psychology, economics, ecology and astronomy. Broadly, 
this work establishes an insight into the important considerations that must be 
addressed when attempting to understand interactions within teams. 
 
Previous literature has established the importance of a team collectively (Katzenbach 
, Wuchty et al. 2007, Duch et al. 2010), we know that the makeup of a team is a 
determinant of their likelihood of succeeding (Guimera et al. 2005, Wuchty et al. 
2007, Duch et al. 2010). However, quantifying an individual’s contribution to team 
performance is difficult. How do star players affect the flow of ball movement? How 
reliant are teams on individuals? These are the questions this field of research seeks 
to answer. 
2.4 Performance Analysis in Australian Football 
The following section will introduce the common areas of performance analysis in 
AF. Performance in AF can be evaluated using PIs. Performance indicators may 
include technical, tactical or physical measures of performance. There are further 
measures of performance including those listed in Chapter 2.3. The technical, tactical 
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and physical requirements of AF and the progression of predicting match outcomes 
will be discussed in the following section.  
 
2.4.1 Physical Requirements of Australian Football 
A series of studies have investigated the physical demands of AF, leading to a 
comprehensive understanding of these requirements. A recent review by Johnston et 
al., (2018) assessed the current body of applied sport science literature in AF. A 
review of the physical match demands was provided with total distances covered 
during games ranging from 11,000 to 13,500 metres at an intensity of 129  13 
metres per minute. The distance and intensity of AF matches reported are much 
higher than other football codes (Varley et al. 2014). It has been observed that elite 
AFL selected players have greater leg power, sprinting speed and distance covered in 
the yo-yo intermittent recovery test and a trend of increased vertical jump and 
predicted aerobic capacity compared to their non-selected teammates (Keogh 1999, 
Young et al. 2005). Further, a greater lean body mass has been found to be 
advantageous given the frequency of collisions in AF (Keogh 1999, Pyne et al. 2005, 
Young and Pryor 2007, Gray and Jenkins 2010). Given the aerobic nature of AF, 
where large distances are covered within a 120-minute game, a greater aerobic 
capacity is beneficial to performance (Coutts et al. 2010, Wisbey et al. 2010). The 
current literature has established the physical profile of AF players across a broad 
range of age groups and playing levels (Johnston et al. 2018). Junior athletes, as you 
would expect cover less distance at a lower rate (metres per minute) compared with 
adult athletes. Interestingly, sub-elite (i.e. second-tier, state league competitions) AF 
players cover a greater distance on average, although at a lower rate, compared with 
their elite counterparts. The authors suggested mechanism for this was that the 
increased total playing time on average by sub-elite players provided an increased 
opportunity to cover greater distances (Johnston et al. 2018). Finally, elite players 
have been reported to perform 22  9 sprints during a match, with less than 30 
seconds of rest between sprint efforts. The physical requirements of AF have been 
well established within the literature, with a good understanding of how the 
requirements differ between junior and senior athletes, both elite and sub-elite 
footballers.  
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2.4.2 Technical Requirements of Australian Football  
The game of AF consists of a range of technical skills, therefore there is a good 
opportunity to analyse these skills and the frequencies that they occur during a 
match, to inform decision-making. The main form of disposing of the ball (i.e. 
passing the ball) is to kick or punch the ball with a closed fist, termed a handball. The 
efficiencies of these disposals, their frequency, distance and the relative count of 
these measures in comparison to an opponent, can be analysed. These match 
statistics, referred to as PIs, can be studied from an individual player or team 
aggregate perspective, over a single match or averaged over several matches or 
season/s.  
Technical investigations of AF performance have increased in recent times. Some of 
the earliest technical analyses by Appleby and Dawson (2002), Forbes (2003) and 
Ball (2008) investigated the typical distances kicked by AFL players and the positive 
effect kicking efficiency has on scoring potential. The work of Lewis (2004) 
contributed to the proliferation of data driven modelling in sport. An important study 
by Stewart et al., (2007) implemented the approaches of Lewis (2004), providing 
fundamental performance analysis research in AF. More recently, work by Robertson 
et al., (2016a) completed the first investigation of AF to use data mining approaches 
to create PI based match outcome prediction models. Woods (2016) examined the 
relationship between end of season ladder position and PI characteristics, 
demonstrating hit outs, clearances and inside 50s were negatively associated with a 
team’s ladder position. These studies have laid down an important foundation of 
research, implementing some basic analysis, progressing to more advanced work 
using match PIs. 
 
A few studies have examined the interaction between player roles and technical 
performance in AF. Research by Sargent and Bedford (2010) attempted to make 
positional classifications of AFL players into one of four positions; forward, back, 
midfield or ruck. Thirteen PIs were used to classify players into one of the four 
positions. An evaluation of the performance of a player within their position and a 
quantitative judgement of a players influence on the outcome of a match was 
possible. Further, these findings were able to allow coaching staff to identify the 
optimal structure for each of the positional roles. An advantage of this work was that 
only a small set of post-match, game-related PIs were required and no further player 
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movement information (Sargent and Bedford 2010). More recently, Barake et al., 
(2016) developed a classification of player roles in AF using logistic regression. 
Players were classified into one of seven playing positions for each match. The 
model was trained using 15 PIs from the 2014 AFL season and tested using the 2015 
season. This method classified AFL players into positions on a match-by-match 
basis, achieving a classification accuracy of greater than 80%. The PIs selected are 
also collected in the state leagues around Australia, enabling the model to be applied 
to second-tier competitions to inform recruitment strategies. A limitation of this work 
was the relative strength of a team compared with an opponent. This influences the 
frequencies of certain PIs. If a team is stronger, the ball will be in their forward half 
more often, providing greater opportunity for players in that portion of the ground 
and vice versa for a weaker team. Some care should be taken when interpreting these 
studies, as they have not been published in the peer-reviewed literature. 
 
Recent work by Spencer et al., (2016) aimed to group AFL teams with similar 
playing styles using PIs. An analysis of 22 commonly reported team PIs taken from 
all quarters in the 2012, 2013 and 2014 regular season (198 matches in total). The PIs 
selected were based on previous work (Robertson et al. 2016a). A random forest 
model trained and tested using an 80:20 split. Random forests are an ensemble 
machine learning method where multiple decision trees are generated. Node purity in 
the random forests, a measure of variable importance, revealed that 'team' was the 
fifth most important variable, when predicting quarter outcome. This provides an 
indication of the varying profiles of AFL teams, suggesting that success can be 
achieved by different methods. Further, k-means clustering was employed to classify 
quarters into k-types, independent of both team and outcome. This identified multiple 
winning methods across a range of score differences. Spencer et al., (2016) found 
that cluster centroids could be used to understand team playing style and allow a 
better understanding of how teams’ matchup. Previous studies have identified inside 
50s, where the ball enters a teams’ attacking 50 metre arc, total number of kicks and 
goal conversion rates as important in explaining match outcome. The importance of 
various PIs was different dependent on which team was analysed and team playing 
style was dependent on their opponent (Spencer et al. 2016). The authors suggested it 
was not always beneficial to use PI differential; this is where the value of a PI is 
reported relative to an opponent, for example +6 kicks. The importance of specific 
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PIs can be lost when the total value for a match is not used, and PI differential (i.e. 
the relative value) is instead used. The pace of a match can vary greatly, this affects 
the rate of PI occurrences and therefore the PI differential can be affected (Spencer et 
al. 2016). There are further analyses of technical performance within the current 
body of literature that are discussed in the following sections. These have been 
separated out and fall into The Progression of Match Outcome Prediction in Chapter 
2.44.  
 
2.4.3 Tactical Requirements of Australian Football 
The aim of AF, as discussed in Chapter 2.2, is to kick the ball through two large 
upright posts at the opposition’s end of the field to score a goal. Scoring is the result 
of a series of events executed between players (Nevill et al. 2002). One method of 
analysing performance is from a tactical perspective. Tactical performance could be 
considered as the effective collaboration, cooperation and interaction between 
players of a team. There are several approaches to analysing tactical performance, 
and it is defined and analysed in a variety of ways. Chapter five of this Thesis 
investigates the interactions between players using a method to assess the tactical 
requirements of AF. This can be assessed by analysing the interactions that occur 
between players, identified by ‘source’ and ‘target’ players. This is an example of a 
relational dataset; the player in possession of the ball, the source, and the player who 
receives the ball from the source, the target, populate a relational dataset. In addition 
to the player identification number, the target column can also be populated with 
outcome measures (goals, behinds and missed shots). This dataset is a temporal log 
of match events, which includes useful information; the match identification number, 
the AFL club in possession, the type of PI and the time within the match (see Table 
2.1). The source-target events of this research are analogous to the send: receive 
events of Nevill et al., (2002).  
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Table 2.1 An extract of the relational dataset used during this PhD. 
 
Source Target Match ID Qtr 
Match 
time (s) 
Club 
Performance 
Indicator 
250417 295445 98150101 1 10 Carlton kickEffective 
295445 261384 98150101 1 14 Carlton kickEffective 
294674 270896 98150101 1 37 Richmond kickIn 
291806 250105 98150101 1 93 Carlton handballEffective 
270737 294592 98150101 1 118 Richmond hitout 
294592 270737 98150101 1 121 Richmond handballEffective 
Qtr = quarter of the match 
 
There have been few tactical analyses of performance in AF to date. Tactical 
analyses may include investigations of player decision-making (Lorains et al. 2013, 
Parrington et al. 2013). Alternatively, tactical analyses may examine the interactions 
that occur between players and how these interactions relate to team performance. 
The focus of this Thesis will be the latter, to date, only a single study (Sargent and 
Bedford 2013) has investigated the tactical practices of elite AF. This work 
investigated the contribution AFL players made to their teams on-field network and 
match outcome, by simulating player interactions and estimating the net effect on 
final Score margin. A single AFL team from the 2011 season was analysed, each 
player was given a rating based on their Eigenvector centrality value for each match 
simulation. It was claimed a correlation existed between a measure of player 
interaction and the Score margin. However, the results did not support this claim (r2 
= 0.2), indicating a weak correlation. This work demonstrated the importance of 
including key players when making team selections within a simulated network. The 
aim of this research was to use statistical systems to facilitate optimal AFL team 
selection, but given the weak correlation, it would be unwise to apply their findings. 
In addition, the use of simulated data (in this case simulation of player interactions 
for any combination of 22 players from the 45 listed players) is useful in certain 
circumstances (e.g. predicting weather patterns), however, in this scenario basing 
performance predictions on simulated data may create inaccurate assumptions. For a 
coach to implement these findings in their team selection process, it would involve 
some risk. The results of this study provide a good example of the potential 
application of analyses of this type, but the findings need to be treated with care and 
may not be practically applicable. Further work is required in tactical analysis of AF 
to improve our understanding of this component of performance, utilising more than 
one season and all AFL clubs.  
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Social network analysis has been used to explore tactical performance in a few sports 
in a relatively small number of reports. For example, work by Duch et al., (2010) 
investigated the interactions between teammates in soccer, the patterns and 
implications of these interactions, to investigate player and team performance. A 
record of the passes that occurred between players during a match was analysed to 
evaluate teamwork. In a network diagram, nodes represented players and edges (lines 
between nodes) were weighted (thickness) according to the number of passes 
completed effectively between two players, as well as a node for shots at goal (see 
Figure 2.2). The resulting networks are referred to as flow networks. There are a 
range of characteristics of the network that can be measured, that also represent how 
well individuals and the team work together. Some of these characteristics include; 
Degree centralisation – The degree to which ball passing is centralised around a 
small number of players or more spread across a larger number of players; 
Betweenness centralisation – The proportion of all passing sequences that a 
particular player is involved in a sequence of passes that results in a shot at goal; 
Density of network – The number of players involved in a passing sequence divided 
by the total number of players and Network intensity – The rate of passing (passes 
per minute). 
 
Duch et al., (2010) found that successful match outcomes were characterised by a 
greater average Betweenness centralisation value compared with their opponent. This 
suggests that there is an important relationship between a measure of teamwork used 
in SNA and the outcome of a match. To measure the performance of data mining 
models, there are several methods including the area under the curve (AUC), receiver 
operator curve (ROC) or the sensitivity-specificity curve (discussed in Chapter 2.7) 
are used to quantify the sensitivity (percentage of measures identified as true 
positive) and specificity (percentage of measures identified as true negative). There 
was an AUC of 0.825 for the outcome win versus not win and a significant 
difference for match outcomes using flow centrality, suggesting this measure can be 
used as a quantitative measure of team performance. From this analysis it can be 
concluded that when the difference in team performance was >0.75, the odds that the 
team with the higher performance wins the match were 3:1 (Duch et al. 2010).  
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Figure 2.2 A passing network. This figure represents the network of passing between 
players on two different soccer teams. Nodes (circles and squares) represent players 
in their relative position on the field and the arcs represent passes, arcs grow in size 
with more interactions. The network can be analysed in order to examine 
relationships between teamwork and match outcome. This network was derived from 
performance indicator data collected during a match in which Spain won (Duch et al. 
2010, page 6). 
 
The use of SNA to analyse teamwork and interactions between players has been used 
in several sports (Lee et al. 2005, Duch et al. 2010). Social network analysis has 
scarcely been used to assess teamwork in AF, being just one study (Sargent and 
Bedford 2013). How teammates interact in team sport is an important component of 
team success, currently we do not know enough about this, which gives compelling 
reasons to pursue the application of this approach in AF. The small body of literature 
examining AF reveals limited information about the relationship between teamwork 
and match outcome, meaning there is a need to explore this further. Additionally, the 
data required to apply SNA, already exists in AF, so there is currently an opportunity 
to apply this method to several seasons of AFL data. 
 
2.4.4  The Progression of Match Outcome Prediction 
Many studies of AF have focused on the prediction of match outcomes. Performance 
in AF can be evaluated, and predictions made using PIs. The purpose of this Thesis 
was not to predict match outcome for the purpose of gambling, rather as a way to 
identify and explain the optimal technical and tactical characteristics. Performance 
indicators may include technical, tactical or physical measures of performance. There 
are further measures of performance including psychology, biomechanics; these 
measures would not typically be used to model performance. An analysis of PIs can 
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be used to assess the performance of an individual or a team collectively (Hughes 
and Bartlett 2002).  
 
One of the most recognised books, Moneyball by Michael Lewis (2004) is about an 
American baseball team, the Oakland Athletics which used analytical, evidence-
based approaches to assemble a baseball team on a small-budget. This sparked an 
interest into leveraging data and analytical approaches to provide evidence-based 
decisions in professional sport. It is acknowledged that baseball and AF are distinctly 
different sports (e.g. baseball is a sport made up of continuous discrete actions where 
isolated PIs are likely of more use than in a free-flowing invasion sport such as AF 
where the PIs do not consider all of the other components of performance 
concurrently). However, the work of Stewart and colleagues (2007) implemented a 
similar approach to Lewis (2004), using various regression models to identify which 
PIs were important with regard to Score margin. Several models were developed to 
inform recruitment strategies, with promising results. Firstly, models were developed 
and reduced to ensure the included PIs provided useful information by adjusting the 
level of significance. This process resulted in 20 PIs that were closely related to 
Score margin. A model was then developed that added PIs one at a time, ranked by 
their correlation to Score margin. The process continued until the addition of PIs 
resulted in no improvement in the explanatory power of the Ordinary Least Squares 
(OLS) regression model (Stewart et al. 2007).  
 
Prediction of match outcomes in AF for the purpose of picking the winning team 
(referred to colloquially as ‘tipping’) has been of interest for over 30 years. There 
have been several research studies in AF to investigate betting and tipping, and 
opportunities to beat the odds. These studies followed a similar approach to the 
current Thesis. The main difference in this Thesis is that it is focused on furthering 
our understanding of AF through estimation, rather than forecasting future 
performance and profiting from this information (i.e. prediction). Nonetheless, it is 
important to provide a review of this literature as it has contributed to our current 
knowledge of match outcome prediction. The first computer prediction model of AF 
was developed prior to the commencement of the 1981 VFL season (Clarke 1993). 
The initial model was very basic only using a rating for each team, and a common 
home ground advantage. The rating given was calculated by assessing the 1980 
season results and the number of correct winning predictions (Clarke 1993). The 
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system was updated in 1986, from round-by-round predictions, to match-by-match, 
due to the changes of the game at the time. This included factors such as less 
individual home grounds and games being played on days other than a Saturday. The 
predictive algorithm was also updated at this time. Both models to this point, were 
able to outperform expert tipsters (Clarke 1993). The current Swinburne Computer 
tipping model, developed by Clarke, considers a form affected rating, which changes 
with each match result and home-ground advantage. This rating is measured from the 
results over the years and a heavy weighting is placed on the previous eight to ten 
weeks for home-ground matches. The program also predicts the Score margin, 
chances of winning, chances of making the finals and the chances of finishing in any 
position based on 10,000 simulations (Fjeldstad 2013). Only the weekly predicted 
winners are published on the Swinburne university website.  
 
A study by McCabe and Trevathan (2008) presented further modelling using 
artificial intelligence to predict match outcomes in four sporting codes, including AF. 
The authors used neural networks, specifically multi-layer perceptrons, for their 
predictions. A number of features were used as input data including points scored, 
for and against, overall performance based upon Win-Loss record, home 
performance, away performance, performance in previous matches, team ranking and 
match location. Similar to Clarke’s model, each week McCabe Artificial Intelligent 
Tipper (MAIT) has published tipping predictions for the upcoming round of the AFL 
season. At the end of the 2016 AFL season, excluding finals, the MAIT and Clarke 
models performed with a prediction accuracy of 70.7% (140/198) and 72.2% 
(143/198) respectively. In 2016, The Herald Sun tipping competition winner had 148 
of 198 tips (74.7%). Since 1981, the Clarke model has averaged just over 68% of 
correct tips, in recent years this has been closer to 75%. The MAIT model has been 
predicting AFL tips since 2003, with an average of just under 68%. These results are 
respectable and only a limited number of expert tipsters outperform the computer tips 
each year. It is difficult to compare the two approaches due to the different 
methodologies employed. The Clarke model uses simulations, recent form and 
home-ground advantage to make predictions. The MAIT model uses a multi-layer 
perceptron and inputs a larger number of features to make tipping predictions. The 
results of both tipping models are comparable sitting at approximately 68 percent 
over time. Neither model performs better, however, the MAIT model inputs a larger 
number of features. This may be beneficial, as more data can be used to make 
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predictions. Several new tipping models have been developed in recent times. These 
models have little or no scientific validation, but the predictions of 15 models are 
published and updated, along with the predicted Score margin each week 
(www.squiggle.com.au). The Squiggle website was developed and is maintained by 
Australian novelist, Max Barry who collates online AFL predictions and analyses. 
The exponential growth of data analytics in AF in recent years is evidenced by this 
rapid increase. 
 
Next to the tipping and the betting industry, researchers have also shown an interest 
into predicting match outcomes. The use of PIs to predict match outcomes using data 
mining has been investigated previously, in both team (Miljković et al. 2010) and 
individual sports (Ofoghi et al. 2013a). Ryall and Bedford’s (2008) conference paper 
used logistic regression to analyse an AFL team’s performance in real time, using 
interactive phases of play. This study evaluated a team’s chances of winning during 
and post-match using 20 PIs. Separate home and away models were created due to 
the recognised home-ground advantage (Clarke 2005). Cumulative win percentage 
for the season and kicks had the strongest positive effect on winning. Whereas 
handballs, tackles and spoils held the strongest negative effect. These models were 
able to achieve up to 90% prediction accuracies. This high accuracy appears to be 
based on the stage of the match, the 90% accuracy was possible when predicting 
match outcome at three-quarter time. This work was not published in a peer-
reviewed journal and therefore it is imperative these results are interpreted with care. 
More recently, work by Robertson et al., (2016a) completed an investigation into 
performance in AFL. In their study, a mixed methodology was used comparing a 
traditional statistical approach, an ANOVA, with data mining techniques; logistic 
regression and Chi-squared Automatic Interaction Detector (CHAID) decision trees. 
The data mining techniques were found to give good prediction accuracies of 87.1% 
and 79.2% (full, tested model) respectively. The results from the ANOVA analysis 
found 14 of the 16 PIs to be significantly associated with match outcome but no 
further information can be inferred from the results. The decision tree models were 
deemed the most useful as they provide more detailed insights and coachable 
information. The most important PIs were identified as kicks, goal conversion and 
inside 50s. Further work by Robertson et al., (2016b) applied a method to assess the 
influence of individual player performance distribution on match outcome in AF. 
The authors employed generalised estimating equation models using 11 PIs, 
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achieving a median accuracy for match outcome prediction of 63.94.2%. Woods 
(2016) investigated the relationship between 11 team PIs and end of season ladder 
position in AF. There was a significant negative association for Hit-outs, Clearances 
and Inside 50s, with final ladder position. Although the findings of Woods (2016) are 
novel, the results were based on a single season of data only. Further, the number and 
scope of PIs restricted the opportunity for model development and validation.  
 
The development of match outcome prediction models has taken several approaches, 
including a key focus on forecasting the match results. There has been a limited 
number of studies to explain match outcome, with the aim of improving our 
understanding of AF. Robertson et al., (2016a) identified a number of areas future 
research should be focused toward, when attempting to predict match outcomes. The 
data used in above research (Robertson et al. 2016a) was sourced from the AFL 
website, an openly accessible resource. Although useful from the perspective of 
reproducibility, it means that many of the PIs used in the present Thesis are not 
included in previous work. It has been suggested that the use of more sophisticated 
PIs collected by commercial providers may improve model performance. Further, the 
addition of data from previous AFL seasons, along with the inclusion of more 
advanced team PIs could enhance the depth of knowledge and information acquired 
from models (Robertson et al. 2016a, Robertson et al. 2016b). 
 
Given the lack of AF research that uses PIs to measure performance and explain 
success, there are a number of important research questions that require attention. In 
particular, are there other PIs that explain more of match outcome that have not been 
identified? Can we improve the certainty of the importance of PIs by creating models 
with higher predictive accuracies? Moreover, what are the tactical characteristics of 
team performance and are they related to match outcome? It is apparent that some 
basic data mining has occurred in AF in recent times. However, we are at the 
forefront of the next major growth area within Sport Science research, particularly 
AF research. Some of the methods applied previously within the literature have the 
potential to be transferred into AF research. Alternatively, there is scope to create 
new models and apply novel methods to further our knowledge and understanding of 
the sport. With the ever-growing amount of data becoming more readily available, 
there is a tremendous opportunity for new research.  
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A summary and review of the literature for the three key areas of performance 
analysis; the physical, technical and tactical requirements and the progression of 
match outcome prediction research in AF has been provided in section 2.4. The 
following section will provide a comparison of traditional and data mining 
approaches to analysing sports data. 
 
2.5 Data Analysis Methods- Traditional versus Data Mining  
The current body literature to implement ‘data analytics’ in AF is small, the quality 
of reports varies, and many of the research questions pursued by the authors do not 
provide insights that can be used to enhance the performance of players and teams. 
What has been achieved are several studies regarding player recruitment, design and 
structure of the finals, betting, tipping, home ground advantages, team and player 
profiling and a limited number of performance and outcome predictions. Less than a 
dozen articles described as analyses of PIs in AF appear in peer-reviewed Sport 
Science journals. There are approximately 45 conference abstracts and conference 
papers that have not been peer-reviewed, published in a journal, or indexed in a 
scientific database. They appear in the unpublished proceedings of conferences, such 
as the Australasian Conferences of Mathematics and Computers in Sport. As such, 
many of these reports do not provide enough detail to evaluate them properly and the 
quality of others is uncertain, as they have not made it into the peer-reviewed 
literature. Collectively (published and unpublished), the body of literature is spread 
relatively thinly over a wide range of research topics. Many of the research questions 
are not related to performance, or if they are, they do not use a method of analysis 
that reveals how PIs are related to the outcome of a match (see Table 2.2). It was 
difficult for analyses of performance to be accurate in the past as there was no 
official statistical provider, much of the work prior to the employment of a sports 
statistics company (Champion Data) was based upon basic notational analysis and 
score related information.  
 
The use of data mining approaches in AF has been a major growth area in recent 
times. Since the development of Champion Data (CIA, Champion Data Pty Ltd, 
Southbank, Australia) in 1995 and their licencing agreement with the AFL in 1998, 
Champion Data has increased the number of collected PIs exponentially. In 1996, 36 
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PIs were gathered by two observers for each match, by 1999, 53 statistical events 
(i.e. PIs) were captured. By the 2015 season, there had been a substantial increase to 
124 PIs. In 2016, 196 PIs were gathered for every match by a team of between ten 
and 16 skilled observers (Champion Data 2016). 
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Table 2.2 A summary of the published and unpublished literature, by topic in AF. Citations referred to as unpublished are not published by a peer-
reviewed journal and are not indexed in a scientific database but can be found on conference websites.  
 
Topic Approximate Number of 
Abstracts/Articles 
Published in Peer-Reviewed Source Conferences and In-House Publishing (University) 
Draft selection Published: 2 
Unpublished: 5 
Tuck (2015),  
Bedford and Schembri (2006) 
Tuck and Whitten (2012), Whitten, Tuck and Macdonald (2016), 
Schembri and Bedford (2010), McCullagh and Whitfort (2008), 
O’Shaughnessy (2010)  
Predicting Performance/Outcomes Published: 8 
Unpublished: 5  
Stewart et al., (2007), Robertson et al., (2016a, 2016b), 
Sargent and Bedford (2013), Haghighat et al., (2013), 
Jelinek et al., (2014) Woods et al., (2016, 2017a) 
Sargent and Bedford (2008), Ryall and Bedford (2008, 2010), Meyer 
and Jackson (2008), Clark S and Clarke R (2012)  
Design and Structure of Finals Series Unpublished: 4  Christos (1998), Lowe (2000), Bedford and Gabriel (2012a), Bedford 
and Gonn (2014) 
Team and Player Profiles Published: 1 
Unpublished: 5 
McIntosh et al., (2018) Barake et al., (2016), Sargent & Bedford (2010), Tomecko (2000), 
Spencer et al., (2016) Joseman, Gupta & Robertson (2016)  
Home Ground Advantage and Luck Published: 1 
Unpublished: 2 
Clarke (2005) Forbes, Clarke & Meyers (2006), O’Shaughnessy (2016) 
Betting Unpublished: 2  Bailey (2000), Bailey & Clarke (2004) 
Tipping Published: 3 
Unpublished:1 
McCabe & Trevathan (2008), Clarke (1988), Clarke 
(1993) 
Clarke (1992) 
Other Unpublished: 12  Meyers, Forbes and Clarke (2006) Dowe et al., (1996), Bailey and 
Clarke (2008a) Forbes and Clarke (2004), Bedford and Schembri 
(2006), Jackson (2008), Foreman (2010, 2012a, 2012b), Bowden, 
McCurry and Clifton (2012), Bedford et al., (2012b), Robertson (2016)  
Strategy Published: 1 O’Shaughnessy (2006)  
Scheduling/Draw Unpublished: 2  Clarke (1998), Cross (1998)  
Brownlow Medal Prediction  Unpublished: 2  Bailey and Clark (2002, 2008b)  
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The majority of analytical methods undertaken to date could be described as using 
traditional statistics, both simple and advanced. These methods have provided 
valuable insights, the application of data mining approaches may provide an 
alternative insight to the game of AF. It has been acknowledged that the term “data 
mining” has been defined in nearly as many ways as the number of authors who have 
written about it (Kuonen 2004). Data mining stands at the interface between 
statistics, computer science, artificial intelligence, machine learning, database 
management and data visualisation (Kuonen 2004, Zhao and Luan 2006). Broadly, 
data mining can be defined as an automated or semi-automated process of 
discovering structures, patterns and statistical models of relationships in large 
quantities of data (Kuonen 2004, Witten et al. 2016). Therefore, data mining is a 
broad term for many related disciplines. The recent growth in the collection of data 
provides both a burden and an opportunity. The management of ‘big data’ requires 
careful ‘warehousing’ practices. Data warehousing refers to the management and 
organisation of large quantities of data. Efficient warehousing can help to reduce this 
burden and provide tangible opportunities to uncover new insights from the wealth of 
data now available. Finding structural patterns within datasets has been achieved via 
many techniques. The range of techniques available has evolved, enabling new 
discoveries, as these developments in data mining have taken place (Witten et al. 
2016). Data mining can be described as the study of algorithms that improve with 
exposure to information, although this is dependent upon the quality of the data to 
begin with (Anagnostopoulos et al. 2007). The computer acronym GIGO, garbage in, 
garbage out, applies just as much to data mining as traditional approaches. This 
means data quality is essential and where quality is compromised, misleading results 
may occur (Hand 1999). The terms data mining, data analytics and machine learning 
are used interchangeably to describe the same broad analytical approach. Data 
mining encompasses a number of techniques, including clustering, prediction, 
associations and classification. Within each of these categories are numerous 
machine learning algorithms. Therefore, a primary focus of data mining is to 
discover patterns within large datasets. A data mining approach to analysis may 
uncover novel insights regarding the attributes of performance associated with 
successful outcomes. This could be leveraged to provide decision-support within a 
sporting context.  
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Traditional statistics is one of the building blocks of data mining, it is not an 
independent set of analyses. The main difference is the use of hypothesis testing and 
the confirmatory approach to analysis. A preconceived idea/question is tested, a 
hypothesis is tested and a probability of this being true/false is assessed and we only 
accept the results if we are 95% confident the results did not occur due to chance. 
Whereas, an exploratory or data mining approach to analysis does not rely on a pre-
conceived idea, nor significance testing. Many data mining algorithms stem from 
traditional statistics, such as generalised linear modelling which have become a part 
of the data mining tool set. This exemplifies that data mining is equipped to conduct 
traditional statistical analysis in addition to the more advance algorithms (Zhao and 
Luan 2006). From this perspective, data mining could be viewed as an extension of 
statistics. These approaches differ in the role of theory, significance testing and 
hypothesis testing, as mentioned above and also in the generalisability of results 
(Zhao and Luan 2006). Traditionally, statistics has a strong relationship with theory, 
providing a framework to investigate pre-determined questions. This process assists 
in narrowing the focus and defining parameters. However, theories are precise and 
often have limited alternatives. The process is in place to affirm an idea and therefore 
is limited, as it risks becoming a ‘confirmatory approach’. Traditional approaches 
can become skewed, focusing on supporting preconceived ideas (Zhao and Luan 
2006). In contrast, the validity of data mining does not rely upon the same underlying 
confirmatory theories; it can be unsupervised and exploratory in nature rather than 
being reliant on hypothesis tests. It is commonly believed that data mining 
‘automatically’ finds patterns in data and makes predictions. Models can discover 
hidden patterns and explain complex relationships, but only when analysts have 
clearly stated directions, questions and ideas. Data mining can be used to make and 
explain predictions and gain knowledge from data (Witten et al. 2016). Zhao and 
Luan (2006) identified a simple way of distinguishing between the two fields; 
traditional statistics begins and ends with a theory, whereas data mining provides 
information on how to go about action (Zhao and Luan 2006).  
 
Data mining consists of a number of techniques including, clustering, prediction, 
associations and classification. Further techniques include visualisation and 
estimation. Classification, estimation and prediction are referred to as supervised 
learning methods (direct knowledge discovery) (Kuonen 2004). This means that the 
aim is to use available data to build a model describing a specific variable. 
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Clustering, association and visualisation are examples of unsupervised learning 
methods (undirected knowledge discovery), meaning there is no class attribute 
assigned, the aim is to find relationships among variables (Kuonen 2004). No 
specific data mining technique within these categories, supervised or unsupervised is 
equally appropriate to every task (Kuonen 2004).  
 
Decision trees are a group of machine learning algorithms that are capable of 
prediction, classification and regression. Decision trees are made up of nodes and 
leaves connected by labelled branches representing the best predictor attributes in a 
dataset (North 2012). These nodes and leaves provide confidence percentages based 
upon the attributes in the training set and can then be applied to data that is structured 
similarly to score or evaluate data, then predictions can be generated (Joseph et al. 
2006, Delen et al. 2012). The visual output of a decision tree, shown in Figure 2.1, 
provides the graphical view of how the predictions were calculated (North 2012). 
There are a multitude of different decision tree based algorithms, this includes C4.5, 
C5.0, CHAID as well as number of others (North 2012, Witten et al. 2016). A 
common decision tree algorithm is a CHAID shown in Figure 2.1. This example 
provides a classification model explaining match outcomes of the 2013 AFL season 
based on 197 AFL regular season matches (Robertson et al. 2016a). Decision trees 
are a set of machine-learning algorithms consisting of internal decision nodes and 
leaves. Each node is associated with a test function of a given attribute of the 
learning examples, each of the possible results of the test function splits into a 
different branch of the decision tree (Anagnostopoulos et al. 2007). This hierarchical 
solution to classification problems, provides a set of rules (Morgan et al. 2013). 
Pruning of a tree is a technique that reduces its size, by removing branches of the tree 
that provide minimal classification power. This method reduces the complexity and 
reduces the rate of errors that occur through overfitting (Joseph et al. 2006). Decision 
trees are a novel approach to exploring the interactions of various areas of many 
sports. Key advantages of decision trees are the easy interpretation and the intuitive 
nature of the interpretation process. However, decision trees can be susceptible to 
overfitting. This means there is a reduction in generalisability of a dataset to 
subsequent data, where a model is trained too well on a specific set of data. Caution 
must be taken when training a decision tree model to ensure that the training and 
validation methods reduce the problem of overfitting (Morgan et al. 2013).  
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Figure 2.1 An example of a decision Tree classification model explaining match 
outcome in Australian Football (Robertson et al. 2016a, page 642). This decision tree 
is a visual representation of the output of a data mining technique (see Chapter 5.1). 
The branches include rules or questions that operate on variables that lead to nodes 
(boxes) that contain information about the predicted value of an outcome variable 
(i.e. win or loss). 
 
2.6 The Application of Data Mining in Sport 
The aforementioned work has investigated an array of topics (see Table 2.2). Very 
few of these have attempted to provide an insight on how teams or players are 
required to play to be successful. The research that is of most use to athletes and 
coaches are those that provide knowledge about the relationships between the 
characteristics of performance in a match and the outcome of that match (McLean et 
al. 2017b). The focus of the following section is to provide a review of these types of 
articles. 
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There has been an increased interest in the application of data mining approaches 
within a sporting context. A recent study by Morgan et al., (2013) provided an 
example of the potential application of decision tree inductions with the purpose of 
identifying the characteristics that drive the outcome. Positional data of one-versus-
one hockey contests were used to train the model, identifying the attributes that were 
able to distinguish those instances where the player won or lost their contest and the 
associated value for the attributes (e.g. relative lateral and longitudinal speed to 
opponent, angle of attack and Euclidean distance between players). The decision tree 
model was able to predict outcomes with an accuracy of 64.3%. This study provided 
a good example of the potential application of a decision tree approach, indicating 
the predictive and descriptive features, identifying key attributes of performance and 
the associated value that needed to be obtained to win (Morgan et al. 2013). Another 
recent study by Robertson et al., (2016a) aimed to explain match outcomes in AF 
using team PIs. This study used CHAID decision trees as well as logistic regression 
and an ANOVA to model the relationship between PIs and match outcomes 
(Robertson et al. 2016a). The CHAID decision tree yielded 78.9% prediction 
accuracy when the 2013 AFL season trained model was tested on the 2014 sample 
(Robertson et al. 2016a). In their work it is stated that although the tree method did 
not outperform the logistic regression, the output from the CHAID decision tree 
analysis modelling provided a more insightful explanation of the data and thus the 
information is more useful in a practical setting (Robertson et al. 2016a). An example 
of gaining more useful insights from this method compared with a logistic regression 
model or an ANOVA were demonstrated by Robertson et al., (2016a); the decision 
tree output can provide detailed information such as on 162 of 200 occasions when 
teams recorded >-1 kicks than their opponent in the 2013 season, they recorded a win 
for that game. Further, teams which had additional kicks and >4.2% better goal 
conversion than their opponent won on 49 of 54 occasions during the 2014 season. 
This level of information assists a coach in making flexible targets before or during a 
match dependent upon opponents strengths and weaknesses (Robertson et al. 2016a). 
Whereas, the information gained from the ANOVA was limited, it was reported 14 
of the 16 PIs where highly significant (p<0.001) with regard to a winning match 
outcome. Logistic regression is a well-known tool for classification problems 
(Haghighat et al. 2013). A number of studies have utilised linear techniques to 
investigate classification problems in various sports including: rugby (Watson 1988), 
rowing (Smith and Spinks 1995) and long jump (Jaitner et al. 2001). A study by 
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Clarke (2005) investigated the home-ground advantage in AF using linear modelling. 
Several models were developed with varying levels of complexity and it was shown 
that home ground advantage was both significant and large enough to be considered 
important for each team in the AFL. Although linear modelling techniques have been 
found to be an effective method in classification problems in various sports, this 
method should be used in combination with non-linear approaches that may provide 
additional insights that linear approaches are unable to provide. It is possible for 
linear methods to be inappropriately applied and misrepresented. Further, linear 
methods are limited to providing numerical outputs (Witten et al. 2016). There is 
evidence to suggest the application of data mining approaches in sport may provide 
additional insights that traditional approaches are unable to achieve. However, it is 
important that data mining is appropriately understood, what limitations it has and 
the correct circumstances for its application.  
 
2.7 Model Selection and Validation 
An important consideration when using data mining approaches is appropriate model 
selection for the specific research questions and the model validation processes that 
are implemented. The performance of a model is an important characteristic when 
selecting a model, but it is not the only consideration. It is important to consider the 
type of research question, whether it fits into a classification, regression, clustering or 
another type of problem. If the data is numerical or categorical, this factor will affect 
the available methods for analysis. There are further characteristics that require 
consideration such as how robust a model is– meaning a learned model must not be 
influenced by changes in the typical PI values (Bracewell 2003). A robust model 
often results in a small amount of model information loss (i.e. reduction in prediction 
accuracy). This is a necessary compromise in the process of model optimisation to 
maintain credibility and avoid overfitting (Bracewell 2003). A further consideration 
is ensuring that a model is contextual. This can be achieved by the inclusion of the 
most relevant input data. The available training time will also need to be considered, 
as some machine learning algorithms take longer to train (e.g. artificial neural 
networks). The dimensionality of a dataset– meaning the number of attributes that 
will be included in an analysis must also be considered, as this will slow down the 
model training process. Model selection and optimisation should balance parsimony 
and predictive accuracy. For a model to be parsimonious, it is important the model 
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minimises the assumptions it makes and includes variables with the greatest 
explanatory power.  
 
The purpose of data mining is to create an algorithmic model providing novel and 
meaningful information that subsequently creates knowledge. Data should be split 
into training and testing sets. The choice of training and test data split is not 
algorithm specific. It is more important to adjust this ratio according to the size of a 
dataset, a larger dataset can utilise a higher proportion of training data. A typical data 
split is two-thirds for training and one-third for testing (Witten et al. 2016). The 
classification of variables occurs through each learning example being assigned to a 
class ‘label’ in order to construct a model (Anagnostopoulos et al. 2007). A trained 
model can be applied to an unlabelled, withheld testing dataset. This data must not be 
used during the training phase, in order to see how accurately the learned model is 
able to predict the true class labels of the unseen dataset (Anagnostopoulos et al. 
2007). An important part of the outcome of this process is an evaluation of the 
accuracy of the predictions that a model has produced. The most common measure of 
performance is prediction/classification accuracy, usually presented as a percentage 
of correct classifications or predictions (Anagnostopoulos et al. 2007). In certain 
circumstances where a dataset is too small it is more appropriate to use cross-
validation to test a model. In cross-validation, the number of folds or partitions in the 
data must be selected. The data can then be split by the chosen number, for example, 
10-folds in approximately equal parts. Each of the 10-folds is then used for testing 
and the remainder is used for training. The process is repeated 10 times, with each 
fold split two-thirds for training and one-third for testing. Previous work on a number 
of datasets identified 10-fold cross-validation as the most appropriate approach to 
make an accurate estimate of error (Witten et al. 2016). Models can also be evaluated 
in several other ways using a confusion matrix, which is an analysis of the true 
positive and true negative, false positive and false negative predictions. This enables 
the sensitivity and specificity of a dataset to be assessed. The calculation for 
sensitivity is true positives divided by true positives plus false negatives, and for 
specificity, true negatives divided by true negatives plus false negatives. This 
provides a percentage of correctly classified predictions (Barris and Button 2008). A 
further method is the use of AUC/ROC curves; this is suitable for binomial outcome 
measures. It is a measure of the predictive ability measure on a scale of zero to 100, 
100 being the greatest possible percentage of correctly classified results (Witten et al. 
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2016). In summary, the most appropriate model and validation procedures are 
dependent upon the dataset being analysed. If sufficient data are available, a 70:30 
training to testing ratio is most appropriate (Witten et al. 2016). Some care should be 
taken when making these decisions.  
 
2.8 Advantages and Limitations of Data Mining  
Data mining is not without its limitations, there are several arguments both for and 
against its use. Data mining itself incorporates many of the underlying principles of 
statistics and the two approaches cannot always be easily distinguished as discussed 
in Chapter 2.5. Many of the arguments that have been made against its use refer to 
overfitting. Overfitting can be avoided by following a few simple steps such as 
completing multiple cross-validations. Further, data mining approaches cannot 
assume causality. This means that PIs may correlate with match outcome and are 
good at making match outcome predictions, however, it may not be possible to 
understand the mechanistic relationships that are apparent. Therefore, some care 
must be taken and assumptions should be carefully considered. Finally, it should be 
acknowledged that AF is dynamic and that optimal playing style is dependent on the 
playing style of the opposition team.  
 
Data mining has several benefits over traditional statistics, one of the most valuable 
advantages is the ability to evaluate the performance of a model using a variety of 
methods, as mentioned previously (see Chapter 2.7), which is a standard part of the 
data mining process. Further, there is an opportunity to discover previously unknown 
trends within a dataset in an efficient manner. The ability of data mining to 
efficiently analyse larger datasets is a clear advantage. What is considered to be a 
large dataset by traditional methods (100’s or perhaps 1000’s of rows of data or 
samples) could be considered quite small by data mining standards, where it is not 
uncommon for the analysis of millions of rows of data. There are also a range of 
techniques that are able to handle categorical variables, many traditional methods are 
unable to handle categorical variables and require a series of transformations to take 
place in order to complete analyses. A fundamental feature of traditional statistics is 
the use of probability (i.e. the p values) that the outcome of a test is real or due to 
random chance. If the probability is larger than the arbitrary value of 0.05, then the 
results are not significant. While the probabilistic aspect of this approach is sensible, 
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the use of a universal arbitrary threshold value (i.e. p < 0.05) in all situations may not 
be appropriate. Many traditional approaches require a dataset to follow a normal 
distribution to run an analysis (i.e. parametric tests- Students t-test, ANOVA and 
Pearson r correlation). The alternatives are non-parametric tests such as Spearman’s 
correlation. Further, traditional methods are less equipped to analyse highly 
dimensioned datasets– meaning that there are numerous attributes/columns of data. It 
would be remiss to ignore the contribution that traditional approaches have made to 
the field of data mining. Likewise, the advancements that could be made by 
classically trained statisticians embracing the potential benefits of data mining when 
approaching research questions (Hand 1998).  
2.9 Conclusions  
There were several key purposes of this Chapter including; summarising the 
performance analysis literature in sport and more specifically in AF, establishing 
what research questions have been answered in AF, and the opportunities that exist 
in applying a data mining approach to determine the optimal characteristics of 
performance. Performance can be analysed from several perspectives as discussed 
throughout Chapter 2.4. This may include analyses of the physical, technical and 
tactical requirements. By analysing performance from these perspectives, feedback 
can be given, and performance may be improved. There are numerous approaches to 
analysing performance, one method could be to explain the relationship between 
performance characteristics and competition outcome. There have been a number of 
studies that have focused on the prediction of match outcomes in AF, which can help 
to explain successful performance. However, much of this research has not been 
published in the peer-reviewed literature and sits in conference proceedings (see 
Table 2.2). Given the growth in the collection of data, there are large quantities 
available for analysis. With an increased amount of data, there is both a burden and 
an opportunity. A burden in the management and analysis of the quantity of data 
available and an opportunity to enhance the current understanding of the 
characteristics of successful performance. Further, traditional methods of analysis 
encounter difficulties in analysing large amounts of data compared with data mining 
approaches. This has created an increased interest in the application of data mining 
approaches to analysing sports performance. The literature has established the value 
of applying a data mining approach within a sporting context. In AF, a limited 
number of studies have demonstrated this benefit, although there has been no 
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comprehensive analysis of AF. Given the limited number of studies to use PIs to 
measure and explain success in AF, there are a number of important research 
questions that require attention, in particular; are there other PIs that explain more of 
match outcome that have not been identified? Can we improve the certainty of the 
importance of PIs by creating models with higher predictive accuracies? Moreover, 
what are the tactical characteristics of team performance and are they related to 
match outcome? Currently there is a gap within the literature pertaining to these 
questions, particularly in the establishment of optimal technical and tactical 
characteristics of performance.  
2.10 General Significance  
This Chapter has provided a summary of the relevant literature and identified the 
opportunities that are worthy of exploring in the AF landscape. There is a body of 
evidence to support the benefits of this work for athletes, coaches and support-staff. 
By improving the current understanding of the performance requirements in AF of 
successful teams, it is possible to provide evidence to support decision makers. 
Providing evidence to assist decision-making, can help to reduce the burden placed 
on a coach when making key decisions. It may also challenge a coach in their 
thought process and help to move toward an evidence-based approach to coaching. 
Consequently, this may result in improved team performance and an improve 
knowledge of what are the most and least important PIs. This can help teams to focus 
on the important PIs in both training and matches. It may help teams to improve key 
facets of performance during training and improve training efficiency, which is a key 
factor in the limited amount of training time each week.  
 
The findings from this work have the potential to provide new, unique methods of 
data analysis to other sports that will have been tested in AF. These methods could 
be applied to other invasion type field sports, such as soccer, rugby or hockey. This 
could improve the understanding of performance in a match and how this relates to 
match outcomes. There is an opportunity to translate the methodological discoveries 
of this work to other sports. The findings may improve the analysis of large 
databases where it may be necessary to break the data into smaller timeframes, 
identifying the important PIs (and the least important) and then create match 
outcome models. Finally, by improving the performance standard, there is an 
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opportunity to improve the competitiveness of the AFL. This could result in an 
increased interest in AF and subsequently increase the participation rates of the sport.  
 
The following Chapters, three to six are experimental Studies. In these Chapters, the 
application of the research Studies took place.  
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CHAPTER THREE: Study one- Modelling Match Outcome 
in Australian Football: Improved Accuracy with Large 
Databases 
3.1 Introduction  
Performance analysis involves the investigation of sports performance during 
training or competition and it includes three major streams; the technical, tactical and 
physical assessments of performance (O'Donoghue 2009). There are also other areas 
of interest in performance analysis that include biomechanics and psychology 
(O'Donoghue 2009). An assessment of technical performance can be accomplished 
through an analysis of technical performance indicators (PIs) which can be acquired 
via notational analysis. The analysis of PIs has been conducted with traditional 
statistical approaches (e.g. multiple regression) and mathematical modelling. The 
literature includes examples of these types of analyses applied to a variety of sports 
such as basketball (Gómez et al. 2008) rugby and ruby sevens (Jones et al. 2004, Vaz 
et al. 2010, Higham et al. 2014) and soccer (Association football) (Lago-Peñas et al. 
2011, Castellano et al. 2012). 
 
Models that represent the relationships between the value of technical PIs and the 
outcome of matches can reveal which PIs are most important. The information 
contained in models of performance can be used to influence training and coaching 
strategies, although the certainty of this information is influenced by the accuracy of 
the model/s. Therefore, it is important to strive for optimal model accuracy, which 
may be achieved in several ways.  
 
Increasing the amount of data that is used to train a model may improve its accuracy, 
although this improvement usually plateaus at a certain point (Witten et al. 2016). 
The inclusion of different variables (i.e. PIs) within a model has also been shown to 
improve model accuracy (O’Donoghue et al. 2016). Australian (Rules) Football (AF) 
is a field-based, team invasion sport played between two teams of 18 players and it 
provides an opportunity for modelling much like other football codes (see Gray & 
Jenkins (2010) for a thorough description of AF). Despite this, there are only a few 
published reports that involve models of performance. The amount of data used for 
modelling in these reports amounts to 198 games (Robertson Gupta et al 2016), 396 
games (Robertson Back et al 2016) and 990 games (Stewart et al 2007). Similar 
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amounts of data have been used for related modelling in soccer such as 64 games 
(Liu et al. 2015), 96 games (Moura et al. 2014) 380 games (Lago-Peñas et al. 2011) 
and 1900 games (Gómez et al. 2012). The models generated by the studies that used 
relatively small amounts of data, may have limited long-term stability. Therefore, 
when there is more data available for modelling, the opportunity exists to determine 
whether the additional data improves the performance of models, which may also 
improve their value to coaches and athletes. 
 
A larger longitudinal database of technical performance indicator data may also 
include temporal changes in dominant styles of play or the rules of the game. Models 
may be more accurate when relationships are stable for a prolonged period of time 
(i.e. several seasons). This is analogous to the concept of stationarity which is an 
issue that has been examined in time series forecasting (Levendis 2018). Therefore, 
there is a need to determine whether eras exist in a large longitudinal database prior 
to modelling. Recent work in AF used multivariate analysis to identify periods of 
stability (i.e. eras) within the 2001–2015 AFL (Australian Football League) seasons 
(Woods et al. 2017a). An ordination plot using non-metric multidimensional scaling 
of a distance matrix calculated from 18 team PIs identified three eras in a 20-year 
period. Another study in soccer (Jacklin 2005) explored the temporal changes in 
home advantage over 57 seasons and found three eras between 1946–2003. The eras 
identified in the previous AF study (Woods, Robertson, & Collier, 2017) were 
relatively short (i.e. 3-4 years) which may limit the opportunity (i.e. small sample 
size) to create highly accurate models in each era. Consequently, there is a need to 
establish a balance between utilising the benefits of larger datasets, if the benefits 
exist, against the need to detect instability in the data. 
 
Previous work in AF has modelled match outcome using 20 PIs (Stewart et al. 2007) 
and 17 PIs (Robertson et al. 2016a). Modelling work in soccer has used 16 
(Castellano et al. 2012), 18 (Lago-Peñas, et al., 2011) and 19 PIs respectively 
(Fernandez-Navarro et al. 2016). The number and type of PIs that are recorded in AF 
has increased in recent years and this increase may have occurred in other major 
sports. A major sports statistics company based in the UK collects nearly 200 PIs in 
professional soccer matches (personal communication with Opta Sport). This 
increase in the variety of PIs that can be included in models may also provide an 
opportunity to improve the accuracy of models. However, with the increased number 
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of PIs and additional seasons of data, it is important to identify which of the PIs are 
valuable for modelling and maintain parsimony and interpretability of models. This 
can be achieved using effective feature selection methods, which are able to quantify 
the relative contribution of a PI to model accuracy. 
 
It is likely that in the future, analysts will continue to use models to identify aspects 
of individual and team performance that are associated with success. As the amount 
and variety of data available to analysts increases over time, there is a need to 
understand both the opportunities and challenges associated with the analysis of large 
longitudinal databases. Therefore, the present study sought to evaluate the benefits of 
1) increasing the number of seasons and PIs used for modelling, 2) the identification 
of eras where technical performance characteristics were stable and 3) the application 
of a novel feature selection method. The context for this study was AF, as we had 
access to a database that was relatively large in terms of the number of seasons and 
the number of PIs. The intent of this study was to provide information that is useful 
for those who model team performance.  
 
3.2 Methods  
Ethics approval was granted by the institutional research ethics committee prior to 
the commencement of the study. A set of team PIs from 2001 through to 2016 AFL 
home-and-away seasons were provided via licence from the official supplier of 
match statistics to the AFL (Champion Data, Southbank, Australia). This consisted 
of 54 match aggregate raw team PIs from 3145 AFL matches in total. The reliability 
and validity of the data collected by Champion Data has been evaluated previously 
and deemed to be acceptable (O’Shaughnessy 2006, Robertson et al. 2016b). The 
authors derived a number of new PIs from the existing database, which provides 
additional information as these PIs are not just counts of an event. They include PIs 
that were divided by the value of another PI (Kick:Handball ratio, 
Contested:Uncontested possession ratio, Ratio of Turnovers to Turnovers forced) or 
the sum of two different PIs, resulting in a final database of 103 PI for analysis. The 
relative form of each PI was calculated as the difference in the value of that PI for 
each match. The relative form of PIs have been previously reported as valuable when 
modelling match outcome (Robertson et al. 2016a). This is an example of a 
descriptive conversion which is proposed to best describe the nature of a sport 
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(Ofoghi et al. 2013b). The PIs were used as independent variables, and match 
outcomes (i.e. Win-Loss and Score margin) were used as the dependent variables. 
Drawn matches (n=25) were removed from the analysis. Any score-related variable 
was deemed not to provide insight on how a team needs to perform to have 
successful match outcomes. Therefore, Goals, Behinds, Goal assists, Score assists 
and Goal conversion were removed from the analysis as these were considered to be 
mathematically related to the dependent variables.  
 
An iterative, explorative approach to data analysis was used to determine the most 
appropriate methods for each part of the analysis. The analysis process consists of 
four phases: data preparation, era detection, feature selection and modelling (Figure 
3.1).  
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Figure 3.1. The data analysis process. This diagram represents the order of the 
processes and analysis used. 
 
Prior to the first phase the data was explored using visualisation software (Tableau 
10.0.7, Tableau software company, Washington, USA) to gain an understanding of 
the nature of the dataset prior to the identification of eras within the 16-year 
database. A check for collinearity was undertaken prior to any analyses. A 
correlation matrix was generated displaying the Pearson (r) between all 103 PIs. If 
the correlation value was equal to or greater than 0.95, the attribute with a weaker 
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correlation to Score margin was removed, this is supported by recent work (O'Brien 
2017). This resulted in a total of 91 PIs in the database. Repeated measures analysis 
of variance (RMANOVA) of 38 PIs available in their absolute form indicated that 
most seasons were significantly different (p<0.001) from each other over the 16 
years. The RMANOVA results for each PI were not uniform, but it appeared there 
were some general trends in the dataset. However, due to these inconsistencies and 
the complexity of the interpretation of such a large number of results, this method 
was not used. To simplify the era detection process, the value of each PI for each 
team in each match was converted to a z-score that we refer to as a universal PI. The 
z-scores were calculated from the average and standard deviation of each PI for all 
years combined. The mean universal PI value for all PIs was calculated for each 
year. Therefore, the value of the mean universal PI for a year represented its relative 
difference to other years. Change-point analysis (Taylor 2000) and Segmented 
regression analysis (Muggeo 2003) were subsequently implemented in an attempt to 
identify distinct changes in the value of the universal PIs across the time span of 
2001 to 2016.  
 
The next phase was feature selection, which required a different approach for each 
outcome measure, as one was binomial (Win-Loss) and the other was continuous 
(Score margin). Feature selection stability has been suggested to improve through the 
application of an iterative ensemble approach (Abeel et al. 2009, Zomaya 2013). 
Therefore, feature selection for the outcome measure of Win-Loss, was a 
combination of four different techniques; Information Gain, Information Gain Ratio, 
Gini Index and Correlation. For each PI, the weighting value from each of the four 
techniques were normalised to a range of 0 to 1, which allowed us to add them 
together. This calculation of the weight of all PIs was repeated 100 times, using 
bootstrap sampling of the training data. This process generated 100 weights for each 
PI, allowing us to determine the mean and variance of the weight of each PI. The PIs 
were then ranked based on their mean weight and variance provided an indication of 
the stability of the weight (See Zomaya, 2013, Chapter 14 for a detailed description). 
Feature selection for the outcome measure of Score margin was not based on an 
ensemble approach, rather the weight of all PIs was based only on Correlation (Gini-
Index, Information Gain Ratio and Information Gain are not compatible with 
continuous variables). The calculation of weight was also repeated 100 times using 
bootstrap sampling of training data, allowing us to rank the PIs by their average 
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weight. The top 45 PIs selected by the greatest average ‘weight’ (mean and 
variance), represented the most valuable half of the initial 91 PIs. The entire process 
was completed for each of the identified eras, as well as for both outcome measures, 
providing six separate datasets.  
 
Data from each era was partitioned into model training and model testing sets using a 
70:30 ratio in accordance with published recommendations (Witten et al. 2016). For 
Eras 1 & 2 combined (2001–2016), the years 2001–10 were used for training and 
2011–2016 for testing. For Era 1 (2001–2008), the years 2001–2005 were used for 
training and 2006–2008 for testing. For Era 2 (2009–2016), 2009–2013 was used for 
training and 2014–2016 for testing. Ten-fold cross-validation was applied to each 
eras’ training set. The testing set for each era was bootstrapped with replacement and 
iterated 100 times (Luo et al. 2016). Random forest models were created for Eras 1, 2 
and 1 & 2 combined, using all 91 PIs. The criterion measures used to train the 
models were Gini index for Win-Loss and Least squares for Score margin. The 
maximum depth (n=7) was chosen based on the performance of the random forest 
algorithm on the training data and comparing this with the performance of the trained 
model on the test data. A tree depth of 7, achieved relatively high performance in 
both data sets and no decrease in performance on the test set compared to the training 
set. The performance of the model of Score margin, for the combined eras, was 
assessed by examining the residual errors, calculated as observed minus predicted 
values. The residual values were created by subtracting fitted value from the 
observed Score margin. Analyses of era identification used R Studio Computing 
Environment (Version 1.0.153, R Studio, 2016; (RStudio Team 2015) and the 
‘segmented’ package (Muggeo and Muggeo 2017) for Segmented regression, 
Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Excel for Mac, version 15.40, 2017) was utilised for 
Change-point analysis and Rapidminer Studio was utilised for the feature selection 
process and random forest modelling (Rapidminer Studio. Version 7.6.001. 
Dortmund, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany). 
 
3.3 Results  
Segmented Regression analysis identified 2009.9 (standard error of 1.2 years) as the 
breakpoint between two eras. Whereas, Change-point analysis identified the 
breakpoint as being between the 2006 and 2007 AFL seasons. Continuing these 
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analyses identified additional breakpoints which created eras that were small (e.g. ≤ 
4 years) which may have limited the opportunity for modelling within these eras (i.e. 
because they were relatively small). The two methods (Change-point and Segmented 
regression analysis) used to identify eras produced similar but not identical findings, 
consequently we had to reconcile the difference. Therefore, the mid-point between 
the findings of each method was used - the break between 2008 and the 2009 AFL 
seasons. Subsequent analyses were performed separately on seasons 2001–2008 (Era 
1), 2009–2016 (Era 2), and 2001–2016 (Eras 1 & 2 combined). 
 
Feature selection was conducted for each era, using both dependent variables; Win-
Loss and Score margin. This resulted in six unique datasets for subsequent 
modelling. The Results from Era 2 for Win-Loss and Score margin are presented in 
Table 3.1. Despite the different feature selection processes required for each 
dependent variable, there was reasonable agreement between the PIs that were 
selected for each era. Of the most valuable 45 PIs selected for each era, 29 are 
common to all eras. There were an additional six PIs that appeared in five of the six 
sets, eight that appeared in four sets and five that appeared in three sets, a further 
four that appeared in two sets and five PIs that appeared in only one dataset. The top 
10 selected PIs for each dependent variable and era were largely in common, 
including; Time in possession difference, Metres Gained relative, Marks Inside 50m, 
Kicks relative, Inside 50m relative and Disposals relative. Inside 50m per Shot on 
Goal, Metres Gained and Turnovers Forcing a Score relative, each had one ranking 
outside the top 10, with rankings of 11, 21 and 23 respectively. The relative form of 
the PIs appears to be more closely related to match outcome than the raw form, as 
they represent 7-8 of the top 10 ranked PIs (see Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1. Feature Selection. The 45 performance indicators with the highest 
weighting (i.e. relationship to match outcome) for the dependent variables, Win-Loss 
and Score margin. Weight is the mean of weight determined from 100 iterations of 
the feature selection process. These results relate to Era 2 (2009–2016). 
 
Rank Match Outcome Dependent Variables 
Win-Loss Score margin 
Performance Indicator Weight Performance Indicator  Weight 
1 Metres Gained relative 1.000 Metres Gained relative 1.000 
2 Time in Possession difference  0.702 Kicks relative 0.814 
3 Kicks relative 0.631 Time in Possession difference 0.822 
4 Marks In 50m relative 0.522 Inside 50 Metres relative 0.794 
5 Inside 50 Metres relative 0.508 Marks Inside 50 Metres relative 0.787 
6 Disposals relative 0.491 Turnovers Forced Score relative 0.785 
7 Inside 50 Metres Per Shot relative 0.480 Disposals relative 0.742 
8 Kicks 0.475 Metres Gained 0.704 
9 Turnovers Forced Score relative 0.444 Inside 50 Metres 0.696 
10 Metres Gained 0.430 Kicks 0.704 
11 Turnovers relative 0.419 Inside 50 Metres Per Shot relative 0.674 
12 Inside 50 Metres 0.397 Rebound 50 Metres to Inside 50 Metres 
Percentage relative 
0.676 
13 Disposal Efficiency Percentage 
relative  
0.374 Turnovers relative 0.656 
14 Marks relative 0.373 Ball Gains relative 0.642 
15 Rebound 50 Metres to Inside 50 
Metres Percentage relative 
0.362 Contested Possessions relative 0.612 
16 Disposals Per Shot on Goal 0.354 Marks Inside 50 Metres 0.612 
17 Disposals Per Turnover 0.339 Disposal Efficiency Percentage relative  0.610 
18 Disposals 0.330 Disposals 0.585 
19 Marks Inside 50 Metres 0.327 Disposal Per Shot on Goal 0.603 
20 Ball Gains relative 0.319 Marks relative 0.602 
21 Contested Possessions relative 0.316 Disposals Per Turnover 0.580 
22 Inside 50 Metres Kick Retain 
Percentage relative 
0.306 Turnovers Forced Score 0.591 
23 Turnovers Forced Score 0.280 Inside 50 Metres Kick Retain Percentage relative 0.561 
24 Ball Losses relative 0.273 Ball Losses relative 0.540 
25 Inside 50 Metres Per Shot  0.272 Ball Gains 0.466 
26 Marks 0.228 Inside 50 Metres Per Shot  0.477 
27 Ball Gains 0.216 Rebound 50 Metres to Inside 50 Metres 
Percentage 
0.465 
28 Uncontested Possessions 0.212 Inside 50 Metres Kick Mark Percentage relative 0.425 
29 Rebound 50 Metres to Inside 50 
Metres Percentage 
0.208 Uncontested Possessions 0.417 
30 Inside 50 Metres Kick Mark 
Percentage relative 
0.196 Clearances Effective relative 0.366 
31 Marks from Opposition Kick relative 0.192 Marks 0.421 
32 Inside 50 Metres Kick Retain 
Percentage 
0.191 Rebound 50 Metres relative 0.395 
33 Ratio of Turnovers to Turnovers 
forced  
0.184 Turnovers Forced relative 0.421 
34 Marks Contested relative 0.179 Clangers relative 0.403 
35 Rebound 50 Metres relative 0.176 Inside 50 Metres Kick Retain Percentage 0.391 
36 Clangers relative 0.175 Clearance Win Percentage relative 0.323 
37 Turnovers Forced relative 0.174 Marks Contested relative 0.368 
38 Disposal Efficiency 0.171 Handballs relative 0.365 
39 Handballs relative 0.162 Ratio of Turnovers to Turnovers forced 0.403 
40 Contested Possessions 0.150 Contested Possessions 0.335 
41 Clearances Effective relative 0.143 Marks from Opposition Kick relative 0.365 
42 Bounces relative 0.140 Clearance Win Percentage 0.274 
43 Rebound 50 Metres 0.136 Disposal Efficiency 0.323 
44 Clearance Win Percentage relative 0.136 Rebound 50 Metres 0.314 
45 Turnovers 0.133 Bounces relative 0.299 
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Random Forest models were created to explain both Win-Loss and Score margin for 
each era. The classification accuracies for Win-Loss in Era 2 performed best 
(88.8%), closely followed by Eras 1 & 2 combined (88.5%) and Era 1 (85.3%). The 
Score margin-based models achieved root mean squared errors of 17.8±0.1 for Era 2, 
19.8±0.2 for Era 1 & 2 combined and 21.4±0.2 for Era 1 respectively. The figure 
below (Figure 3.2) is a residual plot of the combined eras. The model slightly under-
estimates the magnitude of the Score margin, for very large positive and negative 
observed Score margins.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.2. Plot of residual errors for the model that predicts Score margin. The 
results are for the combined eras and the model overestimates the Score margin for 
very large positive and negative observed values. 
 
3.4 Discussion 
The key aims of this study were to evaluate the benefits of 1) increasing the number 
of seasons and PIs used for modelling, 2) the identification of eras where technical 
performance characteristics were stable and 3) the application of a novel feature 
selection method. These aims were intended to collectively provide a basis for the 
methodology that could be used for modelling of match outcome, using sport 
databases that had relatively large numbers of PIs and seasons.  
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The identification of eras is an important initial step when analysing PI databases, as 
it can help to create models of performance that account for changes in the game and 
therefore create models that are more accurate. Eras were identified in the data using 
two methods, although the breakpoint/s between eras were not consistent between 
the methods. This inconsistency may be due to the multifaceted nature of the 
identification of eras historically (Berthelot et al. 2010). We could not identify a 
reason to choose the results from one method over the other, although this may have 
been possible if the results were very different. Nor did we want to continue the 
analyses in order to detect additional and therefore smaller eras. In the absence of a 
clear choice, we used the mid-point of the results for each method, dividing the 
dataset into only two equal sized eras with a break point between 2008 and 2009. A 
recent article by Woods, et al., (2017) investigated the evolution of game-play in AF 
across the 2001–2015 timespan and reported a period of change from 2005–2009, 
before levelling off in 2010. This period of change roughly aligns with the 
breakpoint between the eras we have used. Woods, et al., (2017) analysed a very 
similar time span of data to that used in the current work, although the number of PIs 
used for era detection were different (18 vs. 38). Given there were different PIs used 
in the current study, it is not surprising the current study identified slightly different 
breakpoints between eras. 
 
The process of feature selection is an important step in the development of models 
that explain match outcome and the method utilised in this work has a number of 
strengths. Combining four methods and iterating the process 100 times provided an 
opportunity to determine the variance (and the confidence) in the ranking of the PIs. 
Feature selection identified the PIs that were likely to be most useful for modelling 
and these were similar to those identified in previous reports, even though our feature 
selection methods are novel (Stewart et al. 2007, Robertson et al. 2016a, Woods 
2016). We are in agreement with the PIs identified as being important by other 
authors including Kicks, Inside 50s, Marks, Marks Inside 50m and Contested 
Possessions (Stewart et al. 2007, Robertson et al. 2016a, Woods 2016). Kicks and 
Goal Conversion, and Kicks and Inside 50s were the two most important PIs for 
modelling match outcome by Robertson, Back, et al., (2016) and Stewart, et al., 
(2007) respectively. These findings agree with the current study despite the inclusion 
of a much larger number of PIs, three of these four PIs were prominent in the top 45 
PIs for each era and dependent variable. The exception was Goal Conversion, which 
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we also found to be closely related to match outcome, but it was excluded from the 
current analysis as it was considered to be too closely related to scoring.  
 
The PIs identified by the feature selection process demonstrated some variation 
between eras. An explanation of this could be that some PIs are not available in all 
seasons, including; Metres Gained relative, Time in Possession, Turnover Forced 
Score and Marks from Opposition Kicks. One of the most valuable PIs in the 2009–
2016 era was Metres Gained relative, which is defined as ‘the net distance gained 
with the ball by a player in possession, by kicking, handballing or running, 
combining measures towards attacking goal and away from defensive goal’ 
(Champion Data 2017). Time in Possession difference was also identified as an 
important PI, which may be considered an obvious conclusion. Nevertheless, the 
identification of these PIs as important is novel and suggests there may be more 
useful PIs available that have not been used in this area of research to date. It has 
also been suggested the use of PIs in their relative form is more insightful (Robertson 
et al. 2016a), the current work further supports this inclination. When all PIs were 
pooled together in their absolute and relative forms, the relative form of PIs were 
ranked more highly by the feature selection process and are more insightful for the 
modelling of match outcomes.  
 
We have demonstrated that an ensemble feature selection process that has provided 
improvements to modelling in another area of science (Abeel et al. 2009), can also be 
applied to the sport context. Although the process is slightly more complicated than 
more commonly used methods (i.e. a single algorithm) it should be relatively easy to 
implement in many types of data science software. Preliminary modelling of our 
dataset using random forest achieved model accuracies of between 85.3% and 88.8% 
for Win-Loss and a root mean squared error of between 17.8±0.1 – 21.3±0.2 points 
for Score margin. Although the random forest model had some difficulty in 
accurately predicting Score margins of a large magnitude (positive or negative). 
These model accuracies are higher than the accuracy of 78.9% reported by 
Robertson, Back, et al., (2016), although some of the difference may be due to the 
different model types (random forest versus CHAID decision tree). It is likely that 
the improvement in accuracy could be attributed to the number and type of PIs. Era 2 
held the most accurate models using both Win-Loss and Score margin, closely 
followed by Era 1 and 2 combined. The current study has demonstrated an increased 
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number of PIs results in more accurate models. The work of Stewart, et al., (2007) 
had the most extensive list of PIs previously with 52 PIs from 5 AFL season, 
including both dependent and independent variables, whereas the current study had a 
dataset of up to 110 PIs from 16 AFL seasons.  
 
Previous authors have used a variety of methods to validate their models, which may 
have been limited by the amount of data available to them. It is common practice in 
the field of data mining that approximately two-thirds of available data should be 
used in training a model and one-third for testing purposes (Witten et al. 2016), In 
the present study, five of eight seasons in each era (Era 1 and Era 2) and 10 of 16 
seasons (Era 1 and 2 combined) were preserved for training our models and three/six 
seasons were held out for model testing. We also adhered to the recommendations 
that models are trained using a cross-validation approach and the determination of 
model accuracy on the test set, employs bootstrapped sampling with replacement 
(Hastie et al. 2013, Luo et al. 2016). 
 
Some limitations of the current work include the outcome of our era detection. The 
compromise in era identification was a necessary decision given the lack of 
consensus between methods, which suggest that this is still an area for improvement 
in future research. Another limitation was the choice of which dependent variable to 
use. It has been acknowledged (Stewart et al. 2007, Robertson et al. 2016a, 
Robertson et al. 2016b) that Score margin is the preferred choice but there are 
limitations in the models available for dependent variables of a continuous nature 
and therefore both types of dependent variables were used. There has been little 
consensus on which feature selection method provides the best outcome, which 
model types are most appropriate and how models should be validated. The current 
work has made a valuable contribution, addressing some of these challenges.  
 
3.5 Conclusions  
The use of two methods to identify eras in our database provided different 
breakpoints, therefore a compromise was reached that maximised our opportunity for 
subsequent modelling of match outcome in each era. Our novel feature selection 
process generated a ranked list of the most valuable PIs for modelling, which 
includes PIs that have not been previously identified as being related to match 
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outcome. Furthermore, the results of the feature selection process indicate that the 
relative form of PIs are more valuable than the absolute form. The development of 
models of match outcome demonstrate that analysing a larger range of PIs can 
improve modelling accuracy. In addition, the relationships between PIs and match 
outcomes varied between eras, which confirms the importance of identifying eras in 
the first place. The findings from this work will be of particular interest to those 
employing data analytics in team-invasion sports. This work is not limited to guiding 
practitioners, as the key findings can be used by coaches and athletes in team sports. 
Future work could make use of the methodology used in this study to model match 
outcomes using data mining techniques.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: Study two- The Relationship Between 
Match Performance Indicators and Outcome in 
Australian Football 
4.1 Introduction 
The analysis of team performance indicators (PIs) is useful from a strategic 
standpoint, providing the opportunity to improve one’s understanding about the 
characteristics of performances that are associated with successful outcomes (Hughes 
and Bartlett 2002). The data revolution has swept through professional sport and a 
transition from traditional, qualitative analysis methods to modern, data-driven 
analyses of sports performance has followed (Memmert and Raabe 2018, Memmert 
and Rein 2018). The use of mathematical models to represent the relationships 
between the values of PIs and measures of match outcome can reveal the relative 
importance of those PIs and desirable ranges of values for those PIs (Moura et al. 
2014). The performance of a model provides an indication of the certainty of the 
inferences that can be made about important PIs and their optimal values. Therefore, 
progressive improvements in the modelling of performance in sport has the potential 
to provide ever more valuable insights about performance enhancement. These 
improvements can arise from the use of a wider range of PIs that encapsulate more 
player actions and events, and additional seasons of data to train models. 
Improvements in the predictive accuracy may also arise from the use of novel 
modeling algorithms.  
 
Australian (Rules) Football (AF) is a field-based, team invasion sport with two teams 
of 18 players on the field (See Gray & Jenkins., (2010) for a thorough description of 
the sport). Previous investigations in AF have explored the relationship between 
performance within a match (PIs) and match outcomes represented as Win-Loss 
(Stewart et al. 2007, Robertson et al. 2016a, Robertson et al. 2016b, Woods 2016) 
and Score margin (Stewart et al. 2007). This work has analysed performance in AF 
matches using a number of methods including; multiple regression, (Stewart et al. 
2007) decision trees, (Robertson et al. 2016a) logistic regression, (Robertson et al. 
2016a) generalised estimating equations (Robertson et al. 2016b) and cumulative 
mixed models (Woods 2016). To date, these reports have used a small to moderate 
number of PIs and a limited number of seasons (Stewart et al. 2007, Robertson et al. 
2016a). 
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Stewart et al., (2007) analysed 17 PIs (in their final model) from five AFL seasons, 
identifying Inside 50s and Kicks as the strongest predictors of final match Score 
margin. More recently, Robertson et al., (2016a) analysed 14 publicly available PIs 
to predict match outcome defined as Win-Loss, achieving a prediction accuracy of 
78.9% when the model was trained and tested on two seasons of data. Recently, 
Woods (2016) investigated the relationship between 11 team PIs and end of season 
ladder position in AF. A significant negative association was found for Hit-outs, 
Clearances and Inside 50s, with final ladder position. Although the findings of 
Woods (2016), are novel, they were based on a single season only. Some limitations 
to the approaches used by these authors (Stewart et al. 2007, Robertson et al. 2016a, 
Woods 2016) are apparent, including the number (11-17) and scope of PIs and the 
number of seasons (1-5) which restricted the opportunity for model development and 
validation.  
 
Robertson et al., (2016a) suggested that the use of data mining approaches may be 
advantageous in identifying non-linear relationships in AF and that the use of a more 
comprehensive set of PIs may be beneficial. Moreover, Score margin should be 
utilised as a measure of match outcome (as well as Win-Loss) as it provides a more 
granular understanding of how PIs affect match outcomes. The use of interpretable 
modelling techniques in a sporting context is important, as it offers the ability to 
explain and understand the reasons behind model predictions (Ribeiro et al. 2016). 
Decision trees, linear and rule fit models are some of the most interpretable models 
(Ribeiro et al. 2016), while logistic regression may be considered partially 
interpretable. 
 
Increasing the number and scope of PIs and the number of seasons of data that are 
used for modelling match outcome, may provide novel insights about performance in 
AF and improved certainty about those insights. Since the work of Stewart et al., 
(2007) the number of PIs collected for an AFL game has increased. Consequently, 
this study is based on a wider range of PIs collected over a larger number of seasons 
than previous studies in AF. Furthermore, while aspects of the methodology 
employed here have been applied in other football codes, (Memmert and Raabe 
2018, Memmert and Rein 2018) its application in AF is novel This study aimed to: 1) 
develop interpretable match outcome prediction models, using a comprehensive set 
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of PIs and seasons of data and 2) develop a model that provides an indication of the 
relative importance of PIs as predictors of Score margin. The results of this study 
will inform coaches, analysts, and players about the characteristics of their 
performance that increase the likelihood of successful match outcomes.  
 
4.2 Methods  
Team PIs from the 2001 to 2016 AFL home-and-away seasons were obtained from 
Champion Data (Champion Data, Southbank, Australia). This consisted of a total of 
54 primary PIs (i.e. raw team aggregate values) from 3,145 AFL matches in total. 
Reliability and validity of the data collected by Champion Data has been assessed 
previously, with a high degree of accuracy reported (O’Shaughnessy 2006, 
Robertson et al. 2016b). A number of secondary PIs were also created from the 
existing dataset. They include PIs that represent the difference to the opposition 
teams’ PI value or when one PI was divided by another (Inside 50s per shot) or 
summed together (Ball Gains / Losses). This meant that the complete database 
consisted of 103 PIs for analysis (54 primary and 49 secondary PIs), plus two 
outcome measures Win-Loss and Score margin. The primary PIs consisted of those 
statistics gathered directly by Champion Data and secondary were those created from 
the original PIs (ratios, percentages, sum of two or more PIs). Drawn matches (n=25) 
were removed from the analysis. Ethical approval for this study was granted by the 
University Human Research Ethics Committee before the study was undertaken. 
 
All PIs were checked for collinearity using a correlation matrix (Pearson’s r). If the 
correlation coefficient between any two PIs was equal to or greater than 0.95, the 
attribute with the weaker correlation with Score margin was removed from further 
analysis (O'Brien 2017). A total of 12 PIs were removed prior to analysis, six PIs due 
to high collinearity (Uncontested Possessions relative, Marks uncontested, Marks 
uncontested relative, Clearances relative, Turnovers relative, Frees against relative) 
and six score-related variables were also removed as these are considered 
mathematically related to the outcome measures and are unlikely to provide insights 
on how a team needs to perform to have successful match outcomes (Goal Assists, 
Score Assists, Goal Conversion both raw and relative) therefore total of 97 PIs were 
available for analysis. 
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The 16-year database was arbitrarily partitioned into two equal-sized time frames. 
This resulted in three time frames for subsequent analyses: 2001–2008; 2009–2016; 
and combined, 2001–2016. Given the large size of the dataset, feature selection was 
applied. This process gave a weight to each PI using four methods; Gini index, Gain 
ratio, Information gain and Correlation. This process was iterated 100 times and 
appended to give an averaged weight to each PI. The feature selection process 
identified the top 45 most important PIs for each time frame and outcome measure, 
resulting in six unique datasets.  
 
Data from each time frame was partitioned into model training and model testing sets 
using a 70:30 ratio, in accordance with published recommendations (Witten et al. 
2016). Data from the above time frames were split for model training: 2001–2005; 
2009–2013; and 2001–2010 respectively. The remaining years within each time 
frame was used for model testing: 2006–2008; 2014–2016; and 2011–2016. Models 
for each time frame were trained using 10-fold cross-validation. Models were tested 
for each time frame using a bootstrapped with replacement sampling method, iterated 
100 times (Luo et al. 2016). 
 
Decision tree models based on the C4.5 algorithm (Quinlan 1993) were created for 
each time frame, using Win-Loss and Score margin as the outcome measures. Prior 
to the execution of Score margin-based models, a process of discretisation was 
implemented to split Score Margin into four bins with the same number of matches 
in each bin. The four bins represent matches with final Score margins - to -30.5, -
30.5 to 0, 0 to 30.5, and 30.5 to +. The top 45 selected PIs identified previously 
were used in decision tree modelling for each time frame and outcome measure. The 
decision tree criterion Gini-index was used to assess model performance, as this 
provided the most consistent prediction accuracies. Furthermore, several parameters 
were adjusted to optimise the results; pruning was applied with confidence set to 
0.95. The maximal depth of decision trees was also limited to five levels to reduce 
overfitting and ensure the models remained parsimonious (Robertson et al. 2016a).  
 
Decision tree models were also created with Metres Gained Relative used as the 
outcome measure. Metres Gained is defined as “the net metres gained with the ball 
by a player, by running, kicking, or handballing, combining measures towards 
attacking goal and away from defensive goal” (Champion Data 2017). Metres 
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Gained relative represents the difference between metres gained by opposing teams 
and is expressed as either a positive or negative value. Metres Gained relative was 
discretised into four bins according to the identified benchmark values in the 
decision tree model for 2009–2016 (Figure 4.1), these bins included - to -360, -360 
to -41.5, -41.5 to 171.5 and 171.5 to +.  
 
Generalised Linear Models (GLMs) were also created for each time frame for Score 
margin in its continuous format. GLMs were chosen as they can be considered a 
partially interpretable model that provides a measure of the relative importance of 
each PI as a predictor of Score margin. Rapidminer Studio (Rapidminer Studio. 
Version 7.6.001. Dortmund, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) was utilised for the 
feature selection process, decision tree models and GLMs.  
 
4.3 Results 
The decision tree models achieved higher prediction accuracies for Win-Loss than 
for Score margin (Table 4.1). Furthermore, the models for 2001–2016 and 2009–
2016 were approximately 5% more accurate than for 2001–2008, for both outcome 
measures. 
 
Table 4.1. Decision tree model prediction accuracies for each time frame and 
outcome measure. Prediction of Score margin was based on four Score margin 
categories. 
 
 
Time frame 
Prediction Accuracy 
Win-Loss Score margin 
2001–2008  83.5% 64.4% 
2009–2016 88.4% 70.3% 
2001–2016 88.9% 69.7% 
 
The decision tree that predicts whether a match outcome was Win-Loss during 2009–
2016, branches first on the PI, Metres Gained relative (Figure 4.1), which indicates 
the importance of this PI in this time frame. Consequently, a decision tree that 
predicts the value of Metres Gained relative was created (Figure 4.2). The PIs that 
feature prominently in the decision tree that predicts match outcome also include; 
Turnovers Forced score relative, Inside 50s Per Shot relative and Time in Possession. 
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The decision tree model that predicts the value of Metres Gained relative (Figure 
4.2), infers that Time in Possession, Inside 50s, Inside 50s Per Shot and Turnovers 
Forced Score, all in their relative form, are the most important factors in obtaining 
higher values of Metres Gained relative. This model achieved a prediction accuracy 
of 67.4%. Both decision trees illustrate a variety of combinations of PI values that 
were associated with winning and losing matches in AF. These combinations are 
represented via the different pathways through the decision tree/s. Importantly, the 
thickness of the lines that join any pair of nodes, represent the proportion of matches 
that exist on that branch of the tree.
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Figure 4.1 A decision tree that predicts match Win-Loss for the 2009–2016 seasons. Nodes that are labelled “W” represent a win and “L” is for loss. 
The numerical values on the branches represent the benchmark values of the performance indicator above them. The height of the coloured bars in each 
terminal node represent the number of examples (i.e. matches) in each path.
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Figure 4.2 A decision tree that predicts the value of Metres gained relative for the 2009–2016 seasons. The numerical values on the branches represent 
the benchmark values of the performance indicator above them. The height of the coloured bars in each terminal node represent the number of 
examples (i.e. matches) in each path.  
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GLMs were also created to predict Score margin in each time frame and the 
prediction accuracies are similar for each time frame but are higher than the decision 
tree prediction accuracies. The root mean squared error of predicted Score margin for 
2001–2008 was 7.0 points, 2009–2016 was 6.8 points and 2001–2016 was 7.4 points. 
When these Score margins were converted to simple Win-Loss outcomes, the 
prediction accuracies were 95.1, 94.5, and 93.1% respectively. The GLMs provided 
coefficients for the PIs that reflect their relative importance in the prediction of Score 
margin. The most important PIs were relatively consistent between the time frames 
and these were; Inside 50s Per Shot, Inside 50s, and Rebound 50s, each in their 
relative form. (See online supplementary materials for ranked PIs and their 
coefficients).  
 
4.4 Discussion 
Our findings indicate that using a wider range of PIs can improve model accuracy for 
predicting AFL match outcomes. The results also confirm the importance of specific 
PIs with respect to winning matches, and they also demonstrate the importance of 
‘new’ PIs that have not previously been analysed. The GLMs also provide an 
indication of the relative importance of PIs with respect to Score margin at the end of 
a match. This, in turn, highlights the most important PIs that may be worth 
monitoring for the purposes of tracking team performance during matches. 
 
The performance of decision tree models for each time frame and outcome measure 
achieved prediction accuracies between 64.4–88.9%. Specifically, the Win-Loss 
prediction accuracies (83.5–88.9%) were as high as another type of decision tree 
used in previous relevant work (Robertson et al. 2016a). Our modelling indicates that 
the most important PIs were the relative forms of Inside 50s per shot, Inside 50s, 
Rebound 50s and Metres gained. In their raw (absolute) form, Intercepts, Disposals 
and Turnovers were also important predictors of match outcome. These findings are 
in agreement with previous work, (Stewart et al. 2007, Robertson et al. 2016a) who 
have identified the same or similar PIs as being most closely related to match 
outcomes. There were also several additional PIs that we identified as being of 
importance that have not previously been analysed, including Metres gained relative, 
Time in Possession relative and Turnovers forced score relative. These PIs appear to 
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be important in our analysis, this may simply be because they were not available for 
analysis by previous authors.  
 
The decision tree models indicated Meters gained relative was an important predictor 
of match outcome. As this PI is not a player action per se, but it is the outcome of 
player actions. Coaches could implement game tactics that focus on maximising 
Metres gained for their team, whilst minimising them for opposition teams. We felt 
that it was prudent to investigate the PIs that predict the value of Meters gained 
relative, and these included, Time in Possession, Inside 50s relative, Turnovers 
forced score, Inside 50s per shot and Rebound 50s. When both models are combined, 
they provide the opportunity to identify the key PIs (KPIs) values that are associated 
with winning a match and gaining metres with ball possession. They also provide an 
indication of the values of these KPIs that could be set as targets for teams to 
achieve. 
 
Previous authors (Stewart et al. 2007, Robertson et al. 2016a, Robertson et al. 2016b) 
have suggested models that use Score margin may provide additional insights beyond 
specifying simplistic outcome measures, such as the binary Win-Loss variable. The 
results from the Score margin decision tree models were promising, with 
performance accuracies ranging from 64.4–70.3%, although these were less accurate 
than Win-Loss models. Models for 2009–2016 and 2001–2016 outperformed the 
2001–2008 model. This could be attributable to the increased range of PIs measured 
as time progressed through each time frame. 
 
The application of GLMs to predict Score margin proved to be worthwhile, as they 
achieved prediction accuracies that were higher than the decision tree models. 
Previously, generalised linear modelling has been applied in rugby (Higham et al. 
2014) although these authors did not report the accuracy of Score margin prediction. 
Unlike decision tree models, GLMs do not uncover the interrelatedness of PIs, nor do 
they identify benchmark values of PIs associated with different outcomes. The GLM-
ranked PI list (see appendix C) presents an alternative approach to modelling. We 
recommend interpreting these results in combination with the decision tree models to 
provide additional evidence of the KPIs important to match outcomes in AF. The 
relationships between PIs and Score margin were very similar but not the same, in 
each time frame. It could be speculated that the relationship has changed between 
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time frames due to a change in the typical PI values a team achieves when winning a 
match. Furthermore, this may provide additional evidence regarding the importance 
of modelling match outcomes in AF by time frames. 
 
In general, the models in the present work achieved prediction accuracies that were 
as high or higher than achieved in previous reports (Robertson et al. 2016a). In 
addition, these accuracies apply to longer time frames (three to six seasons) than 
have been used in previous reports and therefore may be more reliable. The relatively 
high accuracies we achieved over longer time frames (seasons) may be due to several 
reasons. The increased number of PIs may have captured a wider range of playing 
characteristics, which improved the opportunity to model match outcome. The 
additional seasons of data may also have provided a better opportunity to train our 
models. Finally, the inclusion of PIs in their relative form was valuable as they 
tended to have a greater importance than in their raw form, which is consistent with 
previous work.(Robertson et al. 2016a) 
 
This work presents the analysis of the largest database of PIs from AF that has been 
published to date. However, there are more PIs available that have not yet been 
analysed and these may provide further insights about performance in AF. This 
limitation of our study may be overcome in subsequent analyses that reveal further 
insights about performance that were not captured in this work. It is also 
acknowledged there are several approaches to identify and then reduce the number of 
PIs that are used for analysis. Previous work (Gómez et al. 2012, Fernandez-Navarro 
et al. 2016, Lago-Peñas et al. 2017) has used factor analysis (Principal components) 
to analyse match-related statistics in soccer and future work in AF may benefit from 
this approach. The 16-year timespan of our database required us to consider the 
possibility that the style of play may have changed over time, as has been seen 
previously (Woods et al. 2017a). We felt that we could not use the time frames 
reported elsewhere (Woods et al. 2017a) as they were too short for the modelling we 
have done and our database included additional PIs that may have led to the 
identification of different time frames. Furthermore, given that there may be changes 
in this sport in the future (e.g., rules changes), the PIs that we have identified as 
being important and the accuracy of our models may change in the future.  
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4.5 Conclusions 
This work identified a set of PIs in AF that are most closely related to match 
outcome. Many of the PIs we identified are similar to previous reports, but we also 
identify new PIs such as Metres gained. The decision tree models also indicate KPIs 
and the values of these KPIs that can be targeted by coaches and teams. The accuracy 
of our models is as high and higher than in previous reports, which underscores the 
value of conducting an analysis using a larger database with a wider range of PIs. 
There is evidence to suggest that the relationship between PIs and match outcome in 
AF has changed between time frames, indicating that longitudinal changes in the 
nature of AF have occurred. It was also found that relative form of PIs is more 
valuable than the absolute PIs. It may prove to be advantageous for the current 
results from the decision tree and GLMs to be interpreted in combination. Our 
methodology and findings can be used by analysts and coaches to inform decisions 
about playing strategy before and during a match. Furthermore, the methodologies 
we used could be applied to other similar sports to provide novel insights about 
performance.  
 
4.6 Practical implications 
 Decision tree and GLMs are capable of identifying how the characteristics of 
performance in a match relate to the outcome of a match. 
 The analysis of a wider range of PIs over a longer period of time enables 
improvements in the accuracy of models of match outcome. 
 Our models of match outcome in AF confirm the importance of Intercepts, 
Disposals and Turnovers, and identify the importance of PIs such as Metres 
gained and Time in Possession. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: Study three- Understanding Effective 
Tactics in Australian Football using Network Analysis 
5.1 Introduction  
Sports performance can be analysed from a technical, tactical and physical 
perspective. There are further aspects of performance which can be assessed, 
including the biomechanics and psychology of a sport (O'Donoghue 2009). Analyses 
of technical performance by assessing match aggregate statistics have proven 
valuable (Stewart et al. 2007, Robertson et al. 2016a, Young et al. 2019b), but there 
is some doubt that analyses of technical performance alone can entirely quantify 
performance (Sargent and Bedford 2013). Therefore, there is a need to expand 
performance analysis to incorporate additional perspectives of performance (i.e. 
tactical measurements), which can be achieved through analyses that investigate the 
interactions that occur between players and how these interactions relate to team 
performance. By analysing performance from a different perspective, additional 
insights may be obtained (Duch et al. 2010). It is likely that novel insights will be 
identified that have not been captured in previous analyses of technical and physical 
performance, providing a more complete analysis of performance. Teamwork has 
been defined as “a dynamic process involving a collaborative effort by team 
members to effectively carry out the independent and interdependent behaviours that 
are required to maximize a team’s likelihood of achieving its purposes” (McEwan 
and Beauchamp 2014). In AF a disposal is defined as an event where a player passes 
the ball to a teammate (effective disposal) or a turnover (ineffective disposal) when 
possession of the ball is lost. Disposal of the ball in AF occurs via a kick or handball. 
These disposal statistics have previously been identified to hold a strong relationship 
with match outcomes in AF (Stewart et al. 2007, Robertson et al. 2016a). The high 
frequency of passes in comparison to other events in AF provides a good opportunity 
to analyse the interactions that occur between players.  
 
Social network analysis (SNA) is a method of analysing interactions, based on graph 
theory (Barnes and Harary 1983). In a sporting context, a pass between two players 
represents an interaction and therefore the relationships between players in a team 
can be examined by analysing their passes. SNA can be used to investigate the 
functionality and efficiency of a group (Kothari et al. 2014), which can provide 
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insights about the characteristics of teamwork and its relationship with team 
performance outcomes.  
 
The use of SNA has become increasingly popular in sport, particularly in association 
football (soccer). Some of the most relevant work has investigated the link between 
network measures and performance outcomes (Duch et al. 2010, Grund 2012, 
Clemente et al. 2015b, Mclean et al. 2018). These studies collectively have 
investigated a range of topics, including the identification of unique playing styles 
and revealing benchmark network measure values of successful teams. Recently, 
SNA has been used to identify important players within a team and assess group 
consistency and the predictability of interactions between players (Clemente et al. 
2015b, Clemente et al. 2015c). However, a recent review (Kröckel et al. 2017) 
concluded a number of previous studies to use SNA had only analysed between one 
and five soccer matches and future work needed to analyse larger datasets. A limited 
number of studies (Grund 2012, Fernandez-Navarro et al. 2016) have used larger 
samples of 444 and 760 soccer matches respectively. The vast majority of work have 
used small samples sizes (i.e. a world cup tournament), equating to 64 matches 
(Clemente et al. 2015b). These studies may not account for longitudinal changes that 
may be present and therefore the stability of these findings may be limited.  
 
There has only been one analysis of tactical performance using SNA in AF (Sargent 
and Bedford 2013). This study measured the effect of replacing prominent players 
with weaker players demonstrating the importance of highly rated players and the 
utility they provide within a simulated team. However, some caution should be taken 
when interpreting this work as it was based on simulated data. Currently, it is 
unknown if network measures derived through SNA are an appropriate measure of 
teamwork in AF, and what the typical values of these measures are for winning and 
losing teams. Therefore, there is an opportunity to identify network-based measures 
of teamwork that are related to performance outcomes. The addition of novel 
measures of teamwork (i.e. tactical characteristics) will add to the catalogue of 
established technical PIs. This may provide further insights about team performance 
that analysts and coaches can use to assess individual and team performance, during 
and post-match. Previously McGarry (2009) identified several issues and challenges 
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in the current practices of performance analysis research, stating that particular 
consideration should be given to interlinking sports behaviours with sports outcomes 
(McGarry 2009). Given the lack of literature that investigates the relationship 
between teamwork in AF and match outcomes it is prudent to investigate this topic.  
 
The aims of the current study were, 1) to assess if measures of teamwork varied 
between teams and between seasons, 2) identify whether there are differences in 
teamwork between winning and losing performances, 3) determine whether 
teamwork is related to Score margin and 4) to determine whether teamwork is also 
related to whole-of-season performance. These fundamental questions are the key to 
the development of novel systems that incorporate the use of SNA in the analysis of 
performance in AF.  
 
5.2 Methods 
Approval for this project was granted by the Deakin University Human Research 
Ethics Committee. The data for this study was provided via license from Champion 
Data. Reliability and validity of the data collected by Champion Data has been 
assessed previously, with a high degree of accuracy reported (Robertson et al. 
2016b). The current study analysed the team structures for 1,516 AFL matches 
(3,032 analyses) from the 2009–2016 seasons. The characteristics of teamwork for 
each AFL team were analysed separately for every match. The data used in this study 
is comprised of every pass and the type of pass (kicking the ball by foot and 
handballing by punching the ball with a closed fist), team in possession and players 
involved (de-identified). Interactions where a player both passes or receives the ball 
with no other player involvement were removed, as these events do not include 
interaction between teammates (i.e. passing the ball ineffectively where no player 
receives the ball and it results in a turnover or results in an out of bounds). The ball 
can also be received from an opponent or from an umpire where no interaction has 
occurred with a teammate.  
 
The data analysis software RStudio (Rstudio RStudio Team 2015) was used to 
conduct all data processing and analysis procedures, using the base statistics 
functions and the following packages: ‘plyr’(Wickham 2016) for data cleaning and 
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calculation of descriptive statistics; ‘igraph’(Csardi and Nepusz 2006) for computing 
network measures; and ‘ggplot2’(Wickham and Chang 2016) and ‘igraph’ to create 
network visualisations. The data was formatted into an ‘edge list’ (a list of 
interactions between players) for analysis.  
 
Networks for each team in a match were constructed and analysed (for an example 
see Figure 5.1). The nodes in each network represent each individual player and three 
non-player nodes were also included; goals, behinds and missed shots. The network 
measures Edge count, Transitivity, Average path length, Edge density, Degree 
centrality, Betweenness centrality and Eigenvector centrality were calculated for 
each team for every match in the 2009–2016 seasons. These network measures 
describe the interactions that occur between players in a match and the characteristics 
of teamwork (refer to Table 5.1 for full list and associated definitions). The mean and 
standard deviation for each network measure was calculated for each season and for 
each match outcome (Win and Loss).  
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Table 5.1. Network measures defined in the sport context. The technical names of the 
network measures that were used as measures of teamwork are listed in this table, 
along with a suggested common name and a definition. 
 
Network 
measure 
Common 
Name 
Definition 
Edge count Effective 
passes 
The total number of interactions between players on a 
team, achieved via effective passes of the ball. 
Edge 
density 
Pass 
density 
The number of connections between players in a team 
achieved through effective passes, in proportion to the 
total number of possible connections. 
Transitivity Effective 
trios 
The number of triads in a team, in proportion to the total 
possible number of triads. A triad represents the concept 
that two players are connected via a third player. 
Transitivity represents a collaboration between three 
players (a trio) that may be used to pass the ball around a 
defending player. 
Average 
path length 
Average 
possession 
chain 
length 
The average number of passes that occur (along the path in 
the network graph) between all possible pairs of players on 
a team. Average path length is a measure of the efficiency 
of ball movement within a team. 
Betweenness 
centrality 
Link 
centrality 
The number of players that act as a link along the shortest 
path between any two other players in the same team, in 
proportion to the total possible number. When a team’s 
Betweenness centrality value is high, a large proportion of 
passing sequences, are dependent on a relatively small 
number of players. 
Degree 
centrality 
Pass 
centrality 
The number of players that each player on a team has a 
direct (i.e. 1 pass) connection to, averaged across a team. 
When a team’s Degree centrality is high, a high proportion 
of players tend to pass to a large number of other players 
on the same team. 
Eigenvector 
centrality 
Key player 
centrality 
The dependence of a team on a relatively small group of 
players that have a large number of interactions with a 
large number of other players. Teams with a more even 
contribution from players will have a lower Eigenvector 
centrality. 
 
Exploratory analysis was conducted on each network measure using histograms, 
Shapiro-Wilk and quantile-quantile plots to confirm that the data met the 
assumptions of parametric statistics. Where the distribution of the data was not 
normally distributed a log-transformation was performed. If data was successfully 
transformed parametric tests were used. Comparisons of finalist and non-finalist 
teams and the relationship between ladder position and season network measures 
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used the season average values for each network measure. The normality of the 
distribution of the season averaged values were inconsistent across the seasons, 
therefore non-parametric tests were used in these cases. Correlation analysis 
(Spearman’ ) was used to assess the relationship between each network measure 
with Score margin and ladder position. A Levene’s Test was used to compare the 
variance of each network measure in each season. Further, a one-way between-
subjects Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the value of each 
network measure between the 18 teams in the 2016 season. A repeated measures 
ANOVA was then used to determine if the values of each network measure were 
different between seasons (2009–2016). Statistical significance was set at p<0.05. 
 
5.2.1 Additional Methods (not included in published 
manuscript) 
Data mining approaches were also used to explore the relationship between the 
network measures and match outcome. This required data to be partitioned into 
training and testing sets using a 70:30 ratio, in accordance with published 
recommendations (Witten et al. 2016). Data was split into model training (2009–
2013) and model testing (2014–2016) datasets. Models were trained using 10-fold 
cross-validation and the test data was bootstrapped with replacement (Luo et al. 
2016). 
 
Decision tree models based on the C4.5 algorithm (Quinlan 1993) were created, 
using Win-Loss as the outcome measure. The decision tree criterion Gini-index was 
used to assess model performance (Win-Loss), as this provided the most consistent 
model accuracies. Furthermore, several parameters were adjusted to optimise the 
results; pruning was applied with confidence set to 0.95. The maximal depth of 
decision trees was also limited to five levels to reduce overfitting and ensure the 
models remained parsimonious (Robertson et al. 2016a).  
 
Generalised Linear Models (GLMs) were also created, as they can be considered a 
partially interpretable model that provides a measure of the relative importance of 
each network measure as a predictor of match outcome. A Naïve Bayes model was 
also implemented; it is a simple yet powerful method that can provide prediction 
accuracies, coupled with the degree of certainty of the prediction. Rapidminer Studio 
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(Rapidminer Studio. Version 7.6.001. Dortmund, North Rhine-Westphalia, 
Germany) was utilised for the creation of classification models. 
 
5.3 Results 
All network measures (Edge count, Transitivity, Average path length, Degree 
centrality, Betweenness centrality and Eigenvector centrality) were different 
(p<0.05) when compared between each team in a single season (2016). However, the 
homogeneity of variance of all network measures was the same for all teams, except 
for Degree centrality (p<0.05). The median value of all network measures was 
different between all AFL seasons.  
 
Differences (p<0.001) were identified between winning and losing teams for all 
network measures, for all seasons (2009 to 2016), with the exception of Betweenness 
centrality in 2011–2016 and Degree centrality in 2009 (p>0.05) (see Table 5.2). 
There were no differences in the network measure values for finalist and non-finalist 
teams, although in 2012 there were differences for Edge count and Average path 
length.  
 
The relationship between network measures and Score margin was investigated using 
correlation analysis (Table 5.2). Small to moderate relationships were found, where 
Edge count, Edge density and Average path length displayed the strongest 
correlations with final Score margin. 
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Table 5.2. The association between network measure values and match outcome. 
Results are reported as mean and SD for 2009–2016. * Denotes cases where 
statistical significance was not met for all years, which includes Degree centrality in 
2009 and Betweenness centrality in 2011–2016. ‘Ideal’ indicates what magnitude of 
each network measure is associated with winning a match. Network measure 
correlation with Score margin is presented as mean and range for 2009–2016. # 
denotes cases where statistical (p>.05) significance was not met for all years, which 
includes Degree centrality in 2009 and Betweenness centrality in 2010 and 2015. 
 
Network 
Measure 
Win 
(mean 
± SD) 
Loss 
(mean 
± SD) 
z-
statistic 
p-
value 
Ideal Correlation with 
Score margin 
(Mean & range) 
p-value 
Edge count 327 ± 
40 
287 ± 
34 
5.84 <0.001 Maximise 0.58 (0.53 – 0.64) <0.001 
Edge density 0.547 
± 0.07 
0.482 
± 0.06 
5.77 <0.001 Maximise 0.57 (0.52 – 0.63) <0.001 
Average path 
length 
1.618 
± 0.05 
1.668 
± 0.06 
4.93 <0.001 Minimise -0.51 (-0.58 – -
0.44) 
<0.001 
Transitivity 0.643 
± 0.04 
0.613 
± 0.04 
4.4 <0.001 Maximise 0.44 (0.40 – 0.53) <0.001 
Eigenvector 
centrality 
0.536 
± 0.06 
0.561 
± 0.06 
2.42 <0.001 Minimise -0.24 (-0.33 – -
0.16) 
<0.001 
Degree 
centrality 
0.062 
± 0.02 
0.068 
± 0.02 
1.92 <0.001
* 
Neutral/ 
minimise 
-0.19 (-0.25 – -
0.10) 
<0.001
# 
Betweenness 
Centrality 
0.553 
± 0.14 
0.532 
± 0.13 
0.88 <0.001
* 
Minimise 0.09 (0.05 – 0.20) >0.05# 
 
 
Correlation analysis between each network measure and final ladder position for 
each season found there were no significant correlations. In general, the relationships 
were weak (r<0.2) and not significant (p>0.05), therefore it appears there is no strong 
evidence of a relationship between network measures and end of season ladder 
position.  
 
5.3.1 Additional Results (not included in published 
manuscript) 
The decision tree, GLM and Naive Bayes models based on network measures, 
achieved model (Win-Loss) accuracies of 73.63%, 76.7% and 74.02%, respectively. 
It is possible to determine the relative importance of each PI in the GLM and 
decision tree models. The decision tree model identified Edge count, Eigenvector 
centrality, Average path length Betweenness centrality all in their relative form as the 
most important features in classifying teams who win and lose in AF. The GLM 
weighted Transitivity, Eigenvector centrality, Degree centrality and Average path 
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length each in their relative form as being the most important features. The Naïve 
Bayes model performed second best. This simple approach does not assess the 
interaction between input variables or their relative importance, however it can be a 
useful model. We can obtain the distribution of the input variables for wins and 
losses (Table 5.3). This information can be used to inform of the average value for 
each variable for a team that wins and loses.  
 
Table 5.3 Tactical performance characteristics of winning and losing match 
outcomes in Australian Football. This table displays the distribution (mean and 
standard deviation) of each input variable for both win and loss.  
 
Attribute Win (Mean) SD Loss (Mean) SD 
Edge count 326.013 41.097 284.450 34.398 
Edge count relative 41.563 54.803 -41.563 54.803 
Transitivity 0.642 0.042 0.610 0.041 
Transitivity relative 0.033 0.058 -0.033 0.058 
Average path length 1.619 0.059 1.673 0.063 
Average path length relative -0.054 0.086 0.054 0.086 
Degree centrality 0.061 0.021 0.069 0.024 
Degree centrality relative -0.007 0.032 0.007 0.032 
Betweenness centrality 0.544 0.137 0.522 0.134 
Betweenness centrality relative 0.022 0.191 -0.022 0.191 
Eigenvector centrality 0.530 0.062 0.557 0.063 
Eigenvector centrality relative -0.027 0.088 0.027 0.088 
SD = Standard deviation.  
 
5.4 Discussion 
The purpose of this study was to use SNA to evaluate teamwork and to determine 
whether characteristics of teamwork in AF are associated with team performance. 
We found differences in the characteristics of the passing networks, between teams 
that won and lost matches. We also found relationships between these network 
characteristics and the final Score margin in a match.  
 
The average value of each network measure used in this study was not consistent 
across the eight seasons. These fluctuations may suggest there have been changes in 
the teamwork characteristics of AFL teams during this time (2009–2016). Currently, 
there is no published literature that has investigated the evolution of teamwork using 
a SNA over several competitive seasons. Although, previous work in AF has 
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identified changes in technical measures of performance across 15 AFL seasons 
(Woods et al. 2017a). The changes we identified in the measures of teamwork may 
be associated with the technical characteristic changes reported by Woods and 
colleagues (2017). The AFL has changed greatly since the year 2000 with numerous 
rule changes that may have affected game style (Woods et al. 2017a). The findings in 
the current study suggest there are differences among the eight seasons analysed, but 
future work may explore where these changes have occurred.  
 
A comparison between each AFL team in the 2016 season identified differences for 
all network measures, although the variance in these network measures across the 
2016 season were consistent. The similar variance in network measures for each AFL 
team suggests that teams tends to retain a consistent style of teamwork, although it 
may differ between teams. Previous work in soccer (Fernandez-Navarro et al. 2016) 
discovered that 12 different playing styles existed among 37 English and Spanish 
soccer teams and this could be identified through a factor analysis.  
 
The remaining discussion examines the relationships between teamwork and 
performance. To assist the reader to understand the concepts, we provide an example 
of the visualisation of a possession network (Figure 5.1). This example is a 
visualisation of two opposing teams (Team A and B) from an AFL match with a 
large Score margin. By visualising the passing network for each team, it is possible 
to subjectively compare their characteristics. The size of the circles (representing 
players) provides an indication of the number of passes a player has been involved 
with in a match. The location in which the players are placed in the graph represents 
how central a player is to a team’s passing network. Team A, who won the match, 
are more densely interconnected (represented by the lines between players and their 
thickness). Conversely, Team B demonstrates weaker connectiveness and a handful 
of players whom are highly connected and centralised.  
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Figure 5.1. Network graph of two opposing AFL teams (Team A and Team B) taken from a match with a large (60+) Score margin. The circles (nodes) 
represent the players and shot-at-goal outcomes. The size of the nodes is dependent on the frequency of their interactions in the match. The thickness of 
the lines represents the frequency of interactions (passes) between players. The position of each player within the graph is based on their degree 
centrality, a proxy for how involved a player is in a match. Team A had greater Edge count, Edge density and Transitivity and lower Average path 
length and centrality scores than Team B. 
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Differences in the value of each network measure were identified when comparing 
AFL teams that win compared with losing. Each network measure varies by different 
magnitudes between wins and losses. The network measures with the greatest 
difference were Edge count, Edge density and Average path length. These network 
measures can be thought of as effective passes, passing density and average 
possession chain length. These findings were consistent with previous work in soccer 
which observed that successful teams generated low centralisation and high density 
among team members (Grund 2012). Low centralisation results in a more even 
spread of ball passing and greater interconnectedness and cohesion amongst players, 
which is associated with better performance (Clemente et al. 2015a, Clemente et al. 
2015b). Further work in soccer (Cintia et al. 2015) described the performance of a 
team using three network measures extracted from player passing networks: the 
average number of passes by all players, the standard deviation of the number of 
passes by all players and a combination of the two measures by their harmonic 
average. There is mounting evidence to support the use of network measures to 
assess team performance. This has been well established in soccer, in addition, the 
current investigation was able to identify when a team wins and loses based on their 
network measure values.  
 
Moderate relationships were found between Score margin and several network 
measures. Edge count, Edge density, Transitivity and Eigenvector centrality 
demonstrated the strongest positive correlations and Average path length had the 
strongest negative association, meaning the greater the value, the greater score deficit 
(i.e. magnitude of loss to opposition team). The two remaining measures Degree and 
Betweenness centrality had weak correlations with final Score margin indicating that 
they are less important. The observed relationships suggest that some measures of 
teamwork are associated with match outcome, which may represent the optimal 
characteristics of teamwork. There are not many reports in the literature, about the 
relationships between the characteristics of passing networks and final Score margin. 
Recent work (Cintia et al. 2015) observed a correlation among network measures and 
the success of a team during competition, consequently these network measures were 
used to simulated match outcomes in soccer. Another study (Grund 2012) 
investigated the correlation between two network measures and team performance 
based on the number of goals scored in 760 English Premier League games from two 
seasons. The findings of (Grund 2012) are in agreement with the current study, 
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where high levels of interaction between teammates and an even distribution of 
player involvement in ball passing led to increased performance outcomes.  
 
There were no differences in the median network measure values for each season for 
finalist (i.e. top 8 final ladder positions) compared with non-finalist AFL teams. 
Further, weak correlations between network measures and ladder positions were 
observed. There are several possible reasons for these findings; analysing the median 
values of each team that finished top 8 (made finals) and teams that did not make 
finals and/or correlations with ladder positions results in a small sample size. Further, 
using the median value overlooks the variability seen within a season and differing 
game styles may be a possible reason for this finding. There may be several game 
styles of successful teams and no single method represented by network measures 
may be able to account for this. Future work should investigate this issue further.  
 
Many of the relationships we identified between teamwork and performance are 
consistent with previous research. Lower centrality and increased network density 
are associated with improved team performance. Eigenvector centrality has scarcely 
been used previously (Sargent and Bedford 2013, Kröckel et al. 2017), although it 
has been found that when evaluating individual performance contributions, greater 
values of eigenvector centrality were linked with increased performance. In contrast, 
when assessing this at the team level, the current study found that lower values for 
eigenvector centrality were linked with success. Further, AFL teams should 
maximise their Effective trios and minimise their Average possession chain length to 
increase their likelihood of winning a match. A coach should consider adopting 
tactical practices that focus on an even distribution of passes across the team, place 
linking players at strategic locations to connect the players together and create a 
dynamic, unpredictable strategy, rather than relying on star players.  
 
There are some limitations to the current work. The inclusion of non-player nodes in 
the calculation of network measures affects the results, compared with a player-only 
node network. However, it is defensible to include non-player nodes as scoring 
opportunities are related to team performance and none of the findings of this report 
are altered by their inclusion. A further limitation was to compare the season average 
values of the network measures with end of season ladder position. The design of this 
comparison does not account for changes in teamwork throughout the season. Future 
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work may look at alternative approaches that are more sensitive to changes in 
teamwork throughout a season and their impact on performance.  
 
5.4.1 Additional Discussion (not included in published 
manuscript) 
To the authors knowledge there has been no previous work within the literature to 
model match outcome using derived network measures of teamwork. The chosen 
methods replicated study one and two (Chapters three and four of this Thesis), with 
network measures used in place of technical PIs. The performance of these models 
(73.6-76.7%), was unable to outperform traditional PIs but given these are derived 
metrics, which represent the interactions between players and therefore, teamwork, 
these are intriguing results. Edge count relative was one of the most important 
measures. This is unsurprising given that this is another form of disposal count, 
which was identified as an important PI in study two. Further, the relative form of 
each network measure was typically ranked as more important in relation to the 
outcome measure than the raw form. The same result was identified in Studies one 
and two, further supporting these findings.  
 
It appears network measures are able to provide additional insights, beyond what can 
be obtained from PIs alone. Network measures can be used as a method of 
quantifying teamwork, this was not previously possible. Judgements of teamwork 
were based primarily on a coach’s subjective opinion. As has been discussed in 
previous Chapters, a coach’s opinion is invaluable, but if this can be supported by 
evidence to support decision-making this can help to reduce the burden of making 
tactical decisions. 
 
5.5 Conclusions 
Our results suggest that, within a season, AF teams have relatively stable but 
different teamwork characteristics and that there are differences in measures of 
teamwork between teams that win and lose AF matches. There are also moderate 
correlations between measures of teamwork and the size of the win or loss (i.e. final 
Score margin). However, teamwork does not appear to be associated with measures 
of whole-of-season performance used in the current study. Nevertheless, these 
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findings demonstrate that SNA can be used to assess teamwork in AF, and this may 
translate to similar findings in other sports. The current work has identified the 
characteristics of effective teamwork in AF. This knowledge can be used by coaches 
to set benchmark values for key tactical PIs. The most important tactical measures of 
teamwork include Effective passes, Passing density within a team, the Average 
possession chain length, Effective trios and Key player centrality). These measures 
were able to distinguish between winning and losing match outcome and therefore it 
would be appropriate to use them to assess effective teamwork tactics in the future. 
Australian Football coaches should incorporate tactics that aim to increase their total 
number of effective passes, minimise the number of passes within the average 
possession sequence, maximise their effective trios and reduce their reliance on key 
players. The methods of this work are also novel as they are based on what we 
believe to be the largest database used for a SNA in sport (eight seasons, 1,516 
matches and in excess of one million interactions). Future work could complete a 
more in-depth analysis, using more advanced methods, such as modelling, to 
investigate the relationships between network measures and match outcome in AF. 
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CHAPTER SIX: Study four- Understanding the Relative 
Contribution of Technical and Tactical Performance to 
Match Outcome in Australian Football 
6.1 Introduction 
Performance can be analysed from several perspectives including physical, technical, 
tactical and psychological and positional information (O'Donoghue 2009). There are 
many examples of analyses of team performance in field sports (e.g. football codes) 
that are based on these perspectives (Johnston et al. 2018). Technical analysis are the 
most prevalent in the literature, probably due to the abundance of league-wide data 
that is available in many professional sports. There has been a revolution in the 
performance analysis approaches; from data analytics 1.0 – quantitative evaluation of 
frequency of events, to data analytics 4.0 – dynamic tactical evaluation of patterns, 
interactions and complex KPIs (Memmert and Raabe 2018). A large majority of 
technical performance analyses have used team aggregate counts of match 
performance indicators (PIs), which are mostly discrete events (Sarmento et al. 
2014). There is an abundance of examples of these types of analyses in association 
football (Sarmento et al. 2014, Memmert et al. 2017). There are also examples in 
Australian Football (AF), the most recent of which reported that an increase in the 
amount of data and the number of PIs used to train models that explain match 
outcome, facilitated an increase in their accuracy (Young et al. 2019b). These types 
of models are valuable because they can reveal the characteristics of team 
performance that are typical of successful match outcomes (i.e. winning).  
 
The analysis of aggregate technical PIs has been criticised as it ignores the critical 
concept of a team being more than the sum of its parts (Sargent and Bedford 2013). 
Furthermore, it has been suggested that the collective behaviour of a complex system 
such as a sports team cannot be easily explained from the aggregate behaviours of its 
individual members (McGarry 2009). The analysis of the tactical performance of a 
team partially addresses these criticisms and there are several methods of analysing 
tactical performance that appear in the literature (Garganta 2009, Memmert et al. 
2017). Social Network Analysis (SNA) is an established method of analysing tactical 
performance in association football (Soccer) (Duch et al. 2010, Grund 2012, Mclean 
et al. 2018). A limited number of studies have applied SNA in AF. Sargent and 
Bedford., (2013) applied SNA to simulated data from the Australian Football league 
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(AFL) to measure the contribution each player made to the final Score margin. This 
enabled the authors to simulate a variety of team configurations in order to identify 
optimal team selection strategies. More recently, Young et al., (2019a) applied SNA 
to 1,516 matches to create a set of SNA-based measures of tactical performance, that 
were then used by models to explain match outcome. They reported that the tactical 
characteristics of a team could be used to distinguish successful and unsuccessful 
match outcomes. 
 
Tactical analyses may provide additional insights to performance in comparison to 
technical analyses, because they capture interactions within the team. However, 
another interpretation may consider tactical analyses to be no more informative when 
an isolated approach to analysis is used (McGarry 2009). Given that performance can 
be analysed from several perspectives, it is possible that the best analyses are those 
that combine more than one perspective. There have been several studies 
(Michalopoulou et al. 2005, Hughes et al. 2012, Praça et al. 2015) in other sports that 
have assessed performance from multiple perspectives. These include technical and 
tactical assessments, and combined physiological and psychological assessments 
(Michalopoulou et al. 2005, Ashker 2011, Praça et al. 2015, Vidranski et al. 2015). 
However, it is not apparent that there are any analyses that combine two or more 
perspectives of performance in AF. Previous work has established the importance of 
performance modelling to establish the relationships between match events and 
outcome (Liu et al. 2016). By including additional measures of performance (e.g. 
tactical PIs in addition to technical PIs) to a model, a greater amount of the variance 
may be explained, improving the ability of a model to explain match outcome. To 
date, no study has incorporated technical and tactical measures of performance when 
modelling the outcome of a competition (e.g. a match). There are several possible 
reasons for this including; an analyst’s choice/decision to focus on one feasible 
project at a time, limited access to data (i.e. data type and size) may also be a 
constraint that prevents analysts from pursuing multiple perspectives at once. 
Furthermore, combining a relatively large number of variables that represent 
different perspectives of performance may require analytical skills that go beyond 
tradition statistical methods. 
 
Yang et al., (2018) highlighted that in order to holistically analyse team performance, 
physical, technical and tactical PIs should be studied. Further, Yang et al., (2018) 
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emphasised the importance of a conceptual connection between each perspective in 
determining performance and success. Analyses of performance that combine 
perspectives (e.g. technical and tactical) may provide an opportunity to learn more 
about the characteristics of team performance that explain match, season or 
tournament outcome (i.e. final rank). This type of analysis may also provide the 
opportunity to understand the relative importance of different aspects of team 
performance characteristics. From a performance enhancement perspective, some of 
the most useful types of analyses are those that identify the characteristics of team 
performance that are associated with successful outcomes. To achieve this, the 
analysis needs to incorporate measures of success, which has been called for in the 
past (McGarry 2009), but is not always implemented (Cotta et al. 2013). In the 
current work, technical PIs constitute collected match statistics (Kicks, Marks, 
Handballs etc.) and tactical PIs include those derived from SNA (Edge count, 
Average path length and various Centrality measures). The aims of the current work 
were to assess whether tactical PIs of teamwork and technical PIs could be used in 
combination to explain match outcome. The process of combining more than one 
perspective of performance (technical and tactical measures) is yet be trialled within 
the literature providing an excellent opportunity to explore the application of this 
approach.  
  
6.2 Methods 
The data in the current study represents 1,516 AFL matches (3032 team 
performances) from the 2009–2016 seasons. For the technical analysis, 52 technical 
PIs were obtained from the official supplier of match statistics to the AFL 
(Champion Data, Southbank, Australia) and were represented as the aggregate value 
in each match. The database also included information about which team won and 
what the final Score margin was in each match. For tactical analysis, a database that 
represented all ball passes that occurred between players was obtained (932,808 
player interactions). This database encoded information about who passed the ball 
and who received it, as well as the type of pass. The reliability and validity of the 
data collected by Champion Data has been evaluated previously and deemed 
acceptable with an Intra-Class Correlation Coefficient range = 0.947–1.000 
(Robertson et al. 2016b). The Deakin University Human Research Ethic Committee 
granted ethics approval. 
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In addition to the original 52 technical PIs, a further 49 PIs were derived. They 
include PIs that represent the difference to the opposition teams’ PI value or when 
one PI was divided by another (Inside 50s per shot), or summed together (Ball 
Gains/Losses). This meant that the complete technical database consisted of 101 PIs 
(52 raw and 49 derived). The tactical PIs were constructed using SNA. Each measure 
represents the characteristics of the passing network of a team in each match. There 
were seven tactical PIs including; Edge count, Transitivity, Average path length, 
Edge density, Degree centrality, Betweenness centrality and Eigenvector centrality 
(refer to Chapter five, table 5.1 for full list and associated definitions). Further, each 
tactical PI was also calculated in its relative form by subtracting the away team’s 
value from the home team’s value, creating a total of 14 tactical PIs. 
 
The multicollinearity of variables was assessed using Pearson’s correlation. If the 
correlation coefficient (r) was >0.95 between two variables, the variable with the 
weaker correlation with Score margin was removed from any further analysis 
(O'Brien 2017). Uncontested possessions relative, Marks uncontested, Marks 
uncontested relative, Clearances relative, Turnovers relative, Frees against relative, 
Edge density and Edge density relative were removed due to collinearity. Goal 
assists, Score assists, Shots at goal and Goal conversion in their raw and relative 
format were also removed, as these were considered too closely related to scoring. 
Sixteen variables were removed in total. Due to the extensive number of remaining 
variables (n=99), a feature selection process was used to reduce this by 
approximately half, before modelling began. This process gave a weight to each 
variable using four methods; Gini index, Gain ratio, Information gain and 
Correlation. This process was iterated 100 times and appended to give an averaged 
weight to each PI (Luo et al. 2016). Feature selection was used to identify the most 
important 45 variables, which included a combination of technical and tactical PIs. 
 
Data was split for model training (2009–2013) and testing (2014–2016) using a 
70:30 ratio, in accordance with published recommendations (Witten et al. 2016). 
Models were trained using 10-fold cross-validation and they were tested using a 
bootstrapped with replacement sampling method, iterated 100 times (Luo et al. 
2016). Decision tree models using the C4.5 algorithm (Quinlan 1993) were created, 
that classified match outcome (Win-Loss), based on the values of the technical and 
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tactical PIs. Decision trees were pruned with confidence set to 0.95 and maximal 
depth was limited to five levels to maximise prediction performance and reduce 
overfitting, which also ensured the models remained parsimonious (Robertson et al. 
2016a). Generalised Linear models were also created for Win-Loss and Score 
margin. GLMs were chosen as they can be considered a partially interpretable model 
that provides a measure of the relative importance of each PI.  
 
The open source platform RStudio (Version 1.1.442) was used to clean and process 
the match event data using the base functions and the ‘plyr’ package (Wickham 
2016). The construction of tactical variables via SNA was performed using the 
‘igraph’ package (Csardi and Nepusz 2006) and ‘ggplot2’(Wickham and Chang 
2016) was used to create network visualisations. Rapidminer Studio (Rapidminer, 
Version 7.6.001. Dortmund, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) was utilised for the 
feature selection process, decision tree models and GLMs.  
 
6.3 Results 
The feature selection process created a ranked list of the most valuable 45 PIs, of 
which seven were tactical PIs and the remaining were technical. Although four of the 
top 20 PIs were tactical PIs, which represents 20% of this list (See Table 6.1.). The 
four most important tactical PIs that appear in the top 20 are the same for either 
measure of match outcome and they are ranked in almost the same order. The top 
ranked tactical measures include Edge count absolute and relative, Average path 
length relative and Transitivity relative. An overwhelming proportion of the PIs in 
both lists are in the relative form (i.e. difference to opposing team) rather than their 
absolute form.
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Table 6.1. Top 20 Selected Performance Indicators. Performance indicators ranked by averaged weight from feature selection process for Win-Loss 
and Score margin outcome measures. Tactical performance indicators make up a quarter of the most important features of team performance. A shaded 
square (Tact.) in the “type” columns denotes a tactical variable, as opposed to a technical variable. 
 
  Win-Loss Score margin 
Rank Type Performance Indicator Mean weight Type Performance Indicator Mean Weight 
1  Metres gained relative 1.00  Metres gained relative 1.00 
2  Time in Possession relative 0.71  Time in Possession relative 0.83 
3  Kicks relative 0.64  Kicks relative 0.83 
4  Marks Inside 50m relative 0.53  Inside 50s relative 0.80 
5 Tact. Edge count relative 0.52  Marks inside 50m relative 0.80 
6  Inside 50s relative 0.51 Tact. Edge count relative 0.78 
7  Disposals relative 0.50  Disposals relative 0.76 
8  Inside 50s per shot relative 0.49  Metres gained 0.72 
9  Kicks 0.48  Kicks 0.72 
10  Metres gained 0.44  Inside 50s 0.71 
11  Intercepts relative 0.43  Inside 50s per shot relative 0.69 
12 Tact. Av. path length relative 0.41 Tact. Av. path length relative 0.69 
13  Inside 50s 0.40  Rebound 50 to inside 50m Pct. relative 0.68 
14  Disposal efficiency Pct. relative 0.38  Intercepts relative 0.68 
15  Marks relative 0.38  Disposal efficiency Pct. relative 0.63 
16 Tact. Transitivity relative 0.37  Marks inside 50m 0.63 
17  Rebound 50 to inside 50m Pct. relative 0.36  Marks relative 0.62 
18  Turnovers/Turnovers forced ratio 0.36 Tact. Edge count 0.62 
19  Disposal per shot on goal 0.36 Tact. Transitivity relative 0.62 
20 Tact. Edge count 0.35  Contested possessions relative 0.62 
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A decision tree model was trained to use the technical and tactical PIs to classify 
match outcome (Win-Loss), achieving a classification accuracy of 89.0%. A GLM 
that was designed to perform the same task exceeded this with an accuracy of 93.2%. 
In the GLM, tactical PIs accounted for 54.7% of the total value of the ß coefficients 
(See Table 6.2.). When a GLM was used to predict the final Score margin of each 
match, it achieved an RMSE error of 6.9 points. For the 2009–2016 seasons, the 
average Score margin was 37.8 points, which means the RMSE error represents 
18.2% of the of the actual Score margin. 
 
Table 6.2. Top 10 performance indicators from a Generalised Linear model. The model was 
designed to classify match outcome (Win-Loss) in the 2009–2016 AFL seasons. A shaded 
square (Tact.) in the “type” columns denotes a tactical variable, as opposed to a technical 
variable. 
 
Rank Type Performance Indicator GLM 
Coefficient 
Percentage of total 
model explained 
1 Tact. Transitivity relative 9.9 39.2% 
2  Inside 50s per shot 3.4 13.4% 
3  Inside 50s per shot relative 3.3 13.2% 
4  Rebound 50s relative 1.4 5.5% 
5  Inside 50s relative 1.4 5.4% 
6 Tact. Av. path length relative 1.3 5.1% 
7 Tact. Eigenvector centrality relative 1.2 4.6% 
8 Tact. Av. path length 1.0 4.1% 
9  Disposal per shot on goal 0.5 1.8% 
10 Tact. Transitivity 0.4 1.7% 
 
6.4 Discussion 
The aim of this study was to combine technical and tactical PIs into a model as a way 
of explaining match outcome in AF. This provided an opportunity to determine 
whether the combination of two perspectives in performance modelling was better 
than using one perspective alone. This novel approach allowed the creation of 
models with classification accuracies similar and slightly better than previously 
published match outcome classification models in the same sport (Robertson et al. 
2016a, Young et al. 2019b). The results of this study also allow the comparison of 
the relative importance of the technical and tactical features of team performance in 
AF. 
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The earliest study that is directly comparable to the present one, used models of 
technical performance to explain match outcome in AF and achieved classification 
accuracies of 79.0% (Robertson et al. 2016a). Subsequent to this, Young et al., 
(2019b) demonstrated that the use of a larger amount of data (i.e. number of seasons) 
and a wider range of PIs facilitated an increase in classification accuracy. In that 
study, a decision tree model that was based on technical performance characteristics 
in AF, classified match outcome with an accuracy of 88.9%. In the present study, the 
addition of tactical PIs to the same type of decision tree-based analysis resulted in no 
change (+0.1%) in classification accuracy (89.0%). Generalised Linear Modelling of 
match outcome (Win-Loss) achieved higher a classification accuracy than the 
decision tree model (93.2% vs 89.0%), which is similar to other published work 
using technical PIs (95.1% Young et al. 2019b). These results suggest that the 
addition of tactical PIs may not improve the performance of models that classify 
match outcome. 
 
This study also sought to compare the relative importance of technical and tactical 
PIs in AF. The feature selection process generated a list of PIs ranked by their 
relative importance to match outcome. The ranking featured only seven tactical PIs 
in the top 45 PIs. However, when considering that there were only 12 tactical PIs 
available for ranking, 58% of them made it to the top 45, compared to only 17% of 
the technical PIs. The GLM, which outperformed the decision tree, indicated that the 
weighting of tactical PIs in the model represents 54.7% of the total weights in the 
model. This suggests that tactical PIs are an important part of this model and they 
may be as important as the technical PIs, even though there were fewer of them. 
 
The results of this study lead to mixed conclusions about whether there are benefits 
of an analysis that combines technical and tactical perspectives of performance 
analysis. There are several reasons that may explain why the inclusion of tactical PIs 
to the models did not improve their performance. Even though there were tactical PIs 
that were ranked above technical PIs in the feature selection process, they may not 
have had any more value in the models themselves. Furthermore, the value of the 
tactical PIs is in part based on what they represent. In the present study, they 
represent the characteristics of the passing network within each team. There are other 
methods of analysing tactical performance that would generate PIs that represent 
different tactical characteristics. There is also some evidence of a ceiling 
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effect/Bayes error rate. This is the concept that increasing the amount of data used to 
train a model typically improves model accuracy, but improvement plateaus at a 
certain point (Witten et al. 2016). There is a theory that there is a minimum error rate 
which can be achieved, the remaining error is accounted for by randomness apparent 
in all data and the addition of new information does not improve model performance 
(John and Langley 1995). We may be observing this ceiling effect in the current 
modelling performance. The model accuracy in the current study displayed minimal 
improvements with the addition of new data. We explored this concept by creating 
random forest models using all available features compared with the top 45 ranked 
technical and tactical PIs. It was found that there was no improvement in model 
performance and that a ceiling may have been reached. 
 
Although this work incorporates two perspectives of performance, there are further 
measures of performance that could be incorporated, including the physical 
requirements and other contextual factors such as weather conditions and differing 
game styles (from a technical or tactical PI perspective). Future work may include 
additional perspectives of performance (e.g. physical performance measures) that 
could then be used to build an all-inclusive model of match outcome. Furthermore, 
an evaluation of the value of a combined approach in one sport has been made. If the 
current processes were applied to a different sport (i.e. other football codes), 
alternative conclusions may be reached. It is recommended that separate models be 
created for each perspective of performance prior to the incorporation of perspectives 
in order to explain the relative contribution each perspective provides.  
 
6.5 Conclusions 
The combination of technical and tactical PIs in models that explain match outcome 
did not perform significantly better than previous models based on technical PIs 
alone. Nevertheless, the classification accuracy of the models was very high which 
makes them inherently valuable to coaches and analysts. Tactical and technical PIs 
appear to have similar importance to match outcome as they were ranked relatively 
highly in the feature selection process and were weighted equally in the GLM. Of the 
20 most valuable PIs, five were tactical and 15 were technical. The present study 
defined tactical performance as the characteristics of the ball-passing network within 
a team. The most important tactical characteristics include the number of trios of 
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players in the team that share possession of the ball and an even distribution of ball 
possession across all players. The most important technical characteristics appear to 
be related to time in possession, the total distance a team moves the ball toward their 
goal and moving the ball to within 50 metres of their goal. The methodologies used 
in the current study could be applied to other team invasion sports to provide novel 
insights regarding performance.  
 
6.6 Practical Implications  
 
 Coaches should allocate equal importance to technical and tactical performance 
 Training programs should aim to maximise both technical and tactical 
performance, without neglecting either. 
 Feedback provided to players during and after a match should also be a balance 
of technical and tactical assessments 
 Analysts who evaluate team performance should seek to collect data regarding 
both technical and tactical performance so that their assessments are based on 
both aspects of performance 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: General Discussion and Conclusions 
7.1 General Summary  
The aim of this Thesis was to gain a better understanding of the performance 
requirements in AF from a technical and tactical perspective. To achieve this, four 
experimental Studies were designed and conducted, primarily using data mining 
methods to explore an extensive number of technical PIs and derived tactical 
characteristics. The Studies were sequenced so that the methods could be established 
first, which enabled the methodological approach of Study one to be incorporated 
into Studies two, three and four. The purpose of Study one was to evaluate the 
benefit of: 1) increasing the number of seasons and team PIs used for modelling; 2) 
identifying the existence of eras across the 16 AFL seasons; and 3) applying a novel 
feature selection method that ranked PIs by their importance to match outcomes 
(Win-Loss and Score margin). Study two developed data-driven models of match 
outcome for each of the eras using the top 45 selected features identified in Study 
one. The purpose of Study two was to: 1) develop interpretable match outcome 
prediction models, using a comprehensive set of PIs and multiple seasons of data; 
and 2) develop a model that provides an indication of the relative importance of PIs 
as predictors of Score margin. Study three used SNA to identify the relationship 
between measures of teamwork (i.e., the interactions between players) and match 
outcome. The purpose of Study three was to: 1) assess whether measures of 
teamwork varied between teams and between seasons; 2) identify whether there were 
differences in teamwork between winning and losing performances; 3) determine 
whether teamwork is related to Score margin; and 4) to determine whether teamwork 
is also related to whole-of-season performance. Study four incorporated the methods 
used in Studies, one two and three, creating combined technical and tactical PI-
driven models. The purpose of Study four was to assess whether tactical and 
technical PIs could be used in combination to improve our ability to explain match 
outcome. Each of the four experimental Studies are interlinked, progressing and 
utilising the findings from the previous Study. The Broad hypothesis was that there 
would be quantifiable relationships between the performance of players/teams and 
the outcomes of competition. 
 
The findings of the first Study were unique because no one has ever analysed such a 
large AFL team PI dataset (in terms of the number of seasons and PIs). The reason 
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for this is may be a lack of available data; recent developments in the AFL (e.g. 
increased professionalism, rule changes and inclusion of new teams), have resulted in 
a spike in the popularity of the sport and the volume of performance-related data 
being collected. An ensemble approach to feature selection has not been applied 
within this context, providing practically valuable insights into the characteristics of 
performance. In agreement with previous work (Zomaya 2013) the feature selection 
process identified the most important PIs in relation to match outcome, removed 
redundant features, reduced model complexity and improved model accuracy. The 
most important PIs included Metres gained, Time in Possession, Inside 50s per shot, 
Kicks, Marks inside 50 and Turnovers forced score. These findings are consistent 
with previous literature (Stewart et al. 2007, Robertson et al. 2016a), with the 
addition of several novel PIs (e.g. Metres gained and Time in Possession). A major 
challenge of this Study was in the identification of eras. The longitudinal dataset 
required consideration; investigating the data for periods of stability and change in 
the style of play, which may then be evident in the PI values across the 16 AFL 
seasons. Eras exist in the 16 years of AFL data analysed, but establishing their 
location was difficult. Two methods of feature selection were trialled, providing 
inconsistent breakpoints, defined as eras. Nevertheless, it was demonstrated that 
there was merit in using multiple methods (i.e. an ensemble) to complete the 
analysis. The mid-point was then selected between the two methods as the break 
between eras. By applying two methods and reaching a consensus, it is more likely to 
be representative of the underlying reality. Previous authors (Woods et al. 2017a) 
discovered three eras in a similar timeframe (2001–2015), however, no direct 
comparison can be made as a smaller number of different PIs were used in Woods et 
al., (2017a) study. Similarly, no direct comparisons can be made with other sports. 
However, one study (Bush et al. 2015) has investigated the position-specific 
evolution of physical and tactical parameters in English Premier League Soccer. The 
authors noted there had been an increase in high-speed distance for some playing 
positions, however, there have been no studies to identify ‘eras’, where distinct 
changes have occurred, that could be defined as eras. The key findings of Study one, 
both methodological and practical can be referred to by analysts and researchers to 
help guide their analyses. These findings have provided guidance on the appropriate 
practices in; handling similar sized datasets and provide coaches with information on 
which PIs are and are not important. Given there has been no research to define eras 
in soccer and the substantial number seasons and match statistics collected for every 
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match by Opta (sports data company), the current methods of feature selection and 
era detection could be trialled within this context.  
 
The methodology established in Study one (feature selection and era identification) 
was used in the analysis of Studies two, three and four. Study two created 
interpretable models. While the type of modelling (decision tree and GLMs) had 
been used before, these models were able to outperform the most recently published 
model in AF (Robertson et al. 2016a). There were several important findings from 
this Study. In agreement with previous literature (Robertson et al. 2016a), the relative 
form of PIs were more important than their absolute. This is unsurprising, given that 
relative PIs provide an indication of the opposition team’s performance and other 
situational factors such as weather conditions that may affect the absolute value of 
PIs. The use of a wider range of technical PIs when modelling revealed new PIs that 
were more important than other more established PIs. This includes PIs Metres 
gained, Time in possession, Inside 50s per shot and Turnovers forced score. This 
emphasises the importance of evaluating PIs to establish their importance and the 
insights they provide. The use of a longer duration database allowed for the creation 
of models with the highest published classification accuracies for match outcome. 
This improvement in classification accuracy may be attributed to the additional 
seasons of data and PIs available for modelling. Metres gained was identified as the 
most important PI during both feature selection and modelling. However, Metres 
gained is a difficult PI to coach because it is not a direct player action, but rather the 
outcome of player actions. Therefore, it was prudent to investigate the PIs that 
predict the value of Meters gained as a method of understanding the mechanism of 
‘how’ to achieve greater values of Metres gained. This was achieved by creating a 
decision tree which used Metres gained as the outcome measure. From this model, 
coachable information was obtained; greater values for Time in possession, Inside 
50s, Inside 50s per shot and Turnovers forced score, in their relative form, are the 
most important factors in obtaining greater values of Metres gained. Further, Inside 
50s, Intercepts, Disposals and Turnovers were identified as important, in agreement 
with previous literature (Robertson et al. 2016a). The findings and methods used in 
this Study demonstrate that future analyses should follow a similar process of 
defining eras (i.e. periods of stability), running feature selection on these eras and 
then deploying models that use the selected features for each era. By doing this, it 
will provide the best opportunity to maximise the performance of a model. This is 
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important because creating accurate models will improve the practical value of these 
findings, increasing the likelihood of identifying the true underlying characteristics 
of performance that can be used to structure training sessions and manipulate match 
strategies to increase success.  
 
There are no published analyses of tactical performance in AF, but this has been 
explored extensively in other football codes. While there are several ways to analyse 
tactical performance, SNA was chosen because it has been demonstrated as a 
valuable method in its applications previously (Duch et al. 2010, Grund 2012). The 
findings of Study three cannot be compared with other studies due to this lack of 
published tactical research in AF. Nevertheless, there has been a growing amount of 
research that has explored this in other football codes, particularly soccer (Duch et al. 
2010, Passos et al. 2011, Grund 2012, Cotta et al. 2013, Clemente et al. 2015c, 
Rahnamai Barghi 2015, Gonçalves et al. 2017, McLean et al. 2017a, Mclean et al. 
2018). When making comparisons to soccer there were similarities; where high 
levels of interaction between teammates and an even distribution of player 
involvement in ball passing led to increased performance outcomes (Grund 2012). 
This suggests that team performance can be considered to be made up of several 
components, including the equal distribution of passes across the team, placing 
linking players at strategic locations to connect players together and create a 
dynamic, unpredictable strategy, rather than relying on star players. The practical 
value of these findings are that coaches can use these methods and findings to 
characterise the tactical performance by analysing their passing network in a match, 
identify the passing patterns of opponents and subsequent training design. The 
application of SNA within this Thesis was able to establish that tactical PIs were 
different between teams, but the variance remained consistent within a season. This 
may be due to differing playing styles of AFL teams and this is demonstrated in the 
different tactical characteristics. There are also differences in tactical PI values 
between seasons. This may be due to a shift in the tactical characteristics of teams. 
Several tactical PIs demonstrated significant differences between winning and losing 
AFL teams. The most important tactical measures of teamwork included effective 
passes, passing density within a team, the average possession chain length, effective 
trios and key player centrality. This Study used tactical PIs, derived from SNA that 
have not been used in this way previously, providing novel insights into the tactical 
characteristics of AF. This Study is the first of its kind to demonstrate the link 
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between measures of teamwork and match outcome in AF. Tactical characteristics of 
performance can be used to model match outcome with good modelling accuracy. 
However, these models are not able to outperform technical PI modelling. This is 
unsurprising given there were only 12 tactical measures and 91 technical PIs 
available in the current Thesis. This means there is a better opportunity to find 
important technical PIs compared with tactical measures, given there is a much larger 
pool of technical PIs to locate important PIs. Within the 12 tactical PIs, there is less 
opportunity to discover important measures. Consistent with the technical analysis, 
the relative form of the tactical PIs was identified as more important. Giving the 
apparent value of this approach in assessing team performance tactically, it would be 
prudent for AF coaches to incorporate this approach and heed these 
recommendations to increase their total number of effective passes, minimise the 
number of passes within the average possession sequence, maximise their effective 
trios and reduce their reliance on key players. 
 
Prior to commencing the final Study of this Thesis, the optimal technical and tactical 
characteristics of AF team had been established. There was a unique opportunity and 
a logical extension of Studies one, two and three to combine the technical and 
tactical PIs into a one dataset. There has been research in other sports to assess 
performance from multiple perspectives (Hughes et al. 2012, Praça et al. 2015). 
These include technical and tactical assessments, and combined physiological and 
psychological assessments (Hughes et al. 2012, Praça et al. 2015). However, to date, 
no study has incorporated technical and tactical measures of performance when 
modelling the outcome of a competition (e.g. a match). There are several possible 
reasons for this, such as the simple choice by an analyst/researcher to focus on one 
single feasible project at a time. Another reason may be limited access to data (i.e. 
data type and size) that prevents analysts/researchers from pursuing multiple 
perspectives at once. The methods used in Study one (feature selection) and two 
(modelling approaches) were replicated in Study four when creating models that used 
both technical and tactical team PIs. The feature selection process selected seven of 
the eleven tactical PIs in the top 45 features. This suggests that tactical PIs were 
selected in place of technical PIs and there is merit in deriving tactical PIs. The 
inclusion of tactical PIs when assessing team performance may provide a different 
perspective that is not captured by technical PIs. Therefore, the inclusion of tactical 
PIs when analysing team performance appears to provide some benefit, given the 
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results detailed in Study three. The unique combination of technical and tactical PIs 
did not substantially improve the model accuracies in Study two. The decision tree 
model (89%) did outperform previous AF models within the literature (Robertson et 
al. 2016a, Young et al. 2019b), including a similar performance to the technical PI 
model in Study two (Chapter four). There are several possible reasons for the 
improvement in model accuracy being marginal (+0.1%), including a ceiling effect 
(i.e. Bayes error-rate) (John and Langley 1995) or another possibility may be that the 
tactical PIs are derived from technical PIs and therefore similar information is 
already presented in the technical PIs. This is discussed in detail in Chapter six. 
Despite the limitations of the present findings, other analysts should pursue similar 
aims in other sports, as different conclusions may be reached. Nevertheless, this 
work demonstrated that there are inherently valuable outcomes by assessing 
performance from multiple perspectives. 
 
7.2 Limitations and Future Research Recommendations  
Whilst this Thesis has provided novel insights into the performance requirements and 
optimal characteristics of successful performance in AF, along with a number of 
methodological findings, there were limitations that should be considered. There are 
also several recommendations that can be made for future research. The methods 
used to identify eras in the current work did not provide consistent results, and 
although the ensemble approach used was useful it may be improved by 
incorporating additional methods (e.g. clustering or principal component analysis). 
This may provide a consensus about the existence and location of eras that could 
then be used in future analyses. Given AF is likely to change in the future (i.e. rule 
changes, team changes, coach changes), there is a need for future researchers to 
continue to identify eras in their analyses to account for the associated changes in the 
typical PI values. Although this is the largest database analysed in any research 
conducted on AFL data (i.e. 16 seasons, 91 technical PIs, plus 12 tactical PIs), there 
are further PIs collected by Champion Data that were not analysed. Future research 
could explore these PIs to assess their value in modelling and explaining match 
outcomes. The current work has contributed to addressing some of the challenges of 
previous work, including the choice of outcome measure, and feature selection. 
There are still issues that future work should consider, specifically, which dependent 
variable to use, Win-Loss or Score margin. It has been acknowledged (Stewart et al. 
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2007, Robertson et al. 2016a, Robertson et al. 2016b) that Score margin is the 
preferred choice but there are limitations in the models available for dependent 
variables of a continuous nature and therefore both types of dependent variables were 
used. Further, identifying the optimal technical and tactical characteristics of 
performance is the first step, providing coaches with insight on what they need to do 
to improve performance. The next step that future research should focus toward is 
linking in how this can be achieved through coachable instruction. It should also be 
acknowledged that technical performance analysis can be limited by dependencies 
between PIs. Although multicollinearity was tested, there are certain dependencies 
such as gaining possession of the ball that limits the ability to accumulate disposals 
(i.e. kicks and handballs). This is difficult to account for and is a limitation. 
Following on from this, there has been little consensus on which feature selection 
method provides the best outcome, which model types are most appropriate and how 
models should be validated. The current Thesis did not consider the effect of 
situational variables on performance. Situational variables include match location, 
match status (win or loss), quality of opposing team, match importance, weather and 
many more. An example of this in AF from Sullivan et al., (2014) investigated the 
affect match score had on physical and technical performance. Many situational 
variables are hard to account for, however, future research could attempt to account 
for these factors. Previous studies have found that SNA is an appropriate method of 
investigating tactical performance in soccer, and similarly, SNA was able to 
distinguish winning and losing AF matches in the current Thesis. However, the 
nature of SNA analyses successful interactions and does not capture intended 
interaction. Therefore, there may be the potential for a sampling bias. Future work 
could also incorporate SNA as a dynamical element that changes during a game. This 
may provide an alternative insight to how teams player throughout a match. There 
are also alternative approaches to investigating tactical performance that may offer 
further insights. Therefore, future research should investigate this by testing 
alternative approaches to understanding tactical performance in AF, such as the 
formations and movements patterns of teams using X-Y co-ordinates. Further 
analysis may also be required to identify the reasons behind the minimal impact of 
tactical PIs compared to technical PIs (and the lack of improvement in classification 
accuracies). A final recommendation pertains to the transfer of the current methods 
to other populations – females, other sports and youth populations. Currently, there 
may be insufficient data to complete analyses on certain populations (e.g. Women’s 
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AFL). However, in the future, the necessary data will become available and therefore 
there will be an opportunity. The findings of the current Thesis are directly 
applicable to the AFL, it is unknown how the results would transfer to second tier or 
amateur competition. I would suggest the methodological processes followed in the 
current Thesis be trialled in other sports and levels of competition, to assess the 
transferability of the current results.  
 
7.3 Conclusions  
There are numerous important conclusions to summarise from the experimental 
Studies of this Thesis. The process of feature selection and era detection using an 
ensemble approach is beneficial. Several PIs that have not been analysed previously 
were identified as more important to match outcome than more established PIs, these 
include Metres gained, Time in possession, Turnovers forced score and Inside 50s 
per shot. Furthermore, the results of the feature selection process indicate that the 
relative form of PIs are more valuable than the absolute form. The development of 
models of match outcome demonstrate that analysing a larger range of PIs can 
improve modelling accuracy. In addition, the relationships between PIs and match 
outcomes varied between eras, which confirms the importance of identifying eras in 
longitudinal datasets. The decision tree models created throughout these Studies 
indicate KPIs and the values of these KPIs that can be targeted by coaches and 
teams. The model accuracies are as high as and higher than those in previous reports, 
which underscores the value of a larger database, with a wider range of PIs. It may 
be advantageous for interpretable (i.e. decision trees) and less interpretable (i.e. 
GLMs) models to be deployed and interpreted in combination as additional insights 
may be gathered by interpreting these approaches in tandem. Further, tactical 
analyses conducted in Study three suggest that within a season, AF teams have 
relatively stable but different teamwork characteristics and that there are differences 
in measures of teamwork between teams that win and lose matches. There are also 
moderate correlations between measures of teamwork and the size of the win or loss 
(i.e. final score margin). The most important tactical measures of teamwork include 
Effective passes, Passing density within a team, the Average possession chain length, 
Effective trios and Key player centrality. These measures were able to distinguish 
between winning and losing match outcome and therefore it would be appropriate to 
use these tactical PIs to assess effective teamwork and to use these insights to guide 
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tactical style tactics. The combination of technical and tactical PIs in models that 
explain match outcome did not perform significantly better than previously models 
based on technical performance indicators alone. Nevertheless, the classification 
accuracy of the models is very high which makes them inherently valuable. Tactical 
PIs appear to have similar value to technical PIs as they were ranked relatively 
highly in the feature selection process and were weighted when modelling. 
Collectively, the findings and conclusions of this Thesis can be used to guide current 
coaching practices in AF and the processes and methods could be applied in future 
research. This Thesis has improved the current understanding of the optimal 
technical and tactical performance characteristics of successful AF teams by 
answering the intended research questions using a variety of appropriate analytical 
approaches.  
 
7.4 Significance of Findings  
The studies within this Thesis have contributed to the current understanding of the 
optimal performance characteristics of AFL teams from a technical and tactical 
perspective. This research has developed a decision support system that coaches 
could incorporate into their practices. By providing evidence-based information to 
inform key decisions regarding performance, this can help to alleviate the burden 
placed on a coach when making these decisions. A coach may be able to refer to an 
evidence-base when making key tactical decisions that may influence the outcome of 
a match. Further, this work has established the evidence-based standards of technical 
and tactical performance of successful teams. Coaches could refer to the findings of 
this Thesis when establishing technical and tactical KPI benchmarks. Furthermore, 
significant methodological findings have been established, including; confirming the 
benefit of a large, longitudinal datasets, managing aspects of analysing large datasets, 
the benefit of an ensemble feature selection process and era detection, as well as the 
implementing various modelling and validation approaches. Each of these findings 
can be implemented by future researchers and practitioners in their own contexts. 
The models created in this Thesis are some of the most accurate, if not the most 
accurate sport-based models of any published in the current literature. By creating 
more accurate models of performance that maintain parsimony and interpretability, I 
have also created performance insights with practical value. This means that 
knowledge is gained, and teams can use this knowledge to improve their likelihood 
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of success, or at least, their understanding of the performance characteristics of 
successful teams. Tactical investigations of AF have been scarcely researched, the 
application of SNA provided meaningful results; several tactical PIs were able to 
distinguish winning and losing match outcomes. This approach had not been used to 
assess how teamwork related to match outcomes previously. Further, although the 
unique combination of technical and tactical PIs in modelling match outcome did not 
substantially improve model performance, it still achieved the highest classification 
accuracies to date.  
 
7.5 Practical Implications 
Coaches and analysts alike can incorporate the findings of this Thesis into their own 
practices and decision-making processes. Several lessons have been learnt through 
the analyses in the current research. These lessons include the importance of being 
aware of changes in the style of play (defined by eras) in a longitudinal dataset and 
the benefit of using more than one analysis technique to investigate these changes. 
The implications of the research findings in this Thesis could be considered 
independently for analysts and coaches therefore, they are listed in separate 
categories.  
 
Practical implications for Analysts:  
 Given the large number of PIs available to most analysts, a process of feature 
selection should be undertaken. This will help to remove redundant 
information, simplify the final model and therefore the interpretation of the 
results, improving the efficiency in which models are created and interpreted.  
 Analysts could complete era identification, feature selection and modelling 
specific to their sport following the methods of this Thesis.  
 The modelling procedures established in this Thesis could be used in an ‘in-
game’ live model. Given access to a dataset of half-time match statistics, 
models could be created to inform coaching practices at the main-break (half-
time) in AF or in other sports. There are operators available within software 
packages (e.g. Rapidminer) that can provide model simulators. In the 
simulator, a team’s half-time PI values could be input, and the output would 
be the likelihood of the team winning the match and what the Score margin 
will be. Further, the PIs that are most influential in the model prediction and 
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therefore support the predicted Score margin are given (please refer to the 
resources in Appendix G for examples of a model simulator). This could be 
used as a tool to support evidence-based coaching decisions and alter match 
tactics that may enhance the likelihood of successful match outcomes.  
 Further, incorporating SNA into analyses of team performance can provide a 
unique perspective that is not captured by PIs.  
 This step-by-step approach to analysis may identify several PIs that appear to 
have a strong relationship with winning that could be used as KPIs with their 
threshold values for achieving a successful match outcome. If implemented, 
these models could be regularly updated to gain an insight into current day 
trends in the game.  
 An appropriately skilled analyst at any sporting organisation could implement 
the methods and processes stated throughout and provide a unique 
understanding of their sport and the technical and tactical requirements of 
successful teams.  
 
Practical implications for Coaches: 
 One of the most valuable outcomes of this research is the development of a 
decision support system that coaches could incorporate into their current 
practices, reducing the burden placed on coaches in making key decisions.  
 The models developed in this research can be referred to, to improve training 
practices; focusing on key technical and tactical skill development based 
upon the identified important PIs.  
 Technical and tactical match performance can be manipulated, increasing the 
likelihood of successful match outcomes. 
 The decision tree models presented in this research can be used to set 
benchmark PI values for the KPIs, informing evidence-based coaching 
practices. This can help to alleviate some of the burden associated with 
decision-making. This can help to support or challenge a coach’s opinion 
improving the art/science balance of coaching.  
 A coach could gain an insight into the optimal characteristics of teamwork in 
a match by using the findings of Study 3 to understand which tactical PIs are 
most important. This could provide a coach with an efficient method of 
assessing a player’s involvement in a given match and how a team interacts 
when winning compared with losing a match.  
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The findings of this Thesis could enhance the approaches used to analyse team sports 
performance. Finally, the findings gathered can be used to guide future sports data 
analytics research. This can be achieved by implementing the current methodological 
processes in other contexts and reviewing the merit of the current processes.  
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Appendices 
Appendix A- Full list of performance indicators and their definitions (Champion Data) 
 
Label Definition 
ballUp When the umpire restarts play via a bounce or throw up after a stoppage within the field of play. Does not include centre bounces. 
ballUpCall A stoppage within the field of play, most often after a player is tackled and unable to dispose of the ball. 
behind A minor score, as judged by the goal umpire. Behinds are worth one point to a team's total score. 
centreBounce An umpire bounce or throw up at the start of each quarter and after a goal. 
contestedPossession A possession which has been won when the ball is in dispute. Includes loose ball-gets, hardball-gets, contested marks, gathers from a hit-out and 
frees for. 
clanger An error made by a player resulting in a negative result for their side. 
clearance Credited to the player who has the first effective disposal in a chain that clears the stoppage area, or an ineffective kick or clanger kick that clears 
the stoppage area. 
disposal when a player kicks or handballs the ball 
disposalEfficiency The percentage of disposals that are effective 
Disposals Per turnover A measure of how many disposals a player/team average compared to how many turnovers they have created from disposals. 
freeAgainst When an infringement occurs resulting in the opposition receiving a free kick from the umpires. 
freeFor When a player is interfered with and is awarded a free kick by the umpires. 
freeForOffBall Frees for that don't warrant a player receiving a contested possession, with the majority being after disposal' frees where the player receiving 
the free is knocked down after disposing of the ball. Counted as uncontested possessions. 
gather Uncontested possessions at ground level where the player was the intended target of a teammate's disposal or knock-on, or where the ball was 
won under no pressure after an opposition disposal. 
gatherFromHitout A possession gained from a teammate's hitout-to-advantage. Counted as a contested possession. 
goal A major score, as judged by the goal umpire. Worth six points to a team's total score. 
handball when a player hits the ball with a closed fist whilst holding the ball in their other hand 
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handballClanger Handballs that give possession directly to the opposition. 
handballEffective A handball to a teammate that hits the intended target. 
handballIneffective Handballs that are not advantageous to the team, but do not directly turn the ball over to the opposition. 
handballReceive An uncontested possession that is the result of a teammate's handball. 
hardBallget A disputed ball at ground level under direct physical pressure or out of a ruck contest, resulting in an opportunity to affect a legal disposal. 
hitout Knocking the ball out of a ruck contest following a stoppage with clear control, regardless of which side wins the following contest at ground 
level. 
hitoutToAdvantage A hitout that reaches an intended teammate. 
HitoutwinPct Percentage of ruck contests resulting in a hitout win. 
inside50 Moving the ball from the midfield into the forward zone. Excludes multiple entries within the same chain of possession. 
kick when a player hits the ball with their foot 
kickClanger Kicks that give possession directly to the opposition. 
kickEffective Kicks that are sent 40m or over to a 50-50 or better to the team, or kicks shorter than 40m where the intended target retained possession. 
kickIn When a player kicks the ball back into play after an opposition behind. Kick-ins are regarded as a function of the team and do not count as kicks, 
although they are similarly graded for quality. 
kick/handball ratio the proportion of total of kicks that occur during a match to handballs 
kickIneffective Kicks that are not advantageous to the team, but do not directly turn the ball over to the opposition. 
knockOn When a player uses his hand to knock the ball to a teammate's advantage rather than attempting to take possession within his team's chain of 
play. 
knockOnContested Using the hand to knock the ball to a teammate's advantage rather than attempting to take possession from a contested situation. 
looseBallGet A disputed ball at ground level not under direct physical pressure that results in an opportunity to record a legal disposal. 
markContested When a player takes a mark under physical pressure of an opponent or in a pack. 
markUncontested Marks taken under no physical pressure from an opponent. Includes marks taken on a lead and from opposition kicks. 
metresGained The net metres gained with the ball by a player, by running, kicking or handballing, combining measures towards attacking goal and away from 
defensive goal 
missedShot Genuine shots at goal that either fell short with no score being registered or resulted in an out on the full. 
outOfBounds When the ball crosses the boundary line, excluding kicks out on the full and deliberate out of bounds free kicks. 
periodEnd The end of play for a quarter. 
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periodStart The start of play for a quarter. 
rebound50 Moving the ball from the defensive zone into the midfield. 
rebound50toIn50 Pct the proportion of rebound50 to Inside50 count 
rushed Behinds that have not been scored directly off a player's boot, excluding those that were touched on the goal line. 
scoreAssist Creating a score by getting the ball to a teammate either via a disposal, knock-on, ground kick, or hitout, or by winning a free kick before the 
advantage is paid to the goal scorer 
spoil Knocking the ball away from a marking contest preventing an opponent from taking a mark. 
tackle Using physical contact to prevent an opponent in possession of the ball from getting an effective disposal. 
throwIn Boundary umpire restarts play by throwing the ball back in after a stoppage out of bounds. 
timeinPossesion The time differential to an opponent that a team has possession of the football (in seconds) 
turnoverForced A turnover committed under significant pressure, which directly results in an opposition possession 
uncontestedPossession Possessions gained whilst under no physical pressure, either from a teammate's disposal or an opposition's clanger kick. Includes 
handball receives, uncontested marks (including lead marks) and intended ball gets from a disposal. 
Derived measures 
Ball Gains The sum of centrebouncefirstpossession, throwinfirstposs, turnoversforced, intercepts and frees for 
Ball Losses The sum of turnovers, opposition team intercepts, frees against and clangers 
Outcome measures 
 
Win-Loss The final result of an AFL match coded as 'W' for Win and 'L' for a Loss (Matches resulting in a Draw 'D' were removed) 
Score margin The final score difference for an AFL match between two opposing teams. For opposing teams for example a 54 point win is a -54 loss for the 
opposing team. 
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Appendix B- Study one acceptance email, journal 
website, authorship statement, feature selection output 
and supporting figure 
 
 
Journal webpage: https://content.sciendo.com/view/journals/ijcss/ijcss-overview.xml 
 
AUTHORSHIP STATEMENT- Study one 
1.  Details of publication and executive author 
Title of Publication Publication details 
Modelling Match Outcome in Australian Football: 
Improved accuracy with large databases 
International Journal of 
Computer Science in Sport 
(Accepted 15 April, 2019) 
 
Name of executive author School/Institute/Division if 
based at Deakin; Organisation 
and address if non-Deakin 
Email or phone 
Christopher Young School of Exercise and 
Nutrition Sciences / Centre 
for Sport Research 
yochr@deakin.edu.au 
2.  Inclusion of publication in a thesis 
Is it intended to include this publication in a higher 
degree by research (HDR) thesis? 
Yes  
 
 
If Yes, please complete Section 
3 
If No, go straight to Section 4. 
3.  HDR thesis author’s declaration 
Name of HDR thesis author if 
different from above. (If the 
same, write “as above”) 
School/Institute/Division if 
based at Deakin 
Thesis title 
 
 
School of Exercise and 
Nutrition Sciences (SENS) / 
Centre for Sport Research 
(CSR) 
Identifying the optimal 
technical and tactical 
characteristics in Australian 
Football.  
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Feature selection ranked list for Score margin 
 
Combined Eras  Era 1  Era 2  
Attribute Mean Attribute Mean Attribute Mean 
Metres Gained 
relative 
1.00 
Time in 
Possession 
relative 
1.00 
Metres Gained 
relative 
1.00 
Time in Possession 
relative 
0.80 Kicks relative 0.98 Kicks relative 0.81 
TurnoversForcedScor
e relative 
0.79 
Inside 50s 
relative 
0.94 
Time in 
Possession 
relative 
0.82 
Kicks relative 0.78 
Marks Inside 50s 
relative 
0.95 
Inside 50s 
relative 
0.79 
Marks Inside 50s 
relative 
0.77 
Inside 50s Per 
Shot relative 
0.90 
Marks Inside 
50s relative 
0.79 
Inside 50s relative 0.77 
Disposals 
relative 
0.92 
TurnoversForce
dScore relative 
0.78 
Disposals relative 0.72 
Turnovers 
relative 
0.81 
Disposals 
relative 
0.74 
Inside 50s Per Shot 
relative 
0.70 Inside 50s 0.75 Metres Gained 0.70 
Metres Gained 0.66 
Contested 
Possessions 
relative 
0.75 Inside 50s 0.70 
Turnovers relative 0.66 Marks Inside 50s 0.74 Kicks 0.70 
Ball Gains relative 0.64 
Disposals Per 
Shot on Goal 
0.71 
Inside 50s Per 
Shot relative 
0.67 
Inside 50s 0.64 
Inside 50s Kick 
Retain Pct 
relative 
0.80 
Rebound 50s 
To Inside 50s 
Pct relative 
0.68 
Rebound 50s To 
Inside 50s Pct relative 
0.60 Kicks 0.68 
Turnovers 
relative 
0.66 
Turnovers Forced 
Score 
0.59 
Disposals Per 
Turnover 
0.68 
Ball Gains 
relative 
0.64 
Marks Inside 50s 0.59 
Rebound 50s To 
Inside 50s Pct 
relative 
0.68 
Contested 
Possessions 
relative 
0.61 
Contested 
Possessions relative 
0.59 
Disposal 
Efficiency Pct 
relative 
0.67 
Marks Inside 
50s 
0.61 
Inside 50s Kick Retain 
Pct relative 
0.59 Marks relative 0.66 
Disposal 
Efficiency Pct 
relative 
0.61 
Kicks 0.59 
Ball Losses 
relative 
0.65 Disposals 0.58 
Disposal Efficiency 
Pct relative 
0.57 
Inside 50s per 
shot 
0.63 
Disposals Per 
Shot on Goal 
0.60 
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Disposals Per Shot on 
Goal 
0.56 
Inside 50s Kick 
Mark Pct 
relative 
0.60 Marks relative 0.60 
Marks relative 0.54 Disposals 0.57 
Disposals Per 
Turnover 
0.58 
Disposals Per 
Turnover 
0.54 
Marks 
Contested 
relative 
0.54 
Turnovers 
Forced Score 
0.59 
Ball Losses relative 0.52 
Inside 50s Kick 
Retain Pct 
relative 
0.60 
Inside 50s Kick 
Retain Pct 
relative 
0.56 
Inside 50s Per Shot 0.49 
Contested 
Possessions 
0.46 
Ball Losses 
relative 
0.54 
Ball Gains 0.48 
Marks From 
Opposition Kick 
relative 
0.42 Ball Gains 0.47 
Inside 50s Kick Mark 
Pct relative 
0.47 
Rebound 50s To 
Inside 50s Pct 
0.41 
Inside 50s Per 
Shot 
0.48 
Inside 50s Kick Retain 
Pct 
0.41 Intercepts 0.39 
Rebound 50s 
To Inside 50s 
Pct 
0.46 
Marks Contested 
relative 
0.41 Marks 0.37 
Inside 50s Kick 
Mark Pct 
relative 
0.42 
Turnovers Forced 
relative 
0.41 
Handballs 
relative 
0.42 
Uncontested 
Possessions 
0.42 
Turnovers/Turnovers 
Forced ratio 
0.40 Turnovers 0.38 
Clearances 
Effective 
relative 
0.37 
Disposals 0.40 Clangers relative 0.39 Marks 0.42 
Rebound 50s To 
Inside 50s Pct 
0.36 
Disposal 
Efficiency 
0.37 
Rebound 50s 
relative 
0.40 
Handballs relative 0.34 
Uncontested 
Possessions 
0.37 
Turnovers 
Forced relative 
0.42 
Marks 0.34 
Marks 
Contested 
0.36 
Clangers 
relative 
0.40 
Marks From 
Opposition Kick 
relative 
0.34 
Clearance Win 
Pct relative 
0.39 
Inside 50s Kick 
Retain Pct 
0.39 
Clangers relative 0.33 Bounces relative 0.37 
Clearance Win 
Pct relative 
0.32 
Clearance Win Pct 
relative 
0.32 
One Percenters 
relative 
0.36 
Marks 
Contested 
relative 
0.37 
Inside 50s Kick Mark 
Pct 
0.31 Ball Losses 0.36 
Handballs 
relative 
0.36 
Uncontested 
Possessions 
0.30 
Clearances 
Centre relative 
0.35 
Turnovers/Turn
overs forced 
ratio 
0.40 
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Contested 
Possessions 
0.30 
Clearance Win 
Pct 
0.33 
Contested 
Possessions 
0.34 
Rebound 50s relative 0.29 
Inside 50s Kick 
Mark Pct 
0.39 
Marks From 
Opposition Kick 
relative 
0.37 
Turnovers 0.29 
Marks From 
Opposition Kick 
0.27 
Clearance Win 
Pct 
0.27 
Bounces relative 0.29 
Clearances 
Effective 
relative 
0.30 
Disposal 
Efficiency 
0.32 
Clearances Effective 
relative 
0.28 
Rebound 50s 
relative 
0.27 Rebound 50s 0.31 
Intercepts 0.28 
First Possession 
To Clearance Pct 
relative 
0.31 
Bounces 
relative 
0.30 
 
 
     
Feature selection ranked list for Win-Loss 
 
Combined Era  Era 1  Era 2  
Attribute Mean Attribute Mean Attribute Mean 
Time in Possession 
relative 
1 
Time in 
Possession 
relative 
1 
Metres Gained 
relative 
1 
Kicks relative 0.84 Kicks relative 0.89 
Time in 
Possession 
relative 
0.7 
Inside 50s Per Shot 
relative 
0.72 
Inside 50s Per 
Shot relative 
0.73 Kicks relative 0.63 
Marks Inside 50m 
relative 
0.69 
Marks Inside 
50m relative 
0.68 
Marks Inside 
50m relative 
0.52 
Inside 50m relative 0.65 
Disposals 
relative 
0.66 
Inside 50m 
relative 
0.51 
Metres Gained 
relative 
0.63 
Inside 50m 
relative 
0.59 
Disposals 
relative 
0.49 
Disposals relative 0.6 Kicks 0.48 
Inside 50s Per 
Shot relative 
0.48 
Turnovers relative 0.47 Marks relative 0.48 Kicks 0.48 
Disposal Efficiency 
Pct relative 
0.46 
Marks Inside 
50m 
0.46 
Turnovers 
Forced Score 
relative 
0.44 
Kicks 0.43 
Disposals Per 
Shot on Goal 
0.46 Metres Gained 0.43 
Marks relative 0.42 
Turnovers 
relative 
0.45 
Turnovers 
relative 
0.42 
Inside 50s 0.42 
Contested 
Possessions 
relative 
0.43 Inside 50s 0.4 
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Marks Inside 50m 0.42 
Disposal 
Efficiency Pct 
relative 
0.43 
Disposal 
Efficiency Pct 
relative 
0.37 
Disposals Per Shot on 
Goal 
0.4 
Inside 50s per 
shot 
0.42 Marks relative 0.37 
Contested 
Possessions relative 
0.4 Inside 50s 0.42 
Rebound 50s 
To Inside 50s 
Pct relative 
0.36 
Inside 50s per shot 0.37 Disposals 0.38 
Disposals Per 
Shot on Goal 
0.35 
Rebound 50s To 
Inside 50s Pct relative 
0.31 
Disposals Per 
Turnover 
0.37 
Disposals Per 
Turnover 
0.34 
Disposals Per 
Turnover 
0.31 
Marks 
Contested 
relative 
0.31 Disposals 0.33 
Ball Losses relative 0.28 
Ball Losses 
relative 
0.29 
Marks Inside 
50m 
0.33 
Inside 50s Kick Retain 
Pct relative 
0.28 
Rebound 50s To 
Inside 50s Pct 
relative 
0.28 
Ball Gains 
relative 
0.32 
Metres Gained 0.28 Marks 0.27 
Contested 
Possessions 
relative 
0.32 
Marks Contested 
relative 
0.27 
Uncontested 
Possessions 
0.26 
Inside 50s Kick 
Retain Pct 
relative 
0.31 
Turnovers Forced 
Score relative 
0.25 
Contested 
Possessions 
0.24 
Turnovers 
Forced Score 
0.28 
Disposals 0.22 
Marks From 
Oppositions Kick 
relative 
0.24 
Ball Losses 
relative 
0.27 
Inside 50s Kick Mark 
Pct relative 
0.22 
Clearance Win 
Pct relative 
0.24 
Inside 50s per 
shot 
0.27 
Marks 0.2 
Disposal 
Efficiency 
0.24 Marks 0.23 
Contested 
Possessions 
0.18 Bounces relative 0.23 Ball gains 0.22 
Inside 50s Kick Retain 
Pct 
0.18 
One Percenters 
relative 
0.22 
Uncontested 
Possessions 
0.21 
Ball Gains relative 0.18 
Marks 
Contested 
0.21 
Rebound 50s 
To Inside 50s 
Pct 
0.21 
Marks From 
Oppositions Kick 
relative 
0.17 
Handballs 
relative 
0.21 
Inside 50s Kick 
Mark Pct 
relative 
0.2 
Clangers relative 0.17 
Clearance 
WinPct 
0.2 
Marks From 
Oppositions 
Kick relative 
0.19 
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Clearance Win Pct 
relative 
0.17 Intercepts 0.2 
Inside 50s Kick 
Retain Pct 
0.19 
Disposal Efficiency 0.17 Turnovers 0.19 
Turnovers/Turn
overs forced 
ratio 
0.18 
Turnovers Forced 
Score 
0.16 
Clearances 
Centre relative 
0.19 
Marks 
Contested 
relative 
0.18 
Bounces relative 0.16 Clangers relative 0.19 
Rebound 50s 
relative 
0.18 
Marks Contested 0.16 
Rebound 50s To 
Inside 50s Pct 
0.18 
Clangers 
relative 
0.17 
Rebound 50s To 
Inside 50s Pct 
0.16 Clearances 0.17 
Turnovers 
Forced relative 
0.17 
Handballs relative 0.16 
Marks From 
Opposition Kick 
0.17 
Disposal 
Efficiency 
0.17 
Uncontested 
Possessions 
0.15 Ball losses 0.17 
Handballs 
relative 
0.16 
Intercepts 0.15 
Clearances 
Effective 
relative 
0.16 
Contested 
Possessions 
0.15 
Inside 50s Kick Mark 
Pct 
0.15 
First Possession 
To Clearance Pct 
relative 
0.16 
Clearances 
Effective 
relative 
0.14 
Turnovers 0.15 
Clearances 
Stoppage 
relative 
0.15 
Bounces 
relative 
0.14 
Clearance WinPct 0.15 
Clearances 
Effective 
0.15 Rebound 50s 0.14 
One Percenters 
relative 
0.14 Bounces 0.15 
Clearance Win 
Pct relative 
0.14 
First Possession To 
Clearance Pct relative 
0.12 Handballs 0.14 Turnovers 0.13 
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Change-point and Segmented regression analysis figure 
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Supplementary Material 1. Top 10 Ranked Coefficients from the GLMs that predict 
Score margin for each time frame. C = the coefficient value for the performance 
indicator in the model and represents its relative importance. Negative values 
represent an inverse relationship between the value of the PI and the Score margin. 
 
Rank 2001–2008 C 2009–2016 C 2001–2016 C 
1 Inside 50s Per 
Shot relative 
-
8.46 
Inside 50s relative 4.55 Inside 50s Per Shot 
relative 
-7.40 
2 Inside 50s 
relative 
5.03 Rebound 50s relative 4.44 Inside 50s relative 5.11 
3 Rebound 50s 
relative 
4.71 Inside 50s Per Shot 
relative 
-4.15 Rebound 50s relative 4.84 
4 Inside 50s Per 
Shot 
-
3.31 
Turnovers/Turnovers 
Forced ratio 
-0.43 Inside 50s Per Shot -3.73 
5 Turnovers 
relative 
-
1.93 
Disposal Efficiency 
relative 
0.29 Turnovers relative -2.70 
6 Intercepts -
1.75 
Disposals Per 
Turnover 
0.27 Turnovers 2.51 
7 Turnovers 1.73 Turnovers relative -0.26 Intercepts -2.51 
8 Disposal Per 
Shot on Goal 
0.54 Clearances Effective 
relative 
0.22 Disposal Per Shot on 
Goal 
0.56 
9 Disposal 
Efficiency 
relative 
0.33 Inside 50s Per Shot 0.18 Turnovers/Turnovers 
Forced ratio 
0.41 
10 Disposals Per 
Turnover 
-
0.22 
Marks Inside 50m 0.16 Disposal Efficiency 
relative 
0.28 
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Appendix F- Correlation matrix for the combined top 20 ranked technical and tactical performance 
indicators 
 
Average 
path length 
relative 
Disposal 
efficiency Pct 
relative 
Disposals 
per shot on 
goal 
Disposa
ls 
relative 
Edge 
count 
relative 
Edge 
count 
Insid
e 
50m 
Inside 50m 
per shot 
relative 
Inside 
50m 
relative 
Interce
pts 
relative 
Kicks 
Kicks 
relativ
e 
Marks 
I50m 
relative 
Marks 
relative 
Metres 
gained 
Metres 
gained 
relative 
Rebound 
50m to 
inside 50m 
Pct relative 
Time in 
possessio
n relative 
Transitivi
ty 
relative 
Turnovers 
to turnovers 
forced ratio 
Average path 
length relative 
1.00 0.01 -0.02 0.04 -0.90 -0.73 0.01 -0.03 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 -0.83 0.30 
Disposal 
efficiency Pct 
relative 
0.01 1.00 -0.23 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.37 -0.33 0.42 0.41 0.54 0.62 0.49 0.65 0.42 0.59 0.43 0.61 0.00 -0.31 
Disposals per shot 
on goal 
-0.02 -0.23 1.00 -0.31 0.02 0.11 -0.60 0.56 -0.57 -0.47 -0.26 -0.40 -0.49 -0.24 -0.51 -0.59 -0.47 -0.43 0.02 0.29 
Disposals relative 0.04 0.67 -0.31 1.00 -0.04 -0.04 0.53 -0.47 0.60 0.50 0.71 0.82 0.62 0.70 0.52 0.73 0.54 0.81 -0.04 -0.30 
Edge count 
relative 
-0.90 0.00 0.02 -0.04 1.00 0.81 -0.02 0.03 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 -0.03 -0.04 -0.03 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0.04 0.85 -0.31 
Edge count -0.73 0.00 0.11 -0.04 0.81 1.00 -0.01 0.02 -0.02 0.00 0.06 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.03 0.69 -0.25 
Inside 50m 0.01 0.37 -0.60 0.53 -0.02 -0.01 1.00 -0.25 0.88 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.57 0.36 0.73 0.72 0.68 0.56 -0.03 -0.35 
Inside 50m per 
shot relative 
-0.03 -0.33 0.56 -0.47 0.03 0.02 -0.25 1.00 -0.29 -0.52 -0.45 -0.51 -0.53 -0.38 -0.43 -0.61 -0.30 -0.55 0.01 0.31 
Inside 50m 
relative 
0.02 0.42 -0.57 0.60 -0.02 -0.02 0.88 -0.29 1.00 0.59 0.55 0.63 0.65 0.41 0.58 0.81 0.78 0.63 -0.04 -0.37 
Intercepts relative 0.00 0.41 -0.47 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.52 -0.52 0.59 1.00 0.46 0.53 0.55 0.43 0.46 0.65 0.54 0.58 0.00 -0.35 
Kicks 0.02 0.54 -0.26 0.71 -0.02 0.06 0.54 -0.45 0.55 0.46 1.00 0.87 0.60 0.76 0.60 0.68 0.47 0.76 -0.03 -0.33 
Kicks relative 0.02 0.62 -0.40 0.82 -0.03 -0.02 0.56 -0.51 0.63 0.53 0.87 1.00 0.69 0.87 0.55 0.78 0.54 0.88 -0.03 -0.36 
Marks I50m 
relative 
0.03 0.49 -0.49 0.62 -0.04 -0.03 0.57 -0.53 0.65 0.55 0.60 0.69 1.00 0.61 0.54 0.76 0.59 0.76 -0.04 -0.36 
Marks relative 0.02 0.65 -0.24 0.70 -0.03 -0.02 0.36 -0.38 0.41 0.43 0.76 0.87 0.61 1.00 0.41 0.58 0.43 0.78 -0.02 -0.33 
Metres gained 0.00 0.42 -0.51 0.52 -0.01 0.01 0.73 -0.43 0.58 0.46 0.60 0.55 0.54 0.41 1.00 0.71 0.51 0.56 -0.01 -0.34 
Metres gained 
relative 
0.00 0.59 -0.59 0.73 0.00 0.00 0.72 -0.61 0.81 0.65 0.68 0.78 0.76 0.58 0.71 1.00 0.71 0.79 -0.01 -0.41 
Rebound 50m to 
inside 50m Pct 
relative 
0.00 0.43 -0.47 0.54 -0.02 -0.01 0.68 -0.30 0.78 0.54 0.47 0.54 0.59 0.43 0.51 0.71 1.00 0.56 -0.02 -0.33 
Time in 
possession 
relative 
0.03 0.61 -0.43 0.81 -0.04 -0.03 0.56 -0.55 0.63 0.58 0.76 0.88 0.76 0.78 0.56 0.79 0.56 1.00 -0.04 -0.39 
Transitivity 
relative 
-0.83 0.00 0.02 -0.04 0.85 0.69 -0.03 0.01 -0.04 0.00 -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.04 1.00 -0.25 
Turnovers to 
turnovers 
orcedratio 
0.30 -0.31 0.29 -0.30 -0.31 -0.25 -0.35 0.31 -0.37 -0.35 -0.33 -0.36 -0.36 -0.33 -0.34 -0.41 -0.33 -0.39 -0.25 1.00 
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